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Build for a National
Maritime
Federation!
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Representing

40,000 Militant Union Men

"An Injury To One Is An Injury To All"
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1937
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PLENTY OF CASH,
TNESS AGAIN Hero of Many MEEHAN WARNS + Holman's Hoodlums Revealed As Sanborn's
0 TELL STORY Wars Fights STRIKERS FROM
Savage Battalion Of Salinas Strikebreakers FANCY CARS FOR
HIRED KILLERS
F FINK PLOTS Peace Battle FINK FRAMEUPS
.nislaus County Leaders to
Hear Scrudder's Story
On Dictaphone

Sailor McCluskey of Pedro
Has Record As Medal
Veteran I. L. A. Leader Sees
Winner
Move To Deliberately
Start Battle

Who Is Paying for Weapons
Supplied Gangsters
In S. F.?

"Tough Boys" Land In Cells;
Mayor Starts Another
Investigation

• .eary Denies He Told
rame-up Leader To Lie
Before Jurous
• .he Modesto Standard Oil
ameup at last is getting the
rough airing it deserves.
The Stanislaus county
nd jury began hearings
day in Modesto. Labor has
a, ed that District Attorney
- lie Cleary and James
Be udder, chief frameup wit,s, be indicted.
A State Assembly investigation
start about February 1. The
Assembly voted the investigation
week, 46 to 26, after Standard
II lobbyists had made a vain att
t to kill the measure.
INTRODUCE RECORDS
'
-te grand jury twas expected to
ar dictaphone records of the confe ion Scrudder made December
which he declared he lied at
the trial, and was instructed to He
Cleary and Glenn Devore, ape*la] prosecutor from Standard Oil.
xPected to testify before the
grand jury were Scrudder, Cleary,
the five persons who heard
crudder's confession — Herman
8 velaar, secretary of the Mos o Defense, Mr. and Mrs. Willi
Briggs of Los Angeles, Harry
es of Los Angeles, and H.
Christofferson, San Pedro agent for
Sailors' Union.
The grand jury is expected to
testimony today and Friday.
State Attorney-General U. S.
b assigned as his representa're at the grand jury hearing Depta* Ralph O. Marron, prosecutor of
e Santa Rosa thugs who tarred
feathered union men in 1935.
DENIED LIE
leary himself appeared before
Assembly last week to try to
hush things up. He denied having
Scrudder to lie.
Then Stuyvelaar was given the
r to answer Cleary. He told of
ovr Scrudder went to the Briggs'
e in Los Angeles, and how he
14 questioned for two hours, not
k wing that all his words were
g recorded on 18 dictaphone

Cords.

"Stay down on the waterfront and don't let provocateurs get you in enemy territory," is the advice of Matt
Meehan to San Francisco
strikers.

SAN PEDRO.—Sailor J. W. McCluskey possesses an heroic record of fighting history that definitely places him conspicuously in
a category by himself.
Early in his career McClusky was
decorated for distinguished conduct in Mexico. In France, he won
a fight against Carpentier, the
former French boxing champion.
In 1915 he gained further distinction by knocking out Jack Dempsey
at Butte, Montana.
For a distinglished service during the World War, McCluskey received highly coveted decorations,
Including the French Croix de Guerre, Congressional Medal, Victoria
Cross and the Medaille Militaire.
Later, he saw service with the
American forces in Nicaragua.
Today, McCluskey is Chief of the
Union Patrol, a unit of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
Coast which is performing valuable
work in the maintenance of order
on the waterfront, and preventing
active and militant union men from
suffering bodily harm at the hands
of gangs operating under orders
from insincere labor leaders.
Wounded in war service and
wearing a silver plate in his skull,
McCluskey experienced difficulty
in obtaining employment because
of the necessity of passing physical examinations.
Despite his many distinguished
decorations for bravery, it was not
until the conclusion of the 1934 waterfront strike when the marine
unions gained control of the hiring
halls, that this hero was able to
obtain part-time work.

. dward Vandeleur, secretary of
tie State Federation of Labor,
O'Connell, secretary of the
an Francisco Central Labor Counand other prominent labor ofBecause of the indifference of
t, als, joined the fight to get the shipowners and others, McCluskey
is now fighting on the side of the
(Continued on Page 10)
maritime workers and labor in general, and we are proud to count
him as a fellow member of the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific
Coast.

ay, Boys, It's
Time To File
Income Return

The time is here when all of
us great financiers begin to
t headaches figuring how
any thousands of dollars we
owe Uncle Sam in Income tax.
To avoid a 25 per cent penalty, plus interest, for failure
file Income tax returns,
rnaritime workers should get
sy right away. Yon can arrange to file your tax in four
ual quarterly installments.
Get blanks and file your rema at the New Federal
Building In the Civic Center at
ulton
and
Leavenworth
btre ets, room 223, San Franloco.

Food for thought, and
plenty, was given the Maritime Unions on Tuesday
when an authoritative source
stated that apparently respectable groups of business
men posing as civic minded
organizations might be very
logically fostering the recent
incitation.s to violence and
attacks upon union men by
Lee Holman's finks, with an
eye to affecting public opinion regarding t h e AntiPicketing Law, due for local
consideration in March.
By provoking battles on the

SAN PEDRO, Jan. 26.—The
on
following
marine firemen
strike in San Pedro have donated
blood for transfusions to a fellow
worker who is seriously ill:
John J. Kelly„ S. Litchfield, G.
Rivas, Chester Taylor, W. H.
Blackwell, Charles Schwartz, W.
R. Keric.
These men were selected by
doctors from among sixty-nine
volunteers, all from the Marine
Firemen.
We call this true Union brotherhood!

Meehan, Secretary-Treasurer of
the Pacific Coast District, I.L.A.,
and member of I.L.A. 37-78, Portland, says he's surprised that local strikers haven't yet all learned the dangers of journeying uptown where they don't belong
and where traps may be set and
waiting.
PORTLAND FRAMEUP
"The now-famous Portland
case, in which 28 innocent union
men were jailed for murder only
a few days after the end of the
1934 strike should be in every
local striker's mind. It cost $40,000 to free these men, and only
mass-pressure from the whole
local kept trial from leading to
the 'pen'—duplicating the Modesto case," warns the Portland
leader.
He explains the events of the
Portland case particularly as a
warning that the danger of be(Continued on page 10)

BRIDGES, CURRAN ON
NATION'S HONOR ROLL
FOR LABOR ACTIVITY

..

......
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Tne maritime strike was too
peaceful for the enemies of labor,
so Holman's thugs were turned
loose on the streets of San Francisco with assorted murderous
weapons. Their unprovoked atThe weekly journal of news and tacks
brought
police
action.
opinion, the NATION, prints an Scores of the gang were rounded
honor roll of Americans who have up. In the above layout: (1) Wodone the most for mankind in the
pasi year.
Regarding their choice for this
poll, the NATION says:
"In a world in which courage is
at a premium, they have been
courageous; they have been intelligent when intelligence was sorely
needed; either in public affairs; in
journalism or the arts they have
made a contribution, by a particulat act or in their general behavior,
whIch is worthy of honorable no- Many States Recognize Right
Of Workers To Protect
tice.
Their Gains
"Harry Bridges for his outstanding leadership of the Maritime FedThe anti-picketing ordinance is
eration.
"Joseph Curran, for his pioneer un-American in that it deprives
work as leader of the Seamen's every laboring man and woman
Strike in New York in building a of their right to demand better
Maritime Federation on the East living standards. The anti- pickCoast.
eting
deprives
the
ordinance
"The Steel Workers Organizing workers of the right to protest
Committee; its chairman, Philip when their standard of living is
Murray; its regional director Clin- in jeopardy.
ton S. Golden, Van A. Bittner, and
Only by persistent, courageous
William Mitchell and its rank and
and determined effort of labor
file organizers in the steel towns
can this vicious law be repealed
for their organizing campaign on
and set aside for all times.
steel.
It is fundamental that employ"John L. Lewis, of the C.I.O. for
ers begrudgingly allow their emcontinuing to give strength and
ployees to organize or join a labackbone to the American Labor
bor onion. It is also fundamental
movement."
There are many more mentioned that employees organize for their
in this weekly distinguished for its protection and for collective barIntellectual honesty. Lack of space gaining..
prevents us from publishing the
ORGANIZED LABOR
Through organized labor only
full roster.
But those are the points we want can employees make their just
to emphasize. Not only the Editors demands and maintain their standof the NATION, but leading think- ards. The average employer
ers everywhere have gone on rec- gives no advantage to his em(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)

man who told police she was wife (4) Left to right, Cliff Callis,
of Walter Gray, strikebreaker and Hugh Johansen, Thomas Joyce,
gunman. Officers questioned but Oksie Ward and Wayne Bottcher,
did not hold her. (2) Court scene, being bound over to superior
with gangsters among spectators. court for assault on Pete Lachy,
In circle, Holman's first lieute- maritime striker; (5) Ben Leary,
nant. (3) Walter Gray, Holman member I.L.A. 38-79, wounded by
gangster, held under $5000 bond. Gray; (6) Just a few of assorted
for murderous assault with gun. weapons found at Holman's fink

headquarters.
Gray and

his wife boast that

they have been active at Salinas
with "Colonel" Sanborn, vigilante
labor hater and publisher of the
Nazi-minded
Citizen,
American
sheet that plays the shipowners'
game.

'YOU'RE ROTTEN'
ANTI-PICKET LAW Rossi Now Admits He Is
Informed On Strike; VANDELEUR TOLD
VICIOUS, UNFAIR NotBridges
Enlightens Him
BY UNION MAN
FOR ALL LABOR

This conference, arranged by Mayor Rossi and Mayors
and City Managers of neighboring cities, was held in the McKelvey Forces Leader
City Hall on January 26th.
Down in Stormy S4..- .ssion
His Honor, Angelo Rossi of San Francisco, acted as
Of Council
chairman and in contrast with statements he had made
over the radio on a previous occasion when he stated that The San Francisco Central Lahe knew all the facts, now admitted that he knew nothing bor Council experienced one of
about the controversy and that it was all Greek to him.
the stormiest sessions in its his-

The Mayor further explained-0•
that the conference had no pro- Masters, Mates and Pilots and
gram, but merely Wanted to 'ask the I.L.A. This condition is being
the labor leaders arid employers
deliberately created by the emfor information regarding the
strike situation and termination ployers who are insisting that the
I.L.A. accept a tentative agreethereof.
THIRD PARTY
Mayor Rossi saw fit to launch
an attack ' against Harry Bridges
by attempting to place words. in
Bridges' mouth. Rossi stated very
emphatically that if the strikers
and employers had reached an
impasse they should refer the
matter to a third party for adjudication, and said that he could
think of no one more fitted to
set up machinery for this purpose than the President of the
United States. Bridges pointed
out that employers and longshoremen were deadlocked on account
of a jurisdictional dispute between the Sailors' Union, the

ment contingent upon the condition that the I.L.A. will not interfere with mates acting as winch
drivers or hatch tenders, nor interfering with sailors doing longshore work on steamschooners as
stated by the employers.
WON'T UNDERSTAND
Bridges attempted to make it
clear to the Mayor, who apparently refused to understand that
it would be unfair to ask the
President of the United States to
adjust the inter-union jurisdictional- dispute and that such matters should be left to the American Federation of Labor for de(Continued on Page 10)

tory last week, when Edward
Vandeleur, chairman, was told he
was "rotten to the core" by John
McKelvey, official of the waiters'
union. Vandeleur had just declared nominations for the post
of secretary- treasurer closed
when the storm broke. John
O'Connell for 34 years incumbent
in the office had been left unopposed by Vandelettr's move.
McKELVEY GAME
Amid boos, cat-calls, shouts of
"faker" and general disorder directed at Edward Vandeleur for
arbitrarily closing nominations,
delegate John McKelvey shook his
finger at Vandeleur and shouted
"Vandeleur, you're rotten to the
core, and everybody knows it."
The assembled delegates roared
approval. Vandeleur, with flushed
face, "slightly irritated," banged
his gavel and bawled—"I'll keep
(Continued on Page 10)

streets of San Francisco, the way
could readily be opened for the
calling ofNational Guard troops
and the escorting of scabs aboard
ships and to docks and warehouses under protection of bay°.
nets and guns. The strike could
be broken, the "business" leader*
evidently believe.
Conducting a clean strike with
their own maritime federation
patrol taking care of violations
and violators on the waterfront,
the maritime men have set an
unparalleled example of sportsmanship and good citizenship. But
the vote on the anti-picket °Mita
nance comes soon and LABOR
MUST BE DISCREDITED. ThiS
seems to be the hue and cry of
the industrialist, the shipowner
and the big business interests of
the coast and particularly of San
Francisco.
Despite the earnest attempt of
the Maritime Unions to conduct
this strike in a fair, clean-cut and
clean-handed manner, repeated ate
tempts have been made to color
their behavior with lawlessness
and violence. Recently, in a last
desperate attempt to place the unions in a bad light with the public,
agents provocateurs (French for
rats) have been scattered through,out the financial district of the city
with explicit instructions to create
disturbance and to beat up mars
time workers.
791 HOWARD ST.
These thugs have all given their
address at 791 Howard Street, the
scab-corral of the master-fink, Lee
J. Holman. Thirty-five of these
(Continued on Page lb)

Aaron Saplro, honorary member of the S.U.P. apparently
stepped into hot water at San
Pedro.
Sapiro advised the Joint central strike committee at that
port to reaffirm Its previous
stand on unloading corn from
ships in the harbor, and to
offer no hindrance to the city
marshal If that gentleman decided to run scabs to unload
the grain. San Pedro teletyped San Francisco of the situation. San Francisco sent a
message to Pedro which runs
in part as follows: "Would
suggest that future policy be
determined by union men and
not lawyere."

VOICE of the FEDERATION

Page Two

1.1. A..38-79 Delegation Leads Fight For Modest Prob.
SEAMEN PLAN NEW
MARITIME MEN T. G. PLANT FORGETS; SAILORS ANSWER SAPIRO
CROSSES HIS
FIGHT TO OUST
ASKING JUSTICE DOUBLE
OWN GANG IN ERROR IN SPIRITED DEFENSE FOR
IN OIL FRAMER
QUITTENTON IN PACT ROW FINK OFFICIALS

MODESTO BOYS
GRATEFUL FO
$580 DONATIO

MILITANCY HAS BROUGHT ,
GAINS FOR MINNEAPOLIS LABOR

MINNEAPOLIS, Jan. 20.-Local immediately challenged by the organized employers, and after a
has already carried them far along smashing union victory in a seven
the road of progress and promises week strike against the wholesale
even greater gains for organized grocery employers, the bosses were
labor and the city as a whole in completely convinced that local 544
same stuff as old
1937, declares a joint statement is- was made of the
the
local
On
heels of this vie574.
Urtubees
President
sued today by
tory came a flood of negotiations
and Vice-President Boerbach of
with employers, and rich week has
the Central Labor Union.
seen new contracts signed and
Roy
time
Organizer
At the same
placed in the union files. Among
Weir of the C. L. U. stated:
the signers are the department
"Judging from the performance stores of the city, including that
of the Minneapolis labor move- of the Dayton Company, which for
ment in the last two years, there too long a time has successfully
Is every reason to believe than in opposed the unionization of its em1937 it will achieve even greater ployes.
triumphs. With rapidly increasing
"Local 644 now holds contracts
membership, vision and power,
covering a wide group of local inare
making
unions
Minneapolis
dustries such as coal, grocery,
bright pages in labor history and fruit and
produce, liquor, taxi, furso."
do
will continue to
niture stores, package delivery,
Organizer Hilliard Smith of the
greenhouses, newspapers, spring
Machinists' Union, Local 382, re- water, cold storage, auto accessory,
ported splendid progress of Locals
building material, sand and gravel,
382 and 1313, the latter being the
excavating and grading, prepared
Ornamental Iron Workers' Union, concrete, lumber and wrecking,
Walter Frank, business agent of
waste paper, transfer, and scores
the Lathers' union reports for the of small
groups and miscellaneous
joint organizing committee of the Individual enterprises. The memLathers' and other building trades bers of local 544, which numbers
unions: "There are 700 more mem- in the thousands, has almost
bers in the Carpenters union doubled since August 1, 1936."
alone." Such is the tenor of the reports of Sander Genis of the AmalUNION STRONG
gamated Clothing Workers, Peter
(FP).-GetPHILADELPHIA
Warhol and Luff Anderson of the
ting off to a strong start in the
Upholsterers' union, and Kelly and
recent department store strikes
Aslasson of the Miscellaneous
in Philadelphia, the Department
Workers.
Store Employes' Union, Local
Farrell Dobbs, secretary of the
1559, now has 1,800 members and
General Drivers' union, Local 544,
is recruiting new ones daily. The
reports for the Teamsters joint
League of Women Shoppers recouncil, No. 32 of Minneapolis:
cently aided the union in dis"A review of events during 1936
tributing circulars to employes as
Indicates the greatest progress in
left the stores.
they
many years among the unions affiliated with the T. J. C. Never be-

workers' "new spirit of militancy"

Assembly Committee Reports
Favorably For Searching
Quiz In Facts

GOV. SLEEPS
Pi-omises Aid But Actually
Does Nothing To Help
Men
Innocent

On Wednesday, January
20th, the Strike Committee
of Local 38-79 upon the request of Brother H. StuyveMar, Secretary of the Modesto Defense Committee,
sent a delegation of Maritime Workers to Sacramento
to attend the hearing by the
State Assembly Rules Committee, on a resolution asking for an appropriation of
$1,500 to investigate the Modesto Frame-up. A similar
delegation had been to Sacrametito on January 18, only
to find the hearing postponed.
At the hearing Assemblyman J.
Tenney spoke briefly on the resolution, a a d called o n Brother
Stuyvelaar, who very convincingly summarized the history of the
godesto case.
SOME ARE OPPOSED
was evident by questions
asked of Bro. Stuyvelaar, that
some of the members of the rules
committee were opposed to the
Investigation, at this time inasmuch, as they felt, that all legal
redress had not been exhausted

it

as yet.
It was pointed out,

however,
that all legal means had been
taken. John O'Connell, Secretary
the Ban Francisco Labor CounWI, spoke favorably on the reso-

of

lution, and further pointed out
that although Gov. Merriam had
promised Immediate investigation,
be still remained inactive, and
therefore this investigation as
galled for in the resolution was
the only recourse the Modesto
defendants have.
Assemblyman Samuel Yorty in
speaking favorably on the resolution pointed to the direct connections of the Standard Oil Co.
plIth the case.
Assemblymen Richie, Clark,
tlaribaldi and Maloney also spoke
favorably.
AMENDMENT BEATEN
A move to amend the resolution by Committee Member Welch
did not meet with favor. Committeeman King, followed with a
Motion to report the original resolution to the Assembly with a

A new variation of the double
by
been invented
cross has
The new
Thomas G. Plant.
wrinkle has been christened the
you
First
double-double-cross.
double-cross the unions - then
your bosses.
Smiling Tom displayed his new
invention only a few days ago.
When the I.L.A. District Executive Board discussed the union
counter-proposal with the shipowners, the latter agreed verbally
not to ask for new gangs before
5 o'clock. But when Mr. Plant
verbal agreereducing
began
ments to writing, he left out the
owners' agreement ea the 5
o'clock issue.
The owners were considerably
startled when Mr. Plant's omission came to light. Reports are
that they finally coaxed him into
incorporating the 5 o'clock provision into the written communications, despite the fact that
it spoiled his fun.

OFFER COMPROMISE
CROCKETT, Cali f. (FP).Sugar refiners have accepted a
compromise of a 50 cent daily
raise made by the California &
Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corp.
The plant has been closed for

two months, allegedly because of
inability to receive raw materials
from Hawaii.
favorable recommendation, which
carried unanimously.
We wish to emphasize the fact
that It is our belief that if it
had not been for the presence of
the Maritime Delegation this favorable action would not have
been taken.
Upon our return to San Francisco at midnight, inasmuch as
many of the men had not eaten
since noon, they were taken to
the Maritime Palace, where the
Stewards, v ery graciously consented to prepare a meal for
them, although it was far past
the regular meal hours.
The next day at regular session of the Assembly the Resolution was passed by a vote of
forty-six to twenty-six.
In conclusion, we believe that
delegations of this nature should
be utilized whenever an opportunity arises, and we extend our
sincere thanks to all Maritime
Workers who cooperated in forming the Delegation.
Delegation Strike Committee,
Local 88-79, L L. A.
GERMAIN J. BULCKE,
Book No. 3658.
ERNEST HAY,
Book No. 652.

MISSION, S. F.
For a Quarter of a Century
We Have Featured

BOSS OF THE ROAD
and

Boston Scene of Battle On
Possession of Union
W. W. Caves, Charles Hansen Take Lawyer
Halls
To Task For His Analysis of Agreement,
January 22, 1937
Tentatively Negotiated By S. U. P. With
Voice of the Federation
Shipowners; Ask Why Attorney Takes San Francisco, California
Sides In Controversy.
A very important case is coming up for trial in Boston, Mas-

Attacking Aaron Sapiro, attorney and honorary mem- sachusetts, on February 5, 1937.
ber of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific for his criticism of lAn injunction is sought by the
Al Quittenton of the S. U. P., W. W. Caves, and Charles repudiated officials of the EastHansen, two members of the Sailors' Union in the follow- ern & Gulf Sailors Association,
ing article present their views on the Quittenton-Sapiro Inc., against the membership. The
controversy.
sailors took possession of the
Aaron Sapiro, a labor attorney and an honorary mem- hall and the officials seek to oust
ber of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific, vented his spleen them by court action. They also
on Al Quittenton, Asst. Sect'y., who had the "audacity" to are attempting to prevent the
criticize and analyze the SUP agreement negotiated by a rank and file officials from colcommittee of which he is a member.
lecting dues.
As a member of the S.U.P.
Any members who have any inhave never known it to be the
policy of any affiliated union of
the Maritime Federation to demand of its members the consulation of the membership for permission to express their respective "rank and file opinions." To
entertain such a "policy" would
certainly be the antithesis of Democracy and reduce our organi-

zations to the category of Dictatorship.
EXPERIENCE ANSWERS
The question as to whether or
not the power of negotiating committee should be vested in one
person for the purpose of contacting the employers can best
be answered by experience, but
when any other member of this
committee is vilified by inferrence for expressing his honest
opinion of an agreement resulting from that contact it is nothing short of condemning a man
for the performance of a duty
that is incumbent upon him by
the very nature of the office to
which he was elected. Of course
we all know that our judgment
of this agreement will have to be
revealed in a vote taken at one
of our meetings, but we want this
vote to be the result of a careful study of pros and cone. And
we also know that in order to
register the right vote without
confusion and misunderstanding,
we must have access to these
various opinions-not through the
orations of opportunists inspired
solely by the projection of their
egos but through the written and
printed opinions of concientious
members inspired solely by the
Trade Union principles "that an
Injury to one, Is an injury to
all."
It is not to this end that the
"Voice of the Federation" is dedicated? Does not this phrase reflect the true guiding spirit of
the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific? There can be no doubt
of this in the minds of the rank
and file! The "Voice" is our
paper and we want the rest of
our brother Members in our mili-

CAN'T BUST 'EM

tant federation of 40,000 men to
know what we are doing and we
UNION-MADE WORK CLOTHES
expect the same from them. The
Manufactured in San Francisco
Rank and File opinion should
have greater space particularly
2786 Mission St., near 24th St.
during times like this since the
co-ordination of settlements is of
sgo...........................,..............
..................................................................a.
such vital importance to the very
1 H. VAN HEEDRAN
DAVE TEMPLE
life of the Federation.

POLLARD'S

.

DLVE9S 5 and 10
2631 MISSION ST.

BETWEEN 22nd and 23rd
:
..................................................................................0.......................................
.rii...............................................e.

0

JOHNSON'S
2490 Mission St.
Near 21st St.

The 100% Union
Store
AII Union Clothing,
Furnishings and Hats
Agents for

HEADLIGHT
Overalls, Jeans,
Workshirts

Make

Clothes To Order
As Well As

Ready Made
Dime:*
•///11/4•WoOmmoom••••••••••

J. TACKNLY

ANCHOR INN
12 Mission Street
At STEWART
SAN FRANCISCO

Twin Peaks
Tavern
401
Castro, Cor. 17th

,
•.
•
•
p4m0060/0041•111HONNPO••••
••
11.0 1111110111•11.4111•1011.11•11111.9•
.

to
t h e testimony concerning t h e
trial of one individual, but in a
struggle concerning 40,000 individuals we devote a little over

half a page to the Rank and File
opinion, of which part of a column solemnly advises "cut down
wordage." The mention of this
fact is not to open up a controversy with the Editorial Board,
but to emphasize the assinity of
Mr. Sapiro's referrence to "Quittenton's long letter covers two
columns." It might be of interest

to Lawyer Sapiro that "Quittenton's long letter" appeared in the
16th Street, S. F.
"Rank and File" column, where
Between Mission and Valencia
it rightfully belongs while his
own letter covering four columns
appears In the regular news section.
Since they are both opinROY CLARK
ions I think Brother Quittenton
Clark's Dog House I got the best of distinctione. Bro.
FISHBOWL-10c-a Big Beer : Quittenton is a, boni-fide seaman.
BOILERMAKER-20c-a Flagon It is his bread and butter, and it
3522 - 20th St. VAL 9662 is expected that he should be di0
El rectly and intensely concerned
in any agreement that affects his
livelihood. Attorney Sapiro reThe I. L. A. Florist
ceives the patronage of our un100% Union
ion and his bread and butter is
World War Veteran
practicing law. Legal advice and
clarifications of certain clauses
are certainly within his province,
but the scathing criticism of a
2081 Mission St.
boni-fide member who has been
Phones: UN. 2234; MA. 9202
devoting
his time and energy to
Service With a Smile
ri the best interest of his follow

Kreling's Tavern

III

100% UNION HOUSE
J. FARLEY

W. MULLANE

In the Mission It's

•

We

0. BYE

HITS TRANSCRIPT
We have seen pages devoted

Otto's Florist

members is most certainly outformation relating to the mis-conside the province of an "Honor- duct of the old officials of the
ary Member!"
Eastern & Gulf Sailors AssociaAs regards authorization, Mr- tion, Inc., should either write to
attorneys, 89
Sapiro questions, I do not be- Grant and Angoff,
Mass., at once
Boston,
St.,
State
File
lieve any of the Rank and
Boston for the trial
members can recall when it was or come to
6, 1937.
February
on
that Attorney Sapiro consulted
them on publishing his "opinion"
ANOTHER STRIKE
of a brother member and incidentally of our agreement!

INSULTS INTELLIGENCE
The paradoxical complexion of
Attorney Sapiroe' manifesto is
indeed an insult to the intelligence of our membership. He
harangues about "Quittenton's
analysis on the one hand, and on
the other he himself says, "If
they require changes, let the Sailors make the changes." Now if

MONTREAL, Que., Canada
(FP)-The Dominion Textile Co.
had another strike on its hands
when 60 duffers walked out at
St. Gregoire, Que. In December,
when 100 workers walked out,
demanding higher wages and better working conditions, an agreement was reached and government investigation promised. The

workers say the agreement is not
Lawyer Sapiro will reveal to the being lived up to, and the only fore has there been such a broad
Sailors the secret of how this can recourse lies in strike.
and consistent development among

be done without the exchange of
opinions carefully studied and exa hundred years ago, It reminds
pressed on mutual basis, I will be
me of a man being taken for a
convinced that Mr. Sapiro is a
ride on the pretext of going to a
reincarnation of "Houdini." Parapicnic.
doxically, he continues, "I am
We want an agreement that is
afraid that Lundeberg and his not like a gun aimed at our very
committee won a real victory for heart. We want an agreement
the Sailors-and that Quittenton that does not conceal this weahates to acknowledge it." Perpon within the folds of verbiage
haps Attorney Sapiro forgets that
whose very blackness of purpose
Brother Quittenton was a memmerely serves to accentuate the
ber of that committee and cergood points as a lure and a
tainly If he acted in that capacity
snare. Labor has been wellit doesn't seem feasable that he
schooled in the art of deception
should hate to acknowledge a
and it is not over-anxious to
victory which he helped win.
tradition

a great deal from the Shipowners this time."
$10 INCREASE
Your "great deal"-a $10.00 increase and cash overtime, at a
time when wages are going Up
all over the country. However,
there is no question that we are
satisfied up to this point but
when these paltry gains are
wrapped up in pages torn from
Yellow Dog Contract, born over
11 01•110011111100•1000
:
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GREETINGS
to the
Members of the
Maritime Federation

•
For the Best Buys
in Guaranteed
USED CARS

Boss of the Road
OVERALLS
JEANS
MELTON COATS
WORK SHOES
HATS
CAPS
SHIRTS
SOCKS

$1.29
1.69
2.69
1.89
1.39
.19
.49
.10

SEE

DON GILMORE
S. F.'s Oldest Chevrolet Dealer

Van Ness at Golden Gate

11TH &
WASHINGTON
OAKLAND

..1101

The letter follows:
"To the Officers and Members of
the Marine Cooks' and Stards' Assn.,
86 Commercial St., San Franci,
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Please accept our grateful a,
enerous
nowledgement for your g
f
of
amount
contribution in
coy
hundred dollars ($500.00) to
your quota of the New Modes o
stamps.
memberThe action of your
demonst
ship is an eloquent
tion that they are solidly behind
the fight for the freedom and v
dication of the Modesto boys.

arinl

.4•1•0

a•MI

••••■

yours,
(Signed) H. Stuyvelaar,
Secretary Modesto Defe.

Fraternally

r•MI

Committee."
Do

Not Patronize Standard 011 M
"
1111•11111.11180

BILL'S
"VOICE"
For Sale in
LUNCH
toration of internal peace through
OAKLAND
WAGON
the amalgamation of locals 574 and
900 - 7th Street
Wagon Without Wheel° II
500 into the new General Drivers'

..NEMENI

union, Local 644. The significance
of this is overshadowed only by
the general truck drivers' strike
of 1934, which changed the whole
attitude of labor to unionization
and sent a surge of organizational
stimulus through Minneapolis and
the entire Northwest. But without
internal peace the gains of 1934
would have been soon liquidated
under the hammer blows of the El
counter-attacking employers.
"The new union, Local 544, was

The

7th and Washington
10th and Broadway
Bill's Lunch Wagon

Howard Terminal ..
OAKLAND

ALAMEDA.

H011iday 9287

TEXACO

I Newman & Korn
Incorporated
525 Clay St., Oakland
Wholesale and Retail
BUTCHERS
Deliveries HI. 0808-0809

El
., ....................
F,EN ALL
OPEN ALL NIGHT

•:•
El

'IVES

BEAR CAFE

1202 7th STREET
Adeline Station, Oaklariill

I

1
100% UNION LABOR
000,
'0 musoe.................

I

9TH & BROADWAY

El

Oakland

,11.011111

100% UNION-THAT'S ALL

I. L. A. Supporter

.i.:*
111411011
.
04=0.04111111.04=1.0.1111111119
••• 14•11•01=11,

Meals : Short Orders
L. LEWIN, Prop.
910-7th St., Oakland
•..........

JIM'S BUFFET
!
Beer-Sandwiches
425 7TH STREET
J. F. Thompson, Prop., Oakland

100% Union
3320 FOOTHILL BLVD.
Oakland

El

El

91

. LIQUOR
i WINES • BEERS LUNCHES

ENGELHARDT'S

.11
t
Wher ee'
Union Men ."M
92iBroadway,oak.
.. .., COLD... a...Hu270.:il . ................. ,
......
H oT t

Beer, Wine, Liquors
Sandwiches

Groceries-Fruits
Vegetables-Fresh Meats

900 Seventh Street
Cor. Mkt. H[gate 3804. Oakland!

ANdover 4022-Free Delivery
Bill Walters, Prop.
5271-73 Foothill Blvd.

C.

Lucky Club Cafe

IJ

Fairfax Market ,

+OW

ACE CAFE

ci

BOB'S-IN CAFE

Tires Tubes!

Certified Service Station
8th Market and West
OAKLAND
Lubrication - Accessories

El

El

.11011111.

"'":10
1.•••••••ammoommo.10,041.....moo•00.11........"'
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Friend of Every
Longshoreman and
Seafaring Man

Jensen's Cafe
E & B S'dwich Shop

:hone TEmplbar

44.•
"
•,70.4•Pooseoare.....swesonameesmammeoss..einuod

UNION SERVICE

Fairfax Candies

GAS

Beer-Candies
Drop in After the Show
FOR THE
WORKING MAN
4............-----

E

1

1

Complete Lubrication
Union Operator

9

IHome Meat Mark i
DELICATESSEN
rel.lef iv
keivd
1 Donate 2toeverystris
Foothill

RESTAURANT
100% UNION
Meals • Short Orders
Smokes • Drinks

Lou Novak, Manager

3534 E. 14th St.

i

OAKLAND
.............cy
,....................:::::......,;:i.
G
,..

Foot 14th St., Oakland

Oakland

S & H Wine Store

BOND STREET GROC.
J. P. Jensen, Prop.
Vegetables & Groceries
5391 BOND ST.

••••0•••

1
FurnishoedAKDLayANanDd Night 1.
38-44,1
for
Oakland Bondsman

E
518 Fifteenth Street
i
e
E
C-3.................................................................. ti

OUTER HARBOR

Mutual Clothiers

BAIFLIBLONIDPSELLI
JOHN

1

OIL

951 - 7th St., Oakland

"Smartest Clothes In Town"

For the
Working Man
We carry a complete line
of working clothes.

.4•1•1

1111111.0i4T.1111.0.11111110.0 ..4

FAIRFAX, Oakland

UNION
STORE

Grateful acknowledgement
the receipt of $500 from the
rine Cooks and Stewards is con'
tamed in a communication
secredressed to E. F. Burke,
S
in
S.
tary of the M. C. and
Francisco. The money represents
a purchase of New Modesto .
tense stamps, to aid in the fige
for freedom for the men framed
by the Standard Oil Company, one of the most vicious cases of
capitalist racketeerings ever P
petrated in California.

all the drivers' unions. The most
Important single event of the year
in the driving trades was the res-

ing knifed in the back-one that El
will inspire the mutual confidence and co-operation so earnestly sought and visualized as the
between emproper relations
ployee and employer-the only
possible road to a lasting peace!
Anything else will be insanity.
Anything else will mean continued strife.
0.•
Fraternally,
W. W. CAVES,
S.U.P. (E. C.) No. 2751.
CHARLES HANSEN,
S.U.P. (EC-) No. 4400.

BAUM'S

Marine Cooks, Stewards
Appr
Letter orHp
e eciation
of
F

OAKLAND

throw away a noble
If you read Lawyer Sapiro's that has been built up on bloodletter carefully you will not fail shed and sacrifice so indelibly
to note that he does not commit recorded on its pages of strife.
himself. "He believes," "he does We want an agreement that calls MELROSE, Oakland
not believe," "he assumes," "he a "spade" not an "implement of El
expects" at this point I make the animal husbandry" which covers
TURNER'S
comment that we must assume
multituile of tools.
Big Beer-Hot Dogs
that the shipowners are going to
KNIFE IN BACK
E• Turkey Sandwiches a Specialty
try to carry out the contract in
We want an agreement we can
100% UNION
good faith." He states further- live up to honorable and cour3101 E. 14th St., Oakland
"There are many points where by ageously, without the fear of bemalicious action, the Sailors could
do harm to the Shipowners, even
within the words of the contract."
Since Attorney Sapiro can discover this harm we do, outside of
exercising our economic strength,
why in the hell doesn't he tell
1111 the harm the shipowners can
do us within the words of the
contract? It is needless to go
further into Mr. Sapiro's letterthe membership can read and reread it to its heart content. They
are capable of judging it for
what it's worth. It is more of a
criticism of Quittenton than of
our agreement. "But I expect
the Sailors to read the contract
thoroughly?' Yes, read it-but
say nothing! "But you must take
the contract all in; and you must
remember that the Sailors got

••••

111
Cars.1
OGLIETTI BRO5

Featuring Petri Wines
ED HISCHIER, Pro.
H Igate 7024
243 14TH ST., OAKLAND

111

SERVICE STATION
1045 7th St.
Batteries Charges

0..""
0 1.
0.
.4§amokommomoosimoirap0.104.1111,
.................................................
l

c:] c
Choice

Wines and Liquors

Fairfax Corner

I

Art Maganinl, Mgr.
100% UNION

CI'
PEMBER'S CAFE! i Slim Jenkins'
:: SandfliEkiulield' 1.
Oakland

5400 Bond St., Oakland

?.
.

•

.......U111111b•

Cor. Fairfax and Bond

11101111MINININIMIll

El

Liquor

11
;

!Fairfax Cigar Store
Bill Parson's
i

Store
E
1748-17th St., Oakland
sorv Icc. i
H[gate 9829.Quick
........................................................ae .
1::3.................,.....0...o......
Is

3237 Foothill Blvd.

HOW.NMI..... I111.111•4112il•Iiital

JIM'S BUFFET

Morgan's Liquor
Suppl7

Beer and Sandwiches
ST. CLAIR BEER ON TAP
100% Union-J. S. Thompson

425 7th STREET
El

. ..d

5844 Foothill

T:

305 E. 14th St.

H011iday
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

ulf Mariti e Workers Fight Provisions Of Copeland Act
the papers are advised to resurrect the ancient and discredited
Andrew Fursueth, international
president of the Seamen's Union.
Furuseth, hated by the seamen
for his long years of service to
considered
the shipowners, is
news today by Editor and Publisher. An old , guard is needed
to hold back the seamen.

BLISHERS GIVEN ADVICE
ON NEWS DISTORTION • AND
BIAS IN STRIKE REPORTING

U.R.C. BATTLERS
CLEAN SLATE IN
DREAMLAND CO

"Now he has disappeared," says Five Out of Six Bouts Are
Chalked Up To
the publishers' journal speaking
ewspaper Journal Gives Free "
Tips
" On
Waterfront
of FuruSeth, "and his beloved
How to Discredit Maritime Leaders And
union is the prey of warring facTaking five of six bouts, two
tions."
The Cause of the Rank and File
by first round knockonuts, the
of
president
Ryan,
P.
Joseph
Waterfront Workers
Recreation Center slate
the International Longshoremen's Union
easily rated top honors in the
Association who has joined the
Harry Raymond, labor writer of New York, disJunior Boxing Championship owners in opposing the Amateur
which was
overs in Editor and Publisher free tips to newspaper
strike, also looms as a man of ships, first round of
Dreamland Audiublishers of the United States on headlines and angles
great importance in the program fought at the
Monday night, Janufor publishers. He is lauded as torium on
,o use to discredit the leadership of the present naary 26th.
orderly
"defended
who
the
man
tional maritime strike. His story, giving the inside of
Two boys from the Marine
union procedure."
,he latest attempt to distort and twist strike news to
THOSE CIRCULATION FIGURES Cooks and Stewards, Merle Chase
make the working men appear as aggressors and
Harry Bridges, elected rank and and Sam Kamaka, fighting in
hugs, follows:
file leader of the West Coast the 165 pound class, put their
Mity." These were a few sugges--elongshoremen, is seen by Editor opponents on ice in the first
s for headlines offered free tors. It's left to them to cook and Publisher not as the honest round.
Frankie Johanson and
charge to enterprising news- up the "facts," incite the vigi- union leader that he is, fighting Harold Kopatz of the Newsboys'
er publishers in the Christmas lantes to mob rule and terror, as for union control of hiring halls, Union, and Rudy Stone of the
k issue of Editor and Pub- they did during the San Fran- a reasonable demand, but as "the URC, took easy decisions. Sailor
11 er, unofficial mouthpiece of
Australian" aiming at "patronage Johnny Cordoza lost to Raymond
cisco general strike in 1934.
Newspaper Publishers AssoDenny of the Bayshore Tigers
and
power."
As a golden text for its serciation.
Publishers are urged once more when it seemed he had the fight
mon against the marine unions,
well in hand.
-Of course, none of the ideas are
Editor and Publisher has selected to get on the job spreading chaunew—they've been used over and an unoriginal remark made re- vinistic and bogey-boo bed-time
The five boys representing the
r again to describe strikes cently by Emil Reinhardt, Oak- stories against the marine work- Center will move to the semiers and their leaders.
and labor disputes—but Editor land, Cal., advertising man.
finals on February 8th with what
Editor and Publisher wonders appears to be a good chance to
Publisher is not opposed' to
"Newspapers should settle this
S use of old slogans for a new strike," said Reinhardt. "They are why the newspapers don't let cop at least one title in the finals.
paign, especially if it is di- the ones who can shout loud loose the barrage. But the magaThis was the first time the
zine does not record the fact that Recreation eenter, representing
eted against striking seamen enough to do it."
many publishers who went the the waterfront, has put a fight
longshoremen.
The publishers' sermonizer then
limit in the past stirring up wild slate into the field.
ndeed, the publishers' magagoes on to criticize the adman's
campaigns against union labor
zine has sallied forth in its cmproposal that the papers shout.
• KAMAKA STOPS MOORE
and strikers lost heavily in cir.
to break the maritime strike,
Shouting, it says, is not the
With the bell Kamaka found
culation.
Labor
consciousness
in
Carrying aloft the banners of
thing. They could end the strike
the Mt. View boy for a light left
America is rising and union men
ocra.cy," "freedom of the
"by throwing a little more light
on the chin. Moore countered to
today feel less inclined to support
ress" and "collective bargainon tlie struggle for the benefit of
a light glove to the body. Clinch.
jr
papers that attack them. They
union members as well as the
Kamaka, bidding for in-fighting,
have learned to use the boycott
NOT BACKED BY FACTS
let go of a fist that couldn't
wea pon.
he publishers' tip sheet
possibly have traveled more than
And having thus placed itself
GUILD ISSUES
aunchly agrees that collective
three inches. But three inches
on record against shouting and
But Editor and Publisher skips
bargaining ie the "law of the
for sweetness and light, the dig- this. The American Newspaper were evidently enough. The Mt.
," but in this case where
nified journal thereupon sets up Guild has put the soft pedal on View boy went down for the
Maritime workers are testing the
a hue and cry, which, if trans- good old journalistic practices, count.
, it is called a "FRANCHISE
lated into modern journalistic the publishers' journal declares.
CHASE SCORES K. O.
MOB
RULE." (headline
headlines and scare stories, would
Blond, husky Merle Chase, wear"One possible explanation of
he a rallying call to all forces cautious
"The Wagner Act gives worknews treatment in deal- ing URC colors, came out of his
of the Black Legion, Vigilantes
ing with rising young men of the corner dancing. From the go it
e
the right to collective barand K. K. K. throughout the
aining by representatives
soap box and picket line might be was evident that his Mare Island
of
tb ir own chooSirig„ free from in-. length and breadth of the land— found hi .the self-consciousness of rival had no chance. Pressing to
erence,11 says• Editor and a lynch . call against the strike. editors,. momentarily confronted close quarters Chase threw "e.
by that -eXtraordinary union,, the flurry of leather that smothered
Publisher; "but it does not legalDIGS UP OLD ANDY
The papers, says Editor and American Newspaper Guild," says the other boy. Using both hands
"TERII.OR NOR GUERILLA
WARFARE. . . ." (headline
No. Publisher, 'should "examine at- Editor and Publisher. "Publishers Chase threw a left to the chin,
tempts of agitators to move in cannot deal With it on the terms right to the body, left, right, left,
For some mysterious reason the on the moribund leadership of the it demands without endangering right, body, chin, and it was all
lishera' journal, which has al- International Seamen's Union." It control of policies, and yet these over. Chase was in only long
aYs advised • up-and-coming cub sets forth a journalistic program, men, who have dealt fairly with enough to get warmed up. He
orters to "get the facts," which, under the guise of demo- mechanical unions for years, are looked good and ought to go
ea utterly to present a single cratic procedure, actually sup- made to look bad by the charge places.

POR

pro..

"

crete fact to prove its conion that "mob rule" and "gu*rina warfare" exists any place
ig the maritime strike front.
That is the job of the local edi-

that. they won't let their reporters
organize."
If the Guild has caused reporters and.
editors to be more cautious about the facts in reporting
labor news, or any other news,
It is certainly to the credit of
the Guild. But negotiations with
the Guild or a contract with the
Guild does not bind the publisher
to any specific policy. Guild contracts deal with wages, hours and
working conditions of editorial
employes and nothing else.
RASHER THAN
CHOWDERHEAD
And it is wages, hours and
working conditions on the docks
and ships that Editor and Publisher is endeavoring to undermine through its Christmas week
blast against leaders of the present _strike.
Newspaper
publishers
sometimes tread where "Chowderhead"
Cohen's finks and nobles refuse
to go.
It's hard to say how far they
will go in their attempts to break
the maritime strike. But if and
when the "mob rule" headlines
begin to appear labor knows what
to do. Put the offenders on the
unfair list,
Falling circulation
hurts a publisher more than a
new shoe.

ports the "moribund leadership,"
which is aiming to sell the seamen down the river. The present
strike is called .an . "OUTLAW
STRIKE" (headline No. 3), and

PORTLAND
BOTTLED—DRAUGHT

UNION HOUSE
For Union Men

BEER
Sandwiches7—Of Course!

ENTERTAINMENT
LUMBERMEN
'
S

The Lighthouse
117 BURNSIDE ST.
(Next to Union Hall)
Bud Wilson, Prop.

CLUB

•
•

Clean Rooms - Reasonable Rates

S. P. HOTEL
I

SEAMEN WELCOME
2nd and W. Burnside

CAFE

Choice Food
Well Prepared
SILVER SPRINGS
ON TAP
Promptly Served
27 N.W. 6th Ave.
PORTLAND
Nick Thomas, Manager

Next to Sailors' Hall
El

El

Don 't Forget Old Friends
OUIE, MARCO & JOHNNY
OONLIGHT INN
oth & Burnside, Portland
Sailors' Paradise
SCABS NOT WELCOME

'
S
JOHN

Open All
' Night

!STEAK HOUSE
STEAKS OUR SPECIALTY
628 S. W. 2nd Avenue
AT. 8049
PORTLAND, ORE.

El

e:C.111111.0.m.1•11.11111•00.1111.041114,41,0.1.M.4111M04111WOIN.4

1/
1 2 Blocks from Terminal No. 1
WINE - STEAKS - BEER

Close to the Front

WHITE KITCHEN

GRANT HOTEL
2nd and W. Burnside

•

CLEAN ROOMS
11.1.Noomm......01111.111.MWOMM.0411111.0.1111.0.0.01.41.011P)

TAVERN
Refreshment You'll Like
1717 N.W. 17th Ave., Portland

I.L.G.W.U. Session

.:.3.1111.1.0.11•04=1.04•11.0aM04.11.01.)

On January 30-31
4
,
:•14111M04.6.11111.1.41M.11111.1.41•1.0111111.0111.10.1.11=10.1111•KHNI.1,...

UNION MADE GOODS

Meals - Tobacco - Beer
Maw and Laura's

United Clothing Co.
Clothiers, Hatters, Shoes
Complete Furnishings
.E. Cor. 3d and Burnside
ORTLAND
BR-2334

Municipal Lunch
Voice of the Federation on Sale
17th Ave., N.W., at let Canine
From Terminal No. 1
El

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY:
LUE

BELL
TAVERN

425 W. BURNSIDE
eter Herinck
Portland

Union Made Clothing
f19.59 and less. Hand Tailored, AllWool Suits. Why pay for some= body's high overhead? We are in a
E.' posit ion t o undersell anybody, as
= our low overhead al141 our own tailoring makes it possi ble.

There will be a meeting of the
Executive Board of the Pacific
Coast Federation of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union this coming Saturday and
Sundasy, Jan. 30, and 31, 1937, for
the purpose of discussing proposals and recommendations to
be submitted to Manufacturers in
the
Ladies' Garment Industry
when the present agreements expire in June:

A general membership meeting
KLATZER, THE TAILOR to welcome the
CI
executive of the
S. W. 6th Ave. & Burnside Sta. Pacific Coast
Federation
will be
•
0
El
ttorneys - Salters' Uri.— of
held Saturday morning, January
the Pacific, Portland
30, at 11 o'clock a. m. Reports
Red Milligan and "Queen" Marie
will be glad to see and serve you from Seattle, Portland, Los AnGreen, Tanner &
geles and San Francisco will be
Blue Eagle Cafe
Boesen
given by leaders of the various
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
201 W. Burnside, Cor. 2d
centers. Meeting open to mem6th and Morrison
PORTLAND, OREGON
bers of the I.L.G.W.U.
.:.,........0,...111011.11•10.01111.001111.0411=4HEMIHIONINK
)
0
.

THREE DECISIONS
Dudy Stone, URC boy, decisioned
Irvin
Vaughn of
the
Athens A. C. in three rounds.
Rudy. displayed a coolness that
ought to taiga him a long way in
the 140 pound class. Grinning,
snapping his punches, throwing
open gloves, Rudy crowded in.
Cool and unruffled while the
Athens fighter puffed and wheezed
the Center boy wound up the
third round by planting three
beautiful socks heard from one
end of the hall to the other.
In the 140 pound class Frankie
Johansen chased Jack Neapolitan° all over the ring. It was
Frankie all the way. In the first
he floored Neapolitano, in the
second when he did not have
him on the ropes he had him on
a bicycle. Frankie took one below the belt in the third without
a murmur and returned to drive
in for an easy and popular decision. The waterfront boy, however, may not find it so easy in
the semi-finals. He's plenty wide
open and one wild blow could
have easily changed the story.
Southpaw Harold Kopatz of the
Newsboys' Junior Union mixed It
up cleverly with Ray Denny of
Mt. View. We don't knew whether
it was the yells of: "Work him
over, Kopatz, he looks phoney"
or the waterfront boys' natural
ability which did the trick. The
southpaw laced the other's body
with a chopping pair of fists,
having him on the ropes at the
end of the second. The blond Mt.
View boy was bigger and plenty
plucky, but outclassed. Kopatz
took a clear decision.
SEMI-FINALS
The five clean victories chalked
up for the Center slate places
these boys in the semi-finals, to
be run off on the 'night of February 8th, While quite a few
waterfront men turned out to
their first fights scores of others
are expected to follow them when
they wear the Center colors in
the semi-finals.
Commissioner of boxing, Al
Sandell, well-known sportsman, is
In charge of promoting the amateur run-offs.
Patronize Our Advertiser.

Sports Play Vital Part
At Recreation Center In
Keeping Morale Of Men
Taking into consideration the rank and file citizens, should revarious changes that have taken ceive our support.
place in the American labor
Mr. Mahoney's words have almovement in regards to the de- ready taken the root, the trade
velopment o2 sports, educational unions of New York and are
and cultural activities, it becomes calling a conference that will
our duty as an organization ini- no doubt go far in building a
tiated and operated by the Mari- bona-fide labor sports and help
time Federation of the Pacific solidify the unions. He also has
to issue this statement.
plans under way for a huge
The success of the California sports carnival to be held in
trade unions in organizing some Madison Square Garden in which
of the basic industry is an undis- all unions and clubs nationally
puted fact.
In many of these will be asked to compete. Being
industries the main campaign of a member of the Pacific Coast
the unions is to educate the new Division of the A. A. U. we will
members they have taken into do all in our power to see that
their ranks in the fundamentals Mahon cry's program is carried
of the A. F. of L. and to organ- out.
ize activities that will create a
We would also like to offer
better social life and make them our compliments to the San Peproud of carrying a book.
dro Entertainment and recreaTherefore as the first organi- tion committee, for the splendid
zation created for this purpose work they are doing. In between
it becomes our task to make an picket shifts they are forging
analysis, and work out a plan ahead building sports of all types
whereby we can assist this cam- and showing the rest of the
paign in every possible way. We Coast how to do things. They
do not intend to review all the know they want a Recreation
mistakes made in the establish- Center, but when its opened, they
ment of this project, but the want something to go In it. We
most glaring, one that must be stand ready at all times to live
avoided in the future was open- up to our constitution and asing a "CENTER" before there sist in every possible way those
was a mass base created for such organizations w h o are taking
activities. If there had been their first steps.
EXECUTIVE BOARD.
teams started in various unions
UNION RECREATION
and a genuine sentiment for
CENTER.
sports existing, the sailing would
William Pritchard, Sec'y.
have been much smoother,
If it were not for the clear
and decisive policy of the Fed"
Bury The Dead
"
eration, that saw this shortcomSeattle
Seen
In
ing and the steps that was taken,
the U.R.C. would have been nipSEATTLE, Jan. 25.—The Joint
ped in the bud. This mistake
Entertainment
Education
and
need not be made else-where.
Committee of the striking Marine
To speak of creating a sentiUnions wish to thank the followment for sports and other activiing groups which cooperated in
remeans
be
no
should
by
ties,
making it possible for our memA
garded as an easy matter.
bership to witness the showing of
spots
leopard does not change
"Bury the Dead" on Jan. 20th.
over night and plenty of the
The Central Labor Council's
moveideas that kept the labor
Volunteer Educational Committee
ment in a stagnate position for
which cooperated one hundred per
years, are still there. When some
cent.
officials and even rank and file
The Musicians' Union Local 76
members are approached on startand Stage Hands Union Local 15
ing some sort of sports work in
whose members contributed their
their Local, they generally reservices.
ply, "We aren't interested in
The Playhouse Acting Co. of
building recreation for the memthe Repertory Playhouse, as the
better
want
is
they
what
bers,
cast of the "Bury the Dead," who
wages and decent working condivolunteered
their
talent, and
tions."
over the entire house to
turned
Then at times the answer is,
our membership.
"Most of the fellows are oldtimers and they wouldn't be interested in anything like that." Modesto Defense
T b.e waterfront h a s ans Nered
Books Balanced
both these arguments, not in
words, but a project that has fillThe following statement has
ed to the rafters twenty-four been received from Auditor Wilhours a day with union men. A liam D. Black & Co., certified pubplace that has been the center lic accountants, 460 Sutter St.,
of activity for months and spe- San Francisco, dated Jan. 15th,
cially during the period of the 1937:
strike. We ask those who are
"We certify that we have exsincere in their efforts to get amined the books and records of
better wages and conditions; is the Maritime Modesto Defense
it possible to win the least con- Fund for the period from June 1,
cession unless the morale of the 1936 to December 31, 1936. All
membership is maintained?
receipts were traced into the
Don't you think that breaking bank. Disbursements were exthe monotony of the picket and amined and are supported by cansoup line means something? We celled checks and approved
believe that anyone who does not vouchers.
consider these factors lacks exThe amount as shown above
The fact that thou- ($478.74) is in agreement with
perience.
sands of workers have been the balance as certified. by the
brought in, and many of them bank."
youth who for the first time are
H. STUYVELAAR,
going to work, demands that
Sec'c Modesto Defense
attraction
interest and
every
Committee.
must be made for their benefit.
In the same spirit that dances
THANKS A LOT
are given to build up a better
The friendly feeling of watersocial life, teams should be
front men toward the numerous
started to compete with other
places advertising in the VOICE
locals.
has been strengthened by the
To answer those who are skepfirm support given us during the
tical, the only logical conclusion
strike. One of the numerous adof such activity, is to arouse a
vertisers rendering valued help
more loyal feeling to their union
isS the Clay Street Inn and Portuand break down and banish many
guese Hotel.
The emold craft-union irleas.
ployers organize teams, but on
SAN FRANCISCO
this we need not comment, the
reason is obvious. Everyone who
is interested In Labor Sports
'
S PLACE
SAM
should greet the election of Judge
116 Washington St.
Jeremiah T. Mahoney for presiA GOOD PLACE TO EAT
dent of the Amateur' Athletic Union, against the Nazi loving Av•
100% UNION
ery Brundage.
Judge Mahoney, the same man
MURPHY'S
who shocked the stalwart sons
of Wall Street, by his stand
ALBION TAVERN
against sending an
American
21 Clay St., S. F.
team to the Nazi Olympics, has
GOOD FOOC and
shocked them again by his proFINE LIQUORSgram of building sports in the
American Labor movement. (He
El
has further pledged to get all
LOOP CAFE
bodies of the A. A. U. to work
on such a program.)
His deJACK PLESCIA
claration of turning the A. A. U.
6 Sacramento
from a paper organization into
something that will benefit the th
•

I

0

m

revealed that the threatened split
in the Gulf which originated in
been
brought
Galveston
had
about by a deliberate falsehood
published in the papers there, to
the effect that New Orleans had
voted to go back to work. After
the men there had been informed
of the true state of affairs, they.
voted unanimously to go down
the line With their brothers.
The meeting with raised hands
voted to send a telegram to Acting Governor Earl Long, announcing that law enforcement in New
Orleans had broken down completely, and asking that state authorities take steps to prevent
"further bloodshed."
FASCIST ASPECTS
The distinctly fascist aspects
of the Copeland act were emphasized by Chairman Owen, who explained the real purpose of the .
act in its preparations for war,
and pointed out the motive of the'
shipowners in supporting legislation which would guarantee them
unhampered enjoyment of the,
profits war brings the shipping
Industry by effectively preventing strike action on the , part of
the seamen.
The meeting, which came to.
order promptly at 2 p. m., was adjourned at 3:46 p. m., and was
marked by perfect order.
An answer to the telegram sent
to Acting Governor Long was received early the next day. In
view of the fact that his was
only a temporary authority, and
that Governor Richard Leche is
returning Monday, he declined to
intervene.

MASS MEETING
UNMASKS FINK
TRICKS IN LAW
Mers, Owen, Siren, Stein and

Others Join In
Battle
BARE BLACKLIST

Danger

To All Labor Shown
In Orderly But Militant
Gathering
By FELIX SIREN

Striking seamen and longshoremen of New Orleans
massed Wednesday at the
foot of Canal Street to protest the anti-labor clauses of
the Copeland Act. Threatening rain prevented a large
turnout of local citizens;
nevertheless a n estimated
three thousand strikers and
citizens heard 'speakers set
forth the opposition of the
seamen to some of the
clauses of this act.

Blaine Owen acted as chairman of the meeting. The first
speaker was Charles Stein of the
International Longshoremen's Association, local 1226, who stressed
the fact the longshoremen had as
good reason as the seamen to
oppose the act, as it has already
been suggested that they be included under its provisions,
German Refugee
M.E.B.A. SPEAKERS
Will Speak
C. N. Vosberg, of the Marine
Engineers' Beneficial Association,
Erich Rix, German refugee will
and Bud Hart, of the American speak, Thursday, January 28, 1937
Radio Telegraphers' Association, at 8 p. m., at an open meeting at
support
of 149 Mason Street, under
continued
pledged
the austheir organizations both in the pices of the educational departfight against the Copeland Act ment of the San Francisco Joint
and in carrying on the strike. Board of the International Ladle?
Felix Siren, for the seamen, ex- Garment Workers' Union. He will
plained in detail how the act can speak on his experiences in
be used to establish a national Hitler concentration camp.
blacklist.
Mr. Rix, a former secretary of
Mr. William Donnells, editor of
a Transport Workers' Union, in
organ
Federationist—official
the
Germany was sentenced to two
of the New Orleans Central
years in a concentration camp.
Trades and Labor Council, as
Since his arrival in this country
well as of the Joint Strike Comhe Was toured by the German.
mittee—emphasized the danger to
American League for Culture, and
all labor inherent in the act, and
lectured before liberal and union
appealed to organized labor as
alitliences on the destructiveness
well as citizens of New Orleans
of Hitlerism.
to bring all possible pressure to
bear on their representatives in
JOINT BOARD BALL
Congress and on the President to
The San Francisco Joint Board
work for repeal of the anti-labor
International Ladies Garment
clauses of the act.
Workers Union will celebrate Its
ME
SPEAKS
third annual ball Saturday, FebR. E. Mere, Chairman of the
ruary 6, 1937, at the Trianon
New Orleans :Maritime Joint
ballroom, Sutter and Van Ness
Strike Committee, then outlined
Avenue. There will be excellent
the situation at large to the aumusic and entertainment. Friends
dience. Among other things, he
and fellow-unionists are invited
to come and enjoy the evening
SAN FRANCISCO
with us,
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SEATTLE TURNS COMMISSARY ENDS NORTHWEST STRIKE LEADER
ON BEEF WITH
SEVERAL MILLION 'BEEF'
PROBE OF COST HERE VIGOROUSLY DENOUNCES ALL
SALMON LOOSE
MFOP
Fish Are In Cases; Bridges
Gets Rousing Vote of
Confidence
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action

in

Seattle of recent date, is the release

by local 38-12 of approxi-

mately forty-three per cent of the
five

million

cases

of

canned

A meeting was held Monday
morning, January 25, at the
Joint Central Relief Commissary,
to investigate the truth of statements made by Brother Hallard
of Marine Cooks and Stewards
Union, that prices paid for meat
were to high. Represented at
this meeting were members of
the Purchasing Committee, workers in the Commissary, kitchen
stewards and the Board of Trustees, and delegates from most of
the Unions who are seated in
After
Joint Relief Committee.
lengthy discussion and reports by
Purchasing Committee and butchers, who were handling and cutting the meat, the decision of the
delegates attending was that the
statements made by Brother Hallard were not based on facts, and
prices paid for meal were in
most instances low when compared with prices quoted in daily
market reports, and in reports
issued regularly by the Department of Agriculture of the U. S.
Government. Stewards and butchers testified that prices paid and
grade of meat delivered to the
Commissary were according to
the grades specified by the prices
paid, and in many cases grades
of meat delivered were a higher
quality than that specified.
The Committees represented at
this meeting ruled that the findings of this meeting he published
in the "Voice of the Federation."

salmon stored on Seattle docks.
"Entered as second-class matter, October 19, 1936, at the post office at
Last Thursday in regular meeting
San Francisco, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879."
the local voted to accept the
SUBSCRIPVION PRICE. l'er Year - $2.00
offer made by the salmon brokers,
SIMILE COPiEs - Five Cents
namely: ninety cents per hour
AdverliSing Kates furnished on nusdleation
straight time and a dollar thirtyMake all checks, Money-orders, payable to Sec.-Treas.,
five cents for overtime based on
24 Calif. St., San Francisco
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast
a straight six hour day, any additional increase in pay as a result
of the final settlement of the
strike to be retroactive to date
of work. This concession on the
We wonder whether any of the old Liberty League part of the salmon brokers is decrowd, who were so strong against regimentation, will join cisive gain for the members of
38-12,
Congressman Sirovich and the joint Maritime Strike Coun- been heretofore car work has
done at the rate of 85 cents
cil in their fight against the "continuous discharge books" for straight time and $1.25 for
In the rest of American business and industry, every work- overtime based on the Six hour
er, every stenographer, every carpenter. would carry a day as granted in the award.
card with his name, number, picture and the notations The situation locally is somewhat different than in the south
made on it by previous employers.
where, we understand, the WareNo worker could obtain a job without showing his card. housemen do all or nearly all of
The card could be revoked by a Government board for the carl loading for 75 cents per
"misbehavior." And there would be no provision in the hour straight time while here in
law-as there is none in the Copeland act-for review by Seattle all car work on the docks
is considered longehore
FINDINGS MADE
an independent tribunal of an act taking away a man's the extent that members work, to
of 38-12
livelihood.
The following are the findings
do the work although we have
This would be the establishment of the European po- been unable to obtain the same of the Committee:
lice passport system in industry, an effective way to main- rate of pay given men doing work "That any brother who thinks
he can get cheaper prices should
tain a blacklist, an easy way to discriminate against union commonly considered longshore go with the purchasing commitwork. The discrepancy in the
men. Is it any wonder the seamen are protesting the ap- rate of
pay has to some extent tee.
plication of this un-American system to themselves?
That Brother Hallard be asked
been due to the fact that in Bell•
ingham, Washington, and the bay to prove his charges or apologize
area of California the rate of pay and that he shall give specific
The "continuous discharge book" is not necessary to has been much lower than even reasons why he was not at this
safety-at-sea regulation. Neither Copeland, nor the ship- the low rate which we have been meeting.
ping interests he represents, nor the Department of Com- able to wrest from the employers. That a vote of thanks and conmerce has shown itself particularly concerned about safety At a special meeting of the Sub- fidence be given to the Purchasing Committee and Kitchen DeDistrict
Council Puget
Sound
at sea.
Area of the I.L.A. held last Fri- partment.
On the contrary, while the Department of Commerce day, steps were taken to
ASK APOLOGY
eradihas broken a promise to suspend the "continuous discharge cate the local discrepancy in the That Brother Hallard appear at
the Relief Committee meeting not
book" provision of the law while revision was debated in rate of pay.
later than Tuesday if not satisfied
PLANT REFUSES
Congress, it has not hesitated to suspend the provision of
the law requiring competency certificates for employment Since the release of the salmon with the findings of this meeting,
we are informed that our old otherwise apologize and the apolas a seaman.
friend "Tear Gas" Plant has re- ogy to be published in the next
This provision was suspended so that the shipping lines fused to allow the salmon to Issue of the "Voice of the Fedcould hire inexperienced men to break the maritime strike move, at any rate the fish has eration."
Brother Hallard failed to make
at no matter what danger to the traveling public. But no not moved as yet although the
similar action has been takbn n'the "continuous discharge brokers stated yesterday that his appearance at this special
meeting or at the regular meetthey thought
books" despite the promises of Secretary' Perkins and Sec- their difficultythey would have ing of. the Joint Relief Committee
with the "Big
retary Roper.
Three" ironed out by next Tues- held Tuesday morning, January
The Department of Commerce, which has shielded day. If Plant does hold up the 26th, Because of that we cannot
shipping interests from punishment for the abuses uncov- movement of the salmon that will publish his apology at this time.
ered by the Black investigation into ship subsidies, and to benefit us almost as much as the
release
smoke-screen the Morro Castle and Mohawk affairs, is would would inasmuch as it
clearly show just who is
equally ready to serve these same interests as strike to blame for the tie-up.
breaker.
With the strike nearing the
The following resolution ails
close of the third month of inbeen adopted at the M. F. 0. W.
activity,
the
last
twenty
days
of
If strike breaker seems a harsh word, we should like to
& W. Strike Committee meeting:
which
present two bits of evidence on the real purpose and use 38-12 is have been bitterly cold,
RESOLUTION
now stronger than it was
of the "continuous discharge book" and of its dangers as on the opening day of
WHEREAS: In his radio
the tie-up,
a precedent.
stronger because the membership speech on the Maritime Strike,
One is an International Shipping brief published in realizes that if after 85 days of Mayor Rossi has shown a lamentable lack of knowledge of the
Marine Age for May, 1936. This news note was prepared conniving the shipowners have real
reasons why the strike has
not been able to open a breach
by the Transportation Division of the Department of Com- in
our ranks they never will be not been settled yet; and
merce. It showed that a similar law in Australia had been able to break us
WHEREAS: His
partisanship
up.
in
the
present
situation
successful in breaking the maritime strike there.
has causAt the last regular meeting 38The other is an interview published by the Boston 12 passed the following resolu- ed widespread resentment among
Globe, June 21, 1936, in which Joseph B. Weaver, head of tion in support of Harry Bridges waterfront workers in San Francisco and .elsewhere; therefore be
the Bureau of Marine Inspection, said the Copeland bill and Matt Meehan who have been It
under-fire
from
International
would make it possible to end "radicalism" among seamen President Joseph
RESOLVED: That the Marine
P. Ryan for the
-Firemen,
enabling
Oilers,
by
employers to mark "trouble maker" on the past several weeks.
Watertenders
and
Wipers'
Association of the
continuous discharge books.
The resolution:
Mr. Weaver is the official charged with enforcement WHEREA S: District 38 of Pacific Coast, strongly condemns
the chief executive of the City of
of the marine law. His department, the Department of the International Longshoremen's San Francisco for his attack
Association at all times conducts
Commerce, could use safety regulations and the with- its affairs
in a democratic fashion against the Masters, Mates and
holding of Government subsidies to force the shipping with all members of district 38 Pilots, as not being based on facts
lines to bargain collectively with their men. It prefers to having an equal voice in the ad- and we strongly resent the misstatement attributed to Harry
ministration of district 38 and
play strike breaker instead.
Bridges as an attempt to confuse
WHEREAS:
under
the leaderWe hope that Congress will repeal the "continuous disship of President Bridges and the issue; and be it
charge book" law before a sinister example is set for the
FURTHER RESOLVED: That
Secretary Matt Meehan district
rest of American industry.-New York Post, Jan. 18, 1937. 38 has succeeded in defeating all the Mayor of San Francisco be
attempts by the shipowners to censured for inciting mob viobreak the union and to demoralize lence as implied in his appeal to
all citizens of San Francisco and
the membership, and
the entire Pacific Coast.
WHEREAS: the letter of fanROGER FRANCSZON,
uary 12 from Joseph P. Ryan to
Chairman.
Matt Meehan and all affiliated
M.F.O.W. & W. Strike Comm.
locals misconstrue the facts perJOE. RUSSELL,
taining to the situation, and
Secretary.
Funds for the continuance of the Modesto Defense
WHEREAS: International Presifight are needed. To the working men of the coundent Ryan in his letter brings in
try, an appeal is broadcast to contribute what they
AID FOR SPAIN
the names of people who are
can. Send funds to the Modesto Defense Committee
PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 27. (FP)
irrelevant to the situation in oror
Fred Kelley, Secretary-Treasurer of the Marider to discredit Brothers Bridges ----The Philadelphia chapter of the
time Federation of the Pacific, 702 Marvin Building,
and Meehan and to develop the Medical Bureau, American Friends
San Francisco.
of Spanish Democracy, has paid
"Red" scare, and
Imprisoned by a powerful concern, because they
WHEREAS: Brother
Bridges the first installment on an ambusought to organize their fellow workers, these men
recent trig to the east coast was lance to be sent to Spain. It
are paying for a crime they did not commit. Unless
in line with the desires and de- wants a name for the ambulance
their fight is won, the ranks of laboring men shall be
cisions of the Executive Board that will inspire Philadelphians.
open to more Mooney-Billings, more McNamara and
Suggestions should be sent to 322
of District 38, and
more King-Ramsay-Conner frameups. Organize and
WHEREAS: International Pres- S. 16th St., Philadelphia.
get behind this fight. They are your brothers in the
ident Joseph P. Ryan is again
ranks of labor. Being a militant, labor organizer must
threatening the removal of to his former position, and be it
no longer be subject to the penalties that a corporaBrother Meehan as International further
tion and a publicity biased community and jury see
Organizer, therefore be it
RESOLVED: that copies of this
fit to hand out.
RESOLVED: .that local 38-12 resolution be sent to all Pacific
GET BEHIND THE MODESTO DEFENSE WITH
extend a vote of confidence to Coast locals asking similar acMONEY AND WITH PROTESTS AT THE TRABrothers Bridges and Meehan and tion and that copies be sent to
VESTY ON JUSTICE THAT CALIFORNIA HAS
that we demand the immediate Joseph P. Ryan and the InternaPERPETRATED UPON INNOCENT MEN.
reinstatement of Brother Bridges tional Executive Board,

A Sinister Precedent

Firemen Hit Rossi
For Strike Sand

*

Help Is Needed To Free
Modesto Frameup Victims

OUTSIDE ATTACKS ON

Defending the Maritime Federation of the Pacific and its officials
from an attack Louis R. Huber,
striking A.R.T.A. representative
and chairman of the Northwest
Joint Strike Publicity Committee
has forwarded the following letter
of protest to the Voice of the Federation. Taking decided issue with
A. Thomas of the Eastern and
Gulf Sailors, Mr; Huber expresses
himself plainly and without pulling
his punches.
His letter follows:
"I have just read the letter in
"Rank and File Opinion" from Bro.
A. Thomas of the East and Gulf
Sailors, in which Bro. Thomas
speaks of "the Bridges machine"
and "the bastard form of industrial
unionism."
"It is mystifying to me just
where a brother on the Gulf gets
such purportedly detailed informs,
tion about Bro. Bridges and about
Industrial unionism on the Pacific
Coast. Of course I realize that
through the Voice and other means
of communication, any one in the
world can inform himself on affairs at any other spot on the
globe; but the decisiveness with
which Bro. Thomas speaks takes
me somewhat aback.
LONG ON STRIKE
"Now, I have served in this
strike every single day since it
was called excepting three, and I
think I know what it is all about.
I am a sincere admirer of the work
of Harry Bridges; I have contacted
a number of the brothers in the
San Francisco Bay area, yet I know
of no "Bridges machine."
As to "the bastard form of industrial unionism" of which Bro.
Thomas speaks, I would like to
know what it is. Does he mean
the Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast? If so, this is astonishing news-especially when it comes
from somebody on the Gulf.
Perhaps Bro. Thomas means
some other outfit than the Pacific
You know,
Coast organization.
Bro. Thomas, the Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast is not re
garded exactly as a bastard out
here. In this strike the shipown.
era, the police, the militia and the
national guard have not been called out anywhere on the Pacific
Coast BO far, No gas bombs have
been thrown.
UNIONS STAND BY

ers and writers for the maritime
workers, who were giving the truth
about the shipowners' programs
and policies, were confounded by
the publishing of the shipowners'
own program and policy IN OUR
OWN PAPER.
"Now, if that isn't sufficient-that one act alone-to condemn
Barney Mayes as editor of the
Voice, all you 'have to do is examine further and find plenty more
evidence that the guy is phoney.
Forged credentials, crooked deals
in mailing the Voice, and other
matters needless to mention here.
"Now, Bro. Thomas, if you are
really well informed about matters
on the Pacific Coast, you will know
how mass meetings, strike committees, individual unions, and almost
everybody except perhaps yourself,
Barney Mayes and the editorial
board, have repeatedly voted confidence in the leadership of Harry
Bridges.
DIFFICULTY SOLVED

1. L. A. Auxiliary
No. 3
Under the auspices of the
Ladies' Auxiliary No. 3 a women's conference will be held on
February 1st, 8;00 p. m., at
Druid's Temple, 44 Page Street.
The purpose of this conference
in calling the women together
will have a three-fold object,
listed under:
1. The issues involved in the
Maritime Strike which the auxiliary believes are of vital importance to every woman who is
either dependent upon her own
wage or that of her husband for
a livelihood.
CONSIDER AID
2. What San Francisco women
can do to aid the strikers and
their families. Among other things
the matter of collecting warm
clothing for the pickets and their
families will be considered.
3. The part that women play
in the trade union movement, as
workers, as wives of trade unionists, and as the mothers of tomorrow's trade unionists.
In the belief that such a Women's Conference is of the utmost importance, calls have been
sent to all San Francisco -Unions,
Inviting women trade unionists
and the wives of brother unionists to attend. Calls have also
been sent to various women's organizations throughout the city
and all women are cordially invited to participate in this conference.
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Although the program for the
conference is not complete at this
date a tentative program is in
the
offing
whereby Henry
Schmidt, President of the I.L.A.
Local 38-79, will address the gathering. Also Miss Tanna Alex, a
member of the A.F.G.E. and long
active in the women's movement
will speak,
We wish particularly to urge
that the wives of all maritime
workers attend this women's conference and bring their friends
and neighbors with them. We
promise an interesting and educational evening.
Remember the date-February
1st, 8:00 p. m. at Druid's Temple.
ROZA M. SCHOMAKER,
Publicity Committee,
I.L.A. Auxiliary No. 3.

was
Mayes
"When
Barney
kicked out---or rather, resigned
just before the boot reached him
--the main difficulty about the
VOICE was solved. We still
have a strike on, and the VOICE
is a handy place to tell the rank
and file about that strike.
"So what? So throw all the
strike news out and print the
crap that the editorial board takes
delight in groveling in, eh? Tell
the rank and file all about the
latest mud-slinging fight over a
phoney editor. Get the rank and
file all worked up over something INSIDE the unions, get
them to pasting each other good
and plenty,
"And let the shipowners move
in on its while we're having a big
free-for-all, eh? Is that what you
want? What are we fighting for,
Bro. Thomas? Barney Mayes and
the editorial board, or for the
right to distribute work on the
waterfront equally, for the right
of adequate wages, safe and clean
working conditions and collective
bargaining?
Fraternall, yours,
LOUIS R. HUBER,
LABOR PROGRAM
93-6 A.R.T.A.
SACRAMENTO, Calif., Jan. 27.
P.S.: Plenty of time AFTER (FP)-Labor's
prolegislative
the' strike to print the transcript gram in California includes elimiof the editorial board minutes,
nation of employes' contributions
to state unemployment reserve
funds, guarantees of the right to
ROSS! CONDEMNED
peaceful picketing, curbing of
SAN FRANCISCO.- vigilante action or use of tear
At the weekly meeting of the gas in labor disputes and estabChapter, Inter- lishment of a satisfactory method
San Francisco
professional Association, held at of mediation in agricultural labor
the Women's City Club today, disputes.
Mayor Angelo Rossi of San FranYOUTH ACT
cisco was the recipient of severe
NEW YORK, Jan. 27. (FP)
censure and vigorous condemnation. One resolution condemned Delegates of the American Youth
Mayor Rossi's request to Premier Congress plan to present Pres,
Mussolini for a squadron of mili- Roosevelt with 1,000,000 signatary planes to participate in the tures Feb. 20 requesting the Passcelebration of the completion of age of the American Youth Act.
the Golden Gate Bridge in May; It would provide aid and vocathe other denounced his anti- tional training for unemployed
labor nation-wide radio address youth between the ages or le
in behalf of the shipowners, on and 26.

"Yet there are a number of unions involved-all on the picket
line, all standing by urftil all are
in agreement with the employers.
Now, if this isn't 100 per cent true
spirit of industrial unionism, then
I didn't go to the right school.
"Bro. Thomas says he has written articles for the Voice and had
them all printed in this entirety,
word for word. For this season,
everything about the paper, and
particularly its former editor, Barney Mayes. must be okay. So reasons Bro. Thomas.
"How about that phoney headline-STRIKE ,END LOOMS-Bro.
Thomas? If you are so well informed about matters, you will
know that that one act by former the Maritime strike.
editor Barney Mayes is one of the
biggest-if not the biggest-innings
the shipowners have had on the
Pacific Coast in this strike.

ATTENTION
UNIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

CUT OFF SUPPLIES
"It cut off soup kitchen supplies.
It broke down the morale of the
public, which was becoming. downright militant against the shipowners at that time. It made speakers
of our publicity committee look
foolish wherever they went. Speak.
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Seamen To Use
Their Vote Power
SAN PEDRO, Jan. 27-Throu h
their unions, maritime wor
are launching determined efforts
to bring about legislation
any
will permit them to vote in
d
States
port of the United
cathe period previoue to an e
tion.
At present, the great vo
workers
power of the maritime
their ...
to
due
lost
mainly
Is
are
sence at sea when elections
in progress.
legislative
It is believed that
h
have
would
bills which
fitted maritime workers in the
past, have not received the
NG
attention of legislators beca
lobbies
labor
of the absence of
vote
and the non-supporting
marine
those engaged in the
field.
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waterfront disputes.
LongshoreThe International
men's Association under `Ju ea
Joe' Ryan, strikebreaking piec
"labor" leader, refused to recognize the East Coast and
walkout, which began tsvo days
after the West Coast strike
called. Nevertheless, the insurgent seamen effectively tied '
the port of New York for some
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agreed.
The Pacific Coast strike
not be affected. Eastern sea
agreed to continue a boycott of
ships plying to the West C
until Peace terms are agreed
upon by the Western strikers
shipowners.
Picketing and other strike
tivities here ended Jan. 25. Joseph
Curran, strike leader, urged
men to go after their iebs aga n
and to bide their time at le t
until spring: The strike corn 1 tee, he said, had gained a hearing
for its grievances before the
Board.
tiona I
Labor Relations
at
strike
Termination of the
demonstrate
time, he said, would
willingness to undertake neg
lions for permanent settlement of

And

As

ALWAYS OPEN

to call off the walkout.
New York strikers had agree
last week to return to wor - if
their colleagues in other East
and Gulf ports would take
liar action.
At a joint membership meeting
Jan. 29 it was announced
votes taken in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orbe
Charleston, Portland, Me., Fall
Galve '
River, Norfolk and

Powell

to

•

NEW
YORK.-The 86-da
East Coast seamen's strike ended
Jan. 26.
Only small groups of seamen in
Houston, Jacksonville, Mobile
Providence rejected the decision
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belong to the Guild,—is that cor- vocative throughout?
publicity committees. He stated made he would get off the Pa- Maritime Federation of the Pacific United Mine Workers, District No.
rect?
A. Right.
the Editor was bringing up the cific Coast,
Coast.
12, worked on the Northwest OrMR. KELLEY:
No, it was
Q. Did he also say the Sail- 'Red' scare as his only other
On Conclusion of the address
Fraternally yours,
ganizer, the official organ of the
ors' Union was not a democratic argument, and that this was the by Bridges, there was a motion
never that before, no.
VOICE OF THE FEDERATION
Teamsters' Union of Minneapolis,
That an- organization,. and backing that same argument used by the Ship- by Boyles, 2nd by Jones, that we
MR. SCHRIMPF:
EDITORIAL BOARD.
and on various metropolitan newsswers it. When you hired Mayes statement up went on to say that owners. He stated there was a take the matter of the EditorWM, FISCHER
papers, such as the Kansas City
temporarily it was in strict ac- the recent decisions made by the difference in policy between Dis- ship of the 'Voice'. off the table
H. CHRISTOFFERSEN
Post Journal, and for over five
cordance with the constitution at Sailors that no one could run for trict Council No. 2 and the for discussion. The motion carH. SCHRIMPF
years was associated with Idwal
that time?
office until such a person could 'Voice,' and he (Bridges) re- ried.
R. DOMBROFF
Jones on publicity work in a jourMR. KELLEY: Absolutely.
produce three-years' discharges, sented Mayes dictating to him
C. D. BENTLEY
nalistic capacity. Mr. Jones is the
There was a motion offered by
MR. MAYES: There is one with the exception of the incum- the policy District Council No. 2 Cayton, 2nd by Jones, that we
Per—F. M. KELLEY,
official publicity man for the Parawitness I want to introduce. 1 bents, and that the present offi- should follow.
Secretary-Treasurer. mount Studios in Hollywood, formrescind all our former action relaam introducing a witness that cials who furthered the action
In answet to questions, Bridges tive to the 'Voice of the Federa- FMK/D
er dramatic critic for the San Franthere have been many charges were not around here in 1934? stated ILA 38-79 had voted for tion' and its Editor, and concur Enc.
cisco Examiner, and special writer
"P. S.—Original copies of appli- for various papers in New York.
made before, a witness affiliated Did he say that?
the removal of Mayes as Editor in the action of the Joint Strike
A. He said that the Sailors' with the possible exception of 30 Committee that inasmuch as three cations are on file in Federation
with the federation as well as in
My knowledge of the labor moveother responsible committees of Union had recently put forth an votes. He stated he had known District Councils have voted to Office."
ment is demonstrated in the periYou wi /I find on pages 5, 6, 7, 8 of this issue of the
MR. SCHRIMPF: It will be ne- odical writing I have done, as
the federation,---which have not amendment which excluded men of the 500 free copies to the remove the present Editor of the
' Voice" part of the testimony as heard before
well
cessary
to correct this. While it as in those issues of the
from
office
if
they
had
official
not
threeincluded
the
been
in
Sailors'
Union
for
some
time, but 'Voice,' we instruct the Editorial
the Editori4a1 Board on charges against the previous
VOICE
charges presented
before this years' discharges, and that it ex- had not had time to bring this Board to proceed in accordance was not, I am sure, intentionielly which I have personally supervis.ditor—Barney Mayes—and the Editorial Board.
board. Therefore, I would like to cluded the present officers who matter to light before he made with the Constitution of the on Bro. Kelley's part, in the lan- ed.
Inasmuch as the charges were preferred against
call on Bro. Hunt, dispatcher of had not been around here in his trip to the Northwest. He Maritime Federation. After much guage used in that letter, but it
Fraternally yours,
' e Editorial Board, the Board feels they are not in a
1934.
the Marine Cooks and Stewards.
stated Secretary Kelley knew of discussion on the motion, Chair- was the intention of the board that
BARNEY MAYES,
position to hand down a verdict in favor of or against
Q. From your knowledge of the free copies to the Sailors' man Hunt left the Chair to speak the letter should read, instead of
DIRECT EXAMINATION
Editor of the
"attached hereto are credentials
emselve a. So, for this reason, it is necessary to pubVOICE of the FEDERATION.
MR. MAYES: Q. You are dis- the minutes of the Marine Cooks Union.
on the motion and the Secretary
from their previous employers," it
lish the eraltire hearings in the "Voice."
patcher of the Cooks and Stew- and Stewards, most of these
Brother Hunt stated he believed called for nominations for Chairshould have read, "Credentials atMR. MAYES: The charge of forgstatements are contained therein, District Council No. 2 to be at man.
ards?
Lonergan
Brother
was
The bast section appearing in this issue is the
tached hereto, of the aspiring ap- ery is quite a serious charge. Forgare they not?
A. Shipping dispatcher, yes.
fault in
not offering
Editor elected Chairman.
fourth fulfl section of a series of four sections.
plicants for the position of editor ery, as I understand it, means one
A. The minutes of the Marine Mayes cooperation in printing
Q. You were chairman of the
An amendment to the motion
of the Voice." That is all.
It is very necessary, and in the interests of all, that
thing: it means when you sign anmeeting of Marine Cooks and Cooks and Stewards are taken strike news by allowing the Edi- was offered by Hunt, 2nd by
MR. KELLEY: I will read the other's person's signature to any
ou studs this complete script—be fair and unbiased,
Stewards at which Bridges spoke down by Bro. Watson, assistant tor to attend their meetings. Hunt Ross, that the removal of the
credentials. The first one here is document. This is what I have
nd form your own opinion as to whether or not you
on the question of the Voice of secretary. In those minutes vir- stated that when Mayes had ap- Editor be referred to a referendated July 30, 1936:
been accused of doing, according to
will concur in the recommendations of the Board
tually everything I have stated peared at the Sailors' Union, the dum vote. The amendment was
the Federation?
"Harry Lundeberg.
Mr. Bridges,—that I have forged
hich will be published in the next issue.
A. That was last Thursday, here can be found,—in the min- Firemen's Union and the Strike voted pn and declared lost, the
Sailors' Union of the Pacific,
certain documents. I want to esthe Marine Cooks and Committee of the ILA 38-79, he motion carried.
of
utes
10th.
December
the
It might be well to urge all members to preserve
69 Clay St., San Francisco.
tablish very clearly at this time
Q. You were chairman at that Stewards at that meeting.
had been given a vote of confiThe regular order of business
.11 copicts of this complete script for future reference.
"Pleasure to give highest per- that I at no time submitted any
Q. Could we get. a copy of dence. Hunt stated he believed was resumed."
meeting?
sonal and unqualified recommenda- document of any kind from Mr.
Yours for greater cooperation,
those minutes for the record?
A. Correct.
that at the meeting of ILA 38-79
tion for B. Mayes. For journalis- 'dwell Jones or the Kansas City
A. You could obtain a copy of there had been an attempt 'to
Q. To, the best of your knowTHE EDITORIAL BOARD,
MR. FISCHER: The last two tic ability and knowledge of
labor Post Journal. I referred to Mr.
the minutes from Mr. Kelley for discredit
ledge,
as
the
according
as
well
Union, days, Friday and Saturday, were movement give
to
Sailors'
the
Wm. Fischer
him excellent rec- Jones as one with whom I had been
record.
the
minutes of that meeting, I would
Mayes personal character and taken up with the presentation ord Ohio, Illinois. His present
associatedln journalistic. work. I
F. M. Kelley
MR. MAYES: I make a mo- the Joint Strike Committee of of the charge filed against the work drew
like for you to substantiate the
praise here for fine had also submitted as a reference
H. Schrimpf
following statements made at tion, Mr. Chairman, that a copy San Pedro. Hunt stated the Sail- editor and the entire editorial content and readibility of paper.
a former employer of mine. the
that meeting by Mr. Bridges. Do be requested from the Marine ors' Union had been receiving board. One side of the case is We have received a real asset to
R. Dombroff
Kansas City Post Journal. Thereyou think you are qualified to Cooks and Stewards to be incor- SOO copies of the 'Voice' per week, in, as stated by Bridges yester- labor movement.—B. J. WIDICK."
fore, right from the beginning, it
H. Christofferson
porated in the minutes of this some of which were sent to the day. He is well aware of the
do that?
MR. KELLEY: Is there any com- must be clearly established that
ORT OF MEETING OF THE+
R
meeting.
A. I know I am.
Branches. This policy of sending fact that we are going to present ment on this application? For the these references
were submitted by
EMT ORIAL BOARD,
There were considerable rumors
MR. KELLEY: You mean the copies to the Branches had been our testimony in evidence today, record.
Q. All right. Did Mr. Bridges
myself to the board and it was up
374ICE OF THE FEDERATION
on the Coast that the paper was say that while Bro. Mayes was full minutes?
Sailors' and for the record I am repeatdiscontinued, and the
MR. FISCHER: That should be to the board to check with these
N TIRE SAILORS' HALL,
folded up and not going to get working on the Voice he was
MR. MAYES: Just the minutes Union had ordered 800 copies ing this, that as there is no rep- made a part of the record.
references in order to determine
59 CLAY STREET,
out the week of the convention. chiseling on the WPA?
in which these remarks were sent to Headquarters. The cir- resentatives here he will probMR. KELLEY: This is from the whether I would be—whether I had
It came out. It came out good,
SAN FRANCISCO
A. He made that statement in made—the minutes of December culation manager of the 'Voice' ably know the consequences.
Deseret News Publishing Com- been employed by these people or
Decernbetr 13 1936, 10:30 A. M. too. The convention adjourned our meeting, and at the meeting 10th, at which these remarks had apparently believed this was
MR. KELLEY: First, Bro. pany, Salt Lake City, Utah, dated othrwise. I think this clears up
i '
Chain:man: C. D. Bentley
and the editorial board met in of the I. L. A. No. 38-79 later on were made and that have not an increase in the order from the Schrimpf, I think we will take
the July 18, 1936:
the matter of forgery, and if I am
San Francisco two days after when I happened to be present. been incorporated in the charges Sailors' Union, and had sent 800 minutes of July 27th: (Reading)
Semetary: F. M. Kelley
"Mr. B. Mayes, Editor.
wrong in any of these statements
the adjournment—the full board,
itorilal Board:
Q. Did he also say the Sailors' presented to this board. That is copies to Sailors' Headquarters "Minutes of meeting of the ediVoice of the Federation,
I would invite now any comment to
and they understood Bro. Mayes' Union controls the Voice and has all I have.
C. D. Bentley
torial board, Voice of the Federa120 Golden Gate Ave.,
and continued sending copies to
the contrary from any member of
status then.
William Fischer
tion, at 120 Golden Gate Avenue,
done so right along?
THE CHAIRMAN: No objec- their Branches as well, and that
San Francisco, Calif.
the editorial board who is acHenry Schrimpf
MR. BENTLEY:
The
full
San Francisco, July 27, 1936, Dear Sir:
A. He made that statement at tions from the board.
quainted with this situation from
when the mistake had been disH. Dombroff
board did not meet. Bro. Christ- the meeting of the Marine Cooks
10:25 A. M.
I have been following the re- the very beginning. I think not
covered and the Sailors' Union
F. M. Kelley
offerson was absent.
cent issues of the Voice with a only do the members corroborate
CHAIRMAN: C. D. Bentley.
"Marine Cooks' & Stewards' As- had been charged for the extra
and Stewards.
• MR. KELLEY: That is correct.
Members present; C. D. Bent- great deal of interest. Since your this by their silence now, but the
Q. That the Sailors' Union get
sociation,
copies. Hunt stated Editor Mayes
FISCHER: It is very un- That is the status. And he un- their
copies of the Voice free, Suspension of Business at Regu- had not known of this dis- ley, Trustee; H. Schrimpf, F. M. assuming editorship, there has been records of the minutes of the °di,
for unthte that Bro. Bridges is not derstood, according to the conand later he qualified that by
lar Meeting on December 10, crepancy, as he had not been Kelley, Secretary - Treasurer, B. a decided improvement, not only in tonal board will also substantiate
. One side of the case he stitution, he was only going to saying that they paid for only
the appearance of the paper, but my remarks.
1936.
business manager at the time. Mayes, Temporary Editor.
Said was complete,—his side, his be temporarily employed, and 800 and
(1) Applicants for Editorship of in the quality of content and its
I want to say that from the very,
"Harry Bridges stated the ques- The report that the Sailors' Union
received 1300 and gold
gels against the editor and that was until the editor had 500 on the waterfront?
readability,
beginning, I think it is customary
tion of the removal of the pres- was selling these extra copies of the Voice.
'e editorial board. We have been elected in accordance with
My warmest congratulations are procedure when applying for a po.
It was recommended by t h e
A. To answer that, again, I ent editor of the 'Voice of the the 'Voice' on the waterfront had
pr tieally not submitted any of the policy as laid
down by you will have to identify the two Federation' had formerly come been absolutely denied by the Board to have a circular letter extended to the Voice for its ob- sition to give as reference forme/
our e\fidence. Now, the circum- delegates to the
drawn up listing all the applicants taining an editor of your evident employers. I think this procedure
convention. The meetings. At the I. L. A. meet- in the ILA and had been tabled, Sailors' Union.
s
for
is that when we submit applications were received from ing of 38-79 he
editorship of the Voice to be qualifications.
has been in effect and will con.
made the state- which was the reason it now
Hunt stated he believed it only
• - 441dence and bring our wit- various members. It was adverIf I may be of any assistance to tinue to he In effect as long as wsi
ment that the Sailors' Union re- cropped up again at this inoppor- fair, when the Strike Committee enclosed along with a copy of the
original applications. The circular you at any time in helping to wid- have employers. / do not thinks
on the stand Bro. Bridges tised in the, Voice. It was adver- ceived their copies free,
and said tune time.
had invited Bridges to speak at
letter also to include the creden- en the influence of the Voice, I that there is anyone in this hall oil
• olt here to cross-examine tised in the Newspaper Guild of- he would prove it. When he went
He stated the question of the this meeting, to invite editor
tials of the various applicants as shall be most grateful to co-oper- any, other man that seeks employ.
them.: However, we are going fices that applications for the to prove it later, he said they editor of the 'Voire' was a quesMayes to appear and present his
received by this Board to date.
ate.
meat but what has had to furnish
di with it. I am making a editor should be mailed in by a received 800 copies for which tion of the policy of this
paper. side of the question.
Brother Mayes has been temporSincerely,
reference, and has had to depend
statement for the record so it certain date. The board held it they paid and 500 copies addi- Stated he had been influential in
Brother ICroglund stated he beWM, W. TAYLOR,
upon the reply of his previous emn.
be clear. He is well aware open for a month and extended it tional which they sold on the the inauguration of a paper for lieved this a very inopportune ary Editor of the Voice up to this
particular time and we have found
Director, Radio Publicity." ployer, and most times that repty)!
fact, and I don't think he for another two weeks. Isn't that waterfront at five cents a copy. the Maritime Federation, and for time to bring
'
tl,le
this question up,
that he has co-operated with the
depended only upon that employee,
ha a representative here, so we correct, Bro. Schrimpf?
$24.50 they paid ofr the 800 obtaining
many advertisements and he believed it should be
SCHRIMPF: Members of Evidence has been submitted hered
Board in every way as far as the
MR.
e going to present our side of
MR. SCHRIMPF: I can't re- copies they paid for, so the 500 for it. He reviewed the past tabled until after the strike. He
paper is concerned. The Board has the board, and observers, there is and, as I understand it, on a lettee
th ease for the record. He has member
copies they sold at five cents policies of the 'Voice' and the stated that now we were all enthe exact dates.
not
as yet had any record to sub- a very specific case of what I which Mr. Bridges sent to the Kano
case
in,
and
we are
•let his
MR. KELLEY: But for some- apiece paid for all their copies. suppression of articles written by gaged in fighting a common enstantiate these rumors regarding have just mentioned. This is a sas City Post Journal, on that same
en tied to put our side of the thing like six weeks we put it And he made the statement that him (Bridges) during
the schoo- emy, the shipowners, and should Brother
Mayes. With reference to credential, a very favorable cre- letter where they had typewritteo
.4, in the record. I will make ahead for the editors to get in they made fifty cents on the deal. ner strike.
let factional disputes wait until Brother Mayes' status in
the North- dential which was sent to the a few lines stating they had no recs.
That statement so there may be their applications in plenty of
Q. How did you happen to be
He stated
the
editor
was our strike against them was won. ern California Newspaper
Guild, an board and in turn sent out along ord of my employment on theta
onfusion.
time. There were five of them present at the I. L. A. meeting bonded for $5,000.00. Stated EdiBridges replied that Lundeberg official communication was receiv- with Mr. Mayes' application. But paper and their records started
those
statements
were tor Mayes had been appointed by had been told of the 500 free ed by this
sent out. They were all local when
Board stating that Bro- you recall probably in the record since 1921. I do not know who
'R. KELLEY: I have not very men. And this controversy has made?
three District Councils as pro- copies that were being delivered
ther Mayes is a member of the a statement made by Bro. Bridges signed that letter. I do know this,
•Itaqh to say. I had one or two been
A. I had credentials from the vided by the Constitution of the to the Sailors' Union
going on ever since—just a
before Northern
California
Newspaper that he had written to this par- that I have sent inquiries back ta
-dons yesterday, and asked case of plain seesawing. If you secretary, Burke, of the Marine Federation. Mayes had
joined the Lundeberg went North. He said Guild in good standing. With ref- ticular publication in question and Kansas City Post Journal. I also
"rf.1.
Bridges one thing or a go to put a referendum vote, that Cooks and Stewards. Bro. Burke Newspaper
Guild
after
being it was of vital importance that erence to a further charge against his answer Is now a part of the want to say that the Kansas City
00
'• le of things I would like to is not constitutional; if you're had received a communication made editor of the 'Voice.'
He this issue (the question of the Brother Mayes by the Union of record. He asked in his letter what Post Journal was known as the
.
ss understood: One is, regard- going to put a vote by District from I. L. A. requesting he would reviewed (Bridges) the questions Editor of the 'Voice') be brought
Professional Workers, our investi- was 'Mr. Mayes' status as an em- Kansas City Post and amalgamato
1-11- the forwarding of these
Conn ells, that is not constitu- send delegates to the I. L. A. asked the applicants for the posi- up now in order that it be gation shows that this group is not ployee of that certain publication, ed with the Journal, and to my,
• L ons for employment to the
tion of editor of the 'Voice' in cleared up. He stated the strike affiliated with any bona fide labor while the credential had no mean- understanding became a Hearst pea.
tional. I want to say further on meeting.
Q. Did he also say this had District Council No. 2 and the re- was now in a passive state, the organization and has a membership ing or relationship to such a re- per after my association with it. I
!
t •• Council, in accordance with this thing at this time, that the
constitution. The language of paper in itself and the editorial been
going
on
fourteen plies of the applicants. District shipowners planning to wait out of only 14 members.
for
quest. It merely was a letter of also want to say that the city,
th(). letter is probably technically board has had the fullest co- months, and that Fischer, Domb- Council No. 2 had found Gratan the unions and discredit their
The applications received for recommendation of an employe at editor of the Kansas City Post did
•g; however, there was no operation from the editor from roff and Kelley knew about It, the most likely applicant. Mayes leaders with propaganda until the Editorship of the Voice are as fol- some time or other from this par- not put his name to that letter. I
inlention of misleading, trying to the start. There is no doubt and the girls in the office had replies to questions had revealed unions could be split.
lows:
ticular paper vouching for Mr. also want to again repeat that in
ead anybody. The creden- about that. They have had the been intimidated?
he had never been a member of
Bridges stated Mayes was beMayes, and the board can see no 1921 and 1922 I started as a copy
BARNEY MAYES
/ Cs accompanying
the letter fullest cooperation from the ediA. He said at the Marine any Union until he joined the ing backed to retain his editorreason why this therefore should boy when I was going to high
W. H. GRATTAN
self-explanatory, and they torial staff.
Cooks and Stewards' meeting it Newspaper Guild. His references ship by Ryan's stooges and finks.
GUY T. SMITH
not have been sent out, and to date school and was finally put on the
stated,
practically
ted,
or
had now been going on four- had been accepted. Mayes had In this connection he names
M. B. FRAZIER."
there has been no proof offered beat by the Kansas City Post in
•ther Mayes had been emMR, KELLEY: This is the letter here where every word of it is not Kansas City, Missouri, and we will
MR. FISCHER: I want it in- teen months, and Fischer and been working on the WPA for Ryan, Kucin and Bruce.
'C'ed by these people or not.
have some evidence to verify that.
He states the 'Voice' gave al- that was sent out to all District true.
quire at this time if Bro. Bridges Lundeberg and Kelley knew about $90.00 per month and getting
"July
(Reading)
KELLEY:
Councils
on
MR.
it.
July
Now, this question of Mr. Idwell
30th,
in
accord$30.00
He
In
more.
per
also
publicity
most
week
no
little
space
to
has
as
editor
the
of
the
said the girls in the
got a designated representawant to say a
14, 1936, New York City. To Whom Jones. There are members in this
first place, it was me hired tive here? I want the record to office had been told to keep 'Voice.' He admitted having a campaign of the unions, even ance with the motion:
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(Continued from Page 5)
telegram that his status is a member of the publicity department
and that he had sent this wire to
Mr. Itathborne indicates that his
status was questioned from the
very beginning and the existence
of this man was questioned from
the very beginning. My critic was
not aware of the fact that Mr.
Jones was the author of more than
a dozen books and a well-establiahed literary figure in this country. We have tried, and I have
tried, to get a copy of the original
telegrams sent to Mr. Jones, and
SO far these inquiries have been
peculiarly unsuccessful. Suddenly
a who campaign is started about
Mr. Jones. I want to state very
clearly now that at no time in any
communication presented from Mr.
Jones has he ever failed to mention my qualifications and capabilities as editor of the Voice, and that
for every document introduced be„fore the board; every document, including Mr. Bridges'. I want to
state another thing: Mr. Jones is
a man close to seventy, practically deaf. Mr. Jones didn't know
that when he became a source of
reference to me he would become
Involved in the most vicious kind
of a mud-slinging campaign.
THE CHAIRMAN: 1 don't think
there is anything like that in the
record. I would refrain from that
now. 'Deal strictly with the evidence that was submitted and keep
this campaign of sabotage out of
here.
MR. MAYES: I am bringing this
out here to explain just exactly
why the contradictory reports now
develop in regard to Mr. Jones, and
I have a full right to place any interpretation and submit that as
evidence in reply to the deliberate
lies stated on this question, and I
am going to demand that right.
THE CHAIRMAN: Proceed.
MR. MAYES: I know for a fact,
and it will be proven, that Mr.
Jones has been besieged by hundreds of people and intimidated
from giving the only evidence he
eould have given, as is testified by
this telegram of August 20th. I
know what has happened, and this
isn't the first time, and it won't
be the last time. I want to say
that the applicant for any position
has to place his reputation in the
hands of his former employer and
it is up to that employer to establish one fact from another,
whether he was employed by him
er not. I repeat that it would have
been very stupid on my part to
have given him as a reference,
knowing at the time that all my
references would have been checked very closely, if what I had stated was not true, but I also want to
acknowledge now that I was., iteo
busy getting out the paper and defending myself against attacks upon my character, so I couldn't arrange to see Mr. Jones in order to
permit him to anticipate a campaign which he suddenly became
Involved in and victimized by Mr.
Zones happens to be one of my refairences,-just one. I might say that
--A for over seven months these in:
veatigations as to ray background
have been going on. For over seven months my whole character,
everything pertaining to my life,
has been subjected to microscopic
Investigation, and as a result of
these seven months' of investigation you can only produce evidence
from one person, and that in itself
Is of a contradictory and questionable nature. I would like to know
how long some of my critics would
stand up under seven months' investigatiou, and I think when I get
the time I might devote myself to
an investigation of my investigators. (Applause). I have never
given the Deseret News of Salt
Lake City as a reference. You
heard the reading of my application. The impression has been
conveyed here that I have lied
or forged-again-documents. Mr.
Taylor is a personal friend of
mine. I have been associated
with him in journalistic work in
the past. Mr. Taylor saw fit
on July 18th, on his own responsibility, to send to the editorial
board a letter complimenting the
Voice and offering his cooperation in his capacity as director
of radio publicity work for the
Deseret News. Have my critics
charge-makers produced a
And
single line from Mr. Taylor stating the contrary? They have not.
They write to the Deseret News
and ask them for a reference
which I had never given, but they
see fit to ignore Mr. Taylor who
bad lent this reference, and then
the impression again le created:
'See, Mayes lied again,” This is
soother example of the kind of
Investigation that has been going
on. It would even arouse the
Wiry of a cheap two-bit private
detective.
Now, then, yesterday those of
you who were present at the
hearing heard the *barge made
that Mr. Tobin of the International Teamsters' Union was a
friend of mine and supported me.
You heard that charge made. You
sew the cheering and the booing
Section go into action, and suddenly an Impression was to be
conveyed that Mr. Tobin was
clamorting
Whoa elelassuaded

proof what happened? That letter of Mr. Tobin that is fortunately in the minutes showed
that the man who made that
charge is the most vicious kind
of an irresponsible liar. My recommendation was, Mr. Tobin said
that the Organizer, published by
the Teamsters' Local in the 1934
strike in Minneapolis, was a
despicable sheet, that it was the
worst paper published in the labor movement, and I want to say
that as far as I am concerned I
consider that a compliment.
want to say that Paul Scharrenberg today calls the Voice the
"slime of the waterfront," and I
consider that a compliment. And
this is how they proved that Mr.
Tobin was supporting me, when
he accuses the Organizer of having been the worst kind of a
rag. It was because it attacked
Mr. Tobin and prevented Mr. Tobin from selling out the Teamsters in Minneapolis. I think that
point has been clearly established.
I want to submit to the records and for your notice another document. This letter was
sent out by Mr. Bridges. You
know, if I applied for a job in a
bank I don't think I would have
had to go through a closer examination. The fact of the matter is, I think the Standard Oil
Company can learn something
about how to check up on a
man's character from the investigation I hive been subjected to.
This letter is one of the many
that were sent out through the
country. Don't forget you have
had only two letters submitted
here and there were dozens sent
out. This letter is the original,
signed by H. R. Bridges. He
didn't receive a reply. I want
to read this letter to you. It is
dated November 14, 1936, and it
Is addressed to Mr. B. J. Widick,
United Rubber Workers of America, Akron, Ohio.
'Dear Sir and Brother:
I am addressing this communication to you in the hope that
you can furnish me with some
information regarding one Barney Mayes-although I understand he has at times used the
name of Moss and Mass.
Mr. Mayes is at present functioning as editor of our paper,
the 'Voice of the Federation.' In
applying for the position, he
tendered a testimonial from you,
giving him your highest personal
and unqualified recommendation
In view of his journalistic ability
and knowledge of labor.
You also mentioned that the
Ohio-Illinois Labor Movement sub401)es to this opinion.
aeolge find some discrepancies in
checking on the reference given
by Mr. Mayes, and would be very
glad if you could furnish us, by
return mail, information as to
whether you are personally acquainted with Mr. Mayes, what
definite knowledge you have regarding his activities in the Middle West and at what time he
was there.
Our information is to the effect
that he was never associated
with any labor organization or a
member of any union.
Inasmuch as one of the references tendered by Mr. Mayes was
given by a party that did not
know Mr. Mayes personally but
only through other parties, we
believe that you may have furnished your recommendation in a
similar way.
Hoping to receive an early reply containing the information requested and with a fine apprecialion of the work your organizeHon is doing, I am
Fraternally yours,
INTERNATIONAL, LONGSHOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION, Pacific Coast Dist.
(Signed) H. R. Bridges,
President"
Here's the answer. The answer
didn't come to Mr. Bridges, it
came to the editorial board, and
it explains why. It is on the
stationery of the United Rubber
Workers of America:
"Dec. 5, 1936
Editorial Board,
Voice of the Federation,
Box 368
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Upon my return from a trip to
New England and New York I
find myself in receipt a a communication from the International
T,ongshoremen's Association
signed by Harry Bridges which
is surprising in view of the obvious need to present a solid aud
united front against the shipownera. It is so surprising that I am
sending It on to you for your information rather than taking d4rent action.
The letter purports to be investigating the personal record
of your editor, B. Mayes. I am
at a complete lofts to account for
the insinuations and 'investigations' of your editor. Inasmuch as
I have already expressed myself
regarding the Qualifiestion of
Brother Mayes and yoter board Is
in possession of that letter, it
seemed to me that if the brilliant
ittil

direction of your editor needed
any 'investigating' that it should
emanate from the hotly responsible for the policy and conduct
of its official paper.
Every effort should be made
at a time like this to expand the
circulation of the VOICE. We, as
trade unionists, are willing and
eager to help you in any way
possible. The VOICE has become
very
popular
here since
we
placed a bundle order for ourselves. Likewise, it won support
at the Central Labor Union which
passed a resolution of support for
your fight.
I can only hope that the slanderous campaign against your
editor, which, on occasions I have
noted in the press of the so-called
Communist Party, can be allayed
before it results in serious injury
to the Strong front needed in
your struggle against the shipowners.
If I can be at all of further assistance I shall be glad to reply
to any dommunication from you
regarding this matter. But, unless you, as a responsible party,
feel that this inquiry into Brother
Mayes' past is worth while in
view of his accomplishments on
the paper, I shall not take the
time. We have our own problems with the rubber barons to
worry about in our organizing
campaign.
With my hest wishes for a successful settlement of the strike
into which you have been forced.
Fraternally yours,
(Signed) B. J. WIDICK,
B. J. Widick, Research Director and Associate Editor
EW:BJW."
This hasn't been brought out
by my investigators, My references stand. If 7000 militant
truck
drivers of
Minneapolis,
who put up one peach of a fight
in 1934, think that my record is
0. K., and if Mr. Widick of the
United
Rubber
Workers, supported by other officials of the
United Rubber Workers of America., see fit to endorse me, I think
am perfectly willing to stand
on such references, and to date
there hasn't been the slightest
amount of evidence or by implication questioning the integrity
and veracity of these references
and their organizations. I will
even go further than that.
MR. DOMBROFF: What date
was that letter sent out by
Bridges to Widick?
MR. MAYES: November 14th.
MR. DOMBROFF: And what
date-you have that letter from
Jones to Bridges? This is pretty
important. I would like to find
out when this letter from Jones
was written and the one from
Bridges to Jones. I think it is
pretty important at this time, inasmuch as Bridges stated there
was certain discrepancies, certain discrepancies in Mayes' references. I would like to find out
whether Bridges was writing to
all these people that there was
discrepancies before or after the
discrepancies were brought up. I
am going to request that after
the recess these letters he produced here. So-called discrepancies were brought up and I want
to see whether it was before or
after.
MR. MAYES: I want to point
out that at no time in the editonal board has there been a
difference of opinion.
I will
further point out that at no time
has any member of the board
questioned the veracity of my
representation as I made it to
them. I3ro. Kelley stated this
morning the question of my parttime employment. Bro. Kelley
also stated the question of my
two names. Yet all this time
these issues were being debated
on the waterfront, not only here
but up and down the Coast, but
without any consultation of the
record and without taking into
consideration any member of the
board. I welcomed this opportunity to air all these rumors, insinuations and fire-escape charges
and I think that it is unfortunate
that the prosecuting staff is not
present in order to continue this
once and for all and bring it to
a conclusion. I have a few more
things to say later, about other
evidence. I have taken the floor
now in order to speak of these
references, but there have been
things said about the Voice and
the competency of the editor. I
don't know how the men who
have made these charges can consider
as qualified
themselves
judges of what a newspaper must
look like and how it must appear,
but I want to any right now that
Professor Brum in charge of the
Journalistic School in the University of Michigan, who is quite an
expert in the field, has a good
deal to say about the Voice of
the Federation, and W we are
going to determine the compete
enoy or incompetenoy of an editor we will have to refer to men
wlso bnow vhall an °Moe dwelt,
do and What his Work ()onside of.
Any time that question haft to be
answered I shall be very eager
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men who have never worked in
the field, and not from men who
probably don't know how to write
a sentence with a subject and a
verb,-and then to have them
stand up and try to judge my
competency or my incompetency.
MR. SCHMIDT: Mr. Chairman,
I should like to have Bro. Hunt
recalled to the stand.
THE CHAIRMAN: Bro. Hunt,
will you take the stand?
MR. SCHMIDT: I just want to
make a statement first, Mr.
Chairman, inasmuch as in my
opinion the board is not taking
vigorous steps to investigate the
competency or the incompetency
of the editor, but rather taking
great steps to nail Bridges to the
cross. I intend to ask Bro. Hunt
a few questions in which I hehove he will defend or put in a
good word for 13ridges.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
MR. SCHMIDT: Q. Some time
ago, did you attend a mass meeting attended by members of the
American Federation in Scottish
Rites Auditorium?
MR, HUNT: A, I have no objection to answering questions,
but I would like to know what
reference it has to the case?
MR. MAYES: Mr. Chairman,
before the question is askedthere is a question that is going
to be asked-before the question
is asked of Bro. Hunt in regard
to the mass meeting, and as it
is being made to inject the KingRamsay-Conner defense question
into the proceedings, I for one
member of the board object to it,
and I don't think any impartial
chairman can permit the injection into this question of what
Bro. Hunt's opinion is about any
other individual. The questions
have to pertain to the charge, and
the evidence that the witness has
already submitted to this board.
THE CHAIRMAN: Will you
tell the Chair, Bro. Mayes, how
you know he is going to ask a
question about the Ramsay defense?
MR. SCHMIDT: I will say
here maybe I am asking that
question and then later I want it
to go on the record.
THE
CHAIRMAN:
Proceed,
Bro. Schmidt.
MR. HUNT: For the record I
will state that I'll answer any
question Bro. Schmidt wants to
ask.
MR. SCHMIDT: Q. Did you
attend the mass meeting?
A. I did.
Q. Were you aware of the fact
at the time that there was a
small group of over-enthusiastic
brothers who had threatened to
physically attack after the meeting?
A. I hadn't received any threat
from any individual. I had received a warning that such a
think might take place, but not
by anybody of those who were
supposed to be threatening me.
Q. I happen to know such was
going to he the case. Were you
also aware of the fact that I sent
a message to Bridges informing
him of such contemplated move?
A. I did not know of such action on your part.
Q. I did, however, inform him
about it. Do you recall just before
the
meeting
adjourned
Bridges made quite a lengthy
talk on the subject, pointing out
to those assembled in the meeting that anyone could get up in
meeting and voice him opinions
on any subject, and that moves
such as I have just described
would not be tolerated?
A.
I believe Bridges did state
he believed anyone was entitled
to expression of his opinion. That
is also my opinion. Anybody is
entitled to express his opinion.
Q. When Bridges spoke these
words I was sitting in the chair
behind you and watching you and
I noticeri when he go through
with his remarks you applauded
quite vigorously. Is that correct?
A. I did applaud his remarks
because I thought them quite
correct,
Q. Did you defend Guidera the
stool pigeon in the talk you made
there that night?
A. I did not. I stated I objected to the manner in which the
meeting was conducted. I believed In facts. I believed in appeals to reason and not to the
emotions, and believed
before
condemning any man you should
be presented with the facts.
Q. But in effect you did defend him
A. In effect I did not defend
anyone. I merely stated I believed that, should any charge be
made against a union brother,
they should go through the channels provided, and if he is found
guilty he should be convicted. But
I believed the procedure should
be it accordance with the rules
-in
an
reasonable
orderly,
fashion, and not predicated on
the emotions.
OICIITODW4 I boos no
MOM gm/Mons, fiagt the statement / recall very distinctly after
Bro. Hunt made these remarks

ikablaisu

whole house understood he was say-I took a neutral attitude until
defending this man and booed we found out the facts. I ant going to ask Mr. Hunt-Bro. Hunt a
Bro. Hunt.
question.
MR. DOMBROFF: In regard to
Q. Whether or not you were surthe statement of Bro. Schmidt rounded by a bunch of men on
that the edAorial board has been your 'exit from Scottish Rite Auditrying to nail Bro. Bridges to the torium who threatened to dump
cross, I believe all the facts in you?
the record when it is published
A. No, I wasn't definitely threatwill be quite clear that Bro. ened to be dumped, but I was esBridges tried to nail the editorial corted out of the hall.
Q. Just a minute now-wasn't
board to the cross, with running
up and dowe the Coast and mak- there a bunch of men that rushing charges, although the edi- ed you-that rushed to surround
torial board was not admitted to you?
A. I can't say there was-there
the meetings at all that were
called-I am talking about Se- was a bunch of men that rushed to
attle-making charges in regard surround me, yes.
Q. From what organization were
to the editorial board and saying
that they were not taking care the men who escorted you out of
of the job, without producing any the hall?
A. The Sailors' Union.
evidence,-making charges against
Q. To keep you from getting
a man's character without producing the goods. I believe he dumped?
A. That's right.
was trying to nail us to the
Q. In your opinion, had there
cross and not us nailing him to
not been a sufficient number of
the cross. And I said to the
men to escort you out of the hall,
membership in Seat tl e, and
-in your opinion you would have
backed it up a hundred per cent,
been dumped?
that Bro. Bridges or anybody else
A. From the general reaction to
if they make any charges there
my remarks I imagine I would
they should be made to produae
probably have been.
the goods. If I get up here and
MR. SCHMIDT: It was the sercall Bro. Bridges a fink, if I got
geant-at-arms who happened to be
away without being dealt with, in that
meeting who called my atthat would make me as had as tendon to
what was contemplated.
he is. He called a man a fink He
said, "What shall 1(10?" I said,
editor and several other charges "All right, I'll send word to Harry
in Seattle. Bro. Bridges should -he is chairman. He will make
be made to produce the goods. remarks along these lines, and at
Up in Seattle we have got his the same time get a bunch of men
name on black and white up to see that nothing happens here
there charging the whole editorial tonight."
board with collusion, with the exMR. HUNT: I will say that when
ception of Bro. Bentley, although
said the Sailors' Union, the men
I still can't figure out when I
recognized were members of the
have been in Seattle since the Sailors' Union. There may have
convention and Bro. Bentley at- bc,,..en men from other organizations
tended the meetings, how he l'ho took part in my escort party.
could be any more ignorant than
MR. SCHRIMPF: First, I would
I am, when I haven't been in like Bro. Kelley to read that part
San Francisco in several months. of Bro. Mayes' application dealing
The thing beim e the board is no. with the Kansas City Post Journal,
to persecute Bro. Bridges, hut to for the record. Read it into the
find out on what ground he is record,-just that part.
MR. KELLEY: " . . . and on
trying to persecute the board.
Bro. Bridges also said that only various metropolitan newspapers,
stool pigeons and finks were sup- such as the Kansas City Post Jourporting Mayes. I can tell you nal . ." "My qualifications are
the coastwise organizations in the as follows:" then he tells what
northwest were supporting Mayes. other papers he had worked on.
Also, for your information, Bro. "My qualifications are as follows:
Bridges' charges were presented I have worked as an independent
at a meeting of the Sailors' correspondent for the Federated
Union up there, and after certain Press, was in charge of the educational and publicity committee for
charges--Bro. Bridges had an imthe Progressive Miners' group,
mense support there to bring the
United Mine Workers, District No.
charges in the Sailors' Union in
12, worked on the Northwest OrSeattle,-and after hearing the
ganizer, the official organ of the
charges and waiting to see the
Teamsters' Union of Minneapolis,
goods over 700 sailors there gave
and on various metropolitan newsMayes a vote of confidence, and
papers, such as the Kansas City
then they go ahead in District
Post .Journal . ."
Council No. 1 with their Hitler
MR. SCHRIMPF: Mr. Chairman.
methods of taking action before Can anyone recall--can any of the
any charges had been proven. So members of the board recall what
before you talk of nailing any- was Bro. Bridges' answer to this
body to the cross, just keep in credential as to working on the
mind what is before the board Kansas City Post Journal? Can
here today is to find out why one any of the hoard answer that?
individual
has
been
making
MR. FISCHER: Just that he
charges and not producing the never worked on the Kansas City
goods. As the records will prove Post Journal and their records
there, no one is making charges went back to 1921, I think. That
against Bridges.
Bridges has he never worked on the Kansas
been making charges against the City Post Journal. The record is
editorial board. (Applause.)
already made.
MR. DOMBROFF: Are those
MR. HUNT: In view of the fact charges by Bridges-are the letters
that I have been called back to the there,-were the credentials supstand I would like to make a state- posed to be forged on file here?
ment. I wish to state that Bro.
THE CHAIRMAN: Everything is
Bridges in making the statements in the record here.
and charges which he did before
MR. DOMI3ROFF: Am I correct
the Marine Cooks and Stewards, in there, when he stated this answer
the I.L.A. he said he would prove to Bridges' inquiry there was not
any statement or charge that he on the stationery of this paper?
made. I believe that any official
THE CHAIRMAN: No, it was a
or any individual member of any copy of a letter, as near as I can
organization in the Maritime Fed- recollect m
DOMBROFF:
eration should not be allowed to
ROFF: They can be
make any statements or charges produced after the recess?
before any union meeting unless he
THE REPORTER: Yes, I will
Is prepared to prove them. I be- bring them from my office.
lieve Bro. Bridges should live up
MR. SCHRIMPF: The reason
to his word as he said he would why I consider this important, I
do,-either prove the charges or believe there is one way to make
retract them,-and that the entire progress with this board, with the
membership of the federation Issue instead of all this filled in
should be acquainted with these stuff. That is, to take these speciproceedings to see whether or not fic issues up in turn. If we don't
he is able to do so. To date he has do that we are never going to get
never proved the charges made in anywhere. We want to see, when
the Marine Cooks and Stewards.
an accusation is made concerning
MR. FISCHER: I would like to forged references, just where they
say this, being that this was in- come in. So let's commence, and
jected in here as a side issue,-in l'm going to request that this be
order to get this clear,-I also at- the order of business, that Bro.
tended the meeting up there, the Kelley read out seriatim the
mass meeting that you spoke of. I charges, the organization, and the
was sitting in that meeting. Pre- answer-in just a few words, what
vious to that time we knew Bro. the action has been from the perKing and Bro. Ramsay had been son making the accusation and
nailed to the cross, and I went what the board has found . out conaround town and I had previously cerning same. Read out the first
been to all the agencies for some one and we will see where we're
ng
news we could publish because I getting.
realized that in publishing anyMR. .DOMBROFF: How are you
thing in a newspaper you could not going to take care of this when
come out and put some stuff in Bridges' charges in regard to the
there that wasn't so. that we might credentials and his proof aren't up
be liable and might be nailed to here at this time?
the cross ourselves. No agency
MR. SCHRIMPF: Mr. Chairman.
would give us any news, so I went My memory is not the best, but I
to the meeting to pick up news in think between us we ean pracregard to King and Ramsay. I tically piece together just what is
heard this gentleman speak; heard on the minutes, because if we can't
several others speak, but we were do that we can't dispose of this
in an emotional state at that time issue. Read the application there
and we were ati heated up, so I just down the line.
MR. KIDIAArti Mayes? applicagot to and sold we libookt not go
off until we get more biota, in my tion?
MR. SCHRIMPIN Yes.
opinion. I wasn't biased, I didn't
MR. KELLIOys (Reading). "Mg
defend either Connor or Ramsay,
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meeting, variouL charges.
have worked as an independent
THE CHAIRMAN: He said that
correspondent for the Federated
was all he had to submit to ;e
Press, was in charge of the educeboard, and nothling further to -. tonal and publicity committee for
to the beard.
the Progressive Millers' Group ..."
MR. DOMBROFF: 1 would
MR. SCHRIMPF: ". . . the Pro- to have Bro. Bralges here berm.°
gressive Miners' Group . . ." A we come to any final decision
point , of information from Bro. this.
Mayes: Did you ask Bro. Bridges
MR. SCHRIMPIS : Mr. Chair
if he had written to the Miners' inasmuch as the board has collectGroup?
ed all the evidencg's concerning :Se
MR. DOMBROFF: I asked the issue of the forgmld reference , question, and he said he didn't
write to the Miners' Group, but
he had no doubt that Bro. Mayes
had been with them.
MR. KELLEY: ". . . worked on
the Northwest Organizer . . ."
MR. SCHRIMPF: I will ask Bro.
Dornbroff, whose mind seems to be
clear on this: I can't recall that
being brought up yesterday, can
you?
MR. DOMBROFF: I asked Bro.
Bridges if he checked up on the
credential, and he gave us the letter he sent to Dan Tobin, which got
read into the records. I also asked
him if Ire had written to the Minneapolis local, 544, 1 believe, of the
Teamsters, and he said he had
checked up and had received no
reply. I have a statement to make,
but I would rather make it when
Bro. 13ridges is here-because it is
about him writing to the internetional president that tried to smash
their organization, and I believe the
local itself would ignore any coinmunication from a man after he
had checked with the international
president.

move that the neet order of b1T:siness be questioning of the vas board members, br the board memtiers.
THE CHAIRMAN:: Such will be
the order if there is no OW
of the board.
MR. SCHRIMPF: At this tii
would like to ask 1Sro. Bentley i.
call on one of the iboard ineiniel's
to ats
akeStrhoe
.B
Cehnatilre,ya-nd I would
fame rolestios.
(Thereupon Bro. Fischer t
the Chair).
MR. SCHRIMPF: tQ. Bro. B '.
ley, were you aware, of the fae
that a resolution introduced bY
Bridges was concureed in bY
I. L. A. 38-79, conderiening the e itor and the preesent edito .
hoard?
MR. BENTLEY: A.. MY ans
to that, Bro. Schrimiaf, is that I
would say I was only ,ftevare of ''
fact in a rumored way,, as I had o
leave the meeting beaore it see

.01

«owl

am.1

passed. I haven't seen the ree(
tion.
Q. It has been publiAbed in VOICE and you heard St •was
mored, but you accepte4 it as
MR. KELLEY: " . . . Progres- ing the fact?
1
sive Miners' group, United Mine
A. Absolutely.
t e
Workers, District No. 12, worked
Q. Absolutely. Bro. BeintleY,
on the Northwestern Organizer, the following day did you Ose°1111).'"--official organ of the Teamsters' un- Bro. Bridges before the I- L. • •
ion of Minneapolis .. ."
Strike Committee and Bro Bridges
Mlt. SCHRIMPF: In comment- asked the I. L. A. Strike ; Comm
entire
ing on the reference given as to tee, over the heads of tie
•••=01
the Northwest Organizer, I believe organization, to give you SI Vat
it is covered sufficiently in the rec- confidence?
''', ords of this meeting, and the board
A. I do not-I will havekto
n
will have to decide later in whose a statement now for the record
et
favor said references are, That is order to clarify it. I hearil ab
disposing of that. What is the this resolution being Paseedi am • tried .to
next one?
a member of this board I
in
eN
unbiased
MR. KELLEY: "... and on van- be impartial and
I. L.
ons metropolitan newspapers, such respect. I did go down to bite
Committee
wiftll
as the Kansas City Post Journal A. Strike
minBridges and talked about la
I
7_
t
e
told
MR. SCHRIMPF: Mr. Chairman, utes to the I. L. A. I
a
that seems to be the only sticker, A. there were discrepancirsp t.
irfa;ea
the
st
the Kansas City Post Journal. Bro. had been brought to
..
Bridges, if I remember correctly, to the best of my knowledgie
I
i
board
said, or he has on file, a letter he as a member of this
aroul.i:d .aor.
cleiv
said they did not know of Bro. do everything I could to
ins the
far
As
discrepancies.
Mayes being in their employ,
those
MR. DOMBROFF: If I remem- vote of confidence is concerine that.
ber correctly, Bro. Bridges said don't know anything about
:
rumor
this was-the inewer was typed on It's the same as the
here.
Coast
the
along
the bottom of the letter of inquiry goes
MR. SCHRIMPF: Bro. Schl'idt.
he sent out, and that ig the one I
requested the lady to get and to will you be kind enough to artlil .0.411•11

nen111.11
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bring back after the recess so we
can check on that. Bro. Bridges
put that an file here and the lady
hasn't got that with her now. We
will skip that and go to the next
one.
MR. KELLEY: ... and for over
five years was associated with Idwal Jones on publicity work in a
journalistic capacity."
MR. SCHRIMPF: Mr. Chairman,
I think that the evidence, to those
observers who have heard this,that the telegram received by the
board as early as August the 20th
left the board with only one
thought in mind and one way to
act, and that was to accept this
credential as given by the editor as
being bona fide and authentic, and
acted accordingly. There is no
doubt in the minutes here, thip bornmunication was sent at the request of the president of the federation, Bro. Fischer. Now, the
next one, Bro. Kelley.
MR. KELLEY: That's all it is.
It is just, "Mr. Jones is the official
publicity man for the Paramount
Studios in Hollywood. .. ."
MR. SCHRIMPF: That includes
all these applications. I think, Mr.
Chairman, this can go into the record,-that this issue of false refcremes, or of forged references,
while not being covered entirely, at
the same time is sufficient to allow the board to form their own
conclusions for a matter of the record to be entered later, and I
would ask the Chair at this time
to ask now if there is any further
comment on these references. If
not, then we will have to have a
motion to proceed with further
business.
THE CHAIRMAN: Any further
comment on these references?
MR. DOMBROFF: I would just
like to say for the records, that I
feel sorry, and that a statement
was made that the hoard is sorry,
that Bro. Bridges is not here as it
goes along. I find it very inconvenient to get to the bottom of
things when Bro. Bridges is not
here to answer the charges made.
The position that the board is in
as to this campaign that IS going
on up and down the Coast, puts us
in a funny position with regard to
the way we decide on this. It is
going to be said there, "Well,
Bridges was away then and couldn't answer this."
THE CHAIRMAN: I believe
Bro. Bridges stated yesterday that
he had all his evidence submitted
and said all be had lo ow. /salt
that a fact?
MR. DOMBROFF: But we have
statements that Bridges made there
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that?
chapel
MR. SCHMIDT: I was
did
of the meeting. Bro. BridgeS
Commit
'-'. .
Strike
not ask the
of" elOsifis
give Bro. Bentley a vote
a ,Peer
dence. Bro. Bentley said
throng/ill
'•
words. After he got
0 to
asked
and
member got up
give Bro. Bentley a vote of e* • 13 11
donee. After he got through I t.,
caeri 1,1
the vote and the motion
MR. SCHRIMPF: Q. Bro. 13,111IN
such St'
by, did you make any
That Mott
lines:
meat along these
'
In
did not know what was going
it Ye .
but you were going to make
editoeial
duty to clean out the
board?
,that I iiiid
A. I just state here
staternent, •
not make any such a
ignorant
cause that would be veil
member ,
board
on my part as a
A.
go down and tell the I. Li.
'•
be,
editorial
would clean out the
"
for after all I am only a mein
takes a rads
of the board, and that
con'
erendum vote or it takes
tion action.
"
Q. Bro. Bentley, at anY tin
at 'SW Ch
any of the hoard meetings
.
there
you were present, was
e
dissension, or anything passed °
than - A
done in that board other
the unanimous consent of
board?
statement
A. I will make a
answer to that, Bro. SchrilnPf:,
say that, .
can conscientiously
with Pro,
board
this
with
ting in
Christoffer 'Dombroff and Bro.
including tiQ''
times,
all
absent at
Fischer-I believe he was in */
tendance on this board, how III.aaa
times, Bro. Fischer, since we vi,-inaugurated?
-would say I
MR. FISCHER: I
have attended at least half of ee
1
I am"
meetings. Half the time
of town.
THE WITNESS: (Continlinin,m,
•1-4) Bro. Christofferson and •pro•
I SO
broil were not present.
the P°11(1
this board to carry out
.
as laid down in the- conventim al
tried,
the hest of my ability. r
to the best of my knowledge I •
dieerePanc4,
not know of these
and neither do I think Old 4 al
board-certain members -wouldn't saY P 1
aware of them. I
, obst •
because I have nothing to
tia,te that. As far as the
are concerned, I went down - .„,
beea.use as
line with the board,
small group of men We JUSt Setr
1 think the
and agreed on things.
minutes will show it. I have are
rabaites
thing to conceal-the
11
them they home been leat
:
....,,,,,,
-H
And there seemed to be harid on the board and I thought We"
getting things handled the belet
4 4111
10.
004.
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(Continued from Page 6)
1934 I laid in a hospital nine and
A. As far as I know, you have. or six days. I don't draw any sending in the news is sending in a continuous discharge book in et to put over 500
copies. I want to '..hey will reveal that the parti
could until all this came about.
a half months with a broken leg,
MR. SCHMIDT: I believe I am $4.00 a day for that. As quick as a long telegram, collect,—spending rect. The least that the VOICE say that this
issue in itself iuiii- interested in upsetting this boa,
Q. Inasmuch then, Bro. Bent- and I went into debt twenty-six correct when I say I heard Bro. I get through this job I am go- Lour or fivt dollars
for it. Prob- could do was to publish these ar- cates the whole character, the
and in upsetting the editor ha
ley, that all action was by unani- hundred dollars—almost lost my Mayes make the statement the ing
to San Pedro. Why? Be- ably get there too late for the next ticles and expose the vicious anti- quality of. these charges that have
a definite progn= to follow th
mous consent of that board, then home. I have a wife sick in bed other day that the I.L.A. took
cause I am overdue there. I issue, and when it.comes out you labor character of them. The been presented. You have heard
up with, and that definite pr
any accusations placed against fourteen months now. I am workup more space in the Voice than should be there. Should have don't want to know it, because VOICE has tried to provide, I think, Mr. Bridges say that he had had
gram, I am afraid will be pret.
the board for their actions, as a ing for a company, a railroad any other organization.
been there a month ago. I'm sup- probably much has happened in ammunition to all the members of this up his sleeve for a long time,
serious and injurithis to the i
board, should have been placed company it. this Bay region, and
MR. MAYES: Mr. Chairman. posed to be there every three the meantime. That is the situa- the maritime groups to tight the and I have tried to get an answer
terests of the Maritiele Fier
in an impartial way; that is to that is where I get my spare
Copeland fink act, and I think— front him, why, if he had it up his
That the I.L.A. took up more months, and I haven't been there tion in Portland.
say, all should be accused and time to coihe out here and
MR. SCHRIMPF: Mr. Chairman, and judging from the response that sleeve for a long tine,—why the tion. Ever since I have been ee
do space than any other organiza- since June. In five or six days
tor of this paper I have had
equally victimized, or all should this work. And I have done it tion in the paper was due to the
along
the same line: The only rea- we have already received--those hell did he keep it up his sleeve
then I am going back to Portfor put up with sabotage
inside ,
be exonerated. Is that correct, faithfully, not only two years, but
fact that Bro. Fischer and myself land, and I am going to stay. It son I asked this comment to go in articles have played an important a long time? There's only one anIn your opinion?
have done it ten years, and I attended the publicity committee is not a money matter with me, the records was merely pointing role in putting pressure upon the swer to that: because it was a the office and with sabotage o
side of the office. From the ye
A. I believe the records state took up with the District Council meeting when negotiations were
but I am going to tell you this: out that Bro. Dombroff as a mem- responsible authorities in now caus- good way in framing the editor and
we were all condemned.
that as long as this dirt was com- first started and insisted on this this salary question should be de- ber of the board has conscientious- ing a postponement of the applica- trying to involve the officials of beginning I have had to spend
least half of my time being
Q. That isn't the question, ing to the surface I would
have publicity, and it was due to cided by the board, then they go ly from the very inception of his tion of the Copeland fink act. The the Sailors' Union of the Pacific.
Bro. Bentley. The question was, to get off my job, but I
taking
over
as
a
member
of the question has been raised about the Personal arguments. It is not a vestigated by various committee
, that along equal to everybody—everycouldn't Brothers Ward and
In your opinion, that inasmuch afford to do it and the
board
worked
absolutely
in
the
in- alleged intention on the part of secret to any man in this whole Anybody who saw fit could d
District we were able to put out the first body go along certain lines, then
mand an investigation of 111
terests of this paper. He, along myself and others that we wish to assembly that my personal
as we functioned at all times Council said they would
pay me ten-page paper.
record
we don't have one man crucified
character. I have put out t
with the rest of the board mem- carry on the strike after Decem- has been injected into this
with unanimous opinion, on any- if the federation wouldn't,
case
if I
MR. SCHMIDT: I don't agree. because he lives up to the conbers, was one of the condemned. ber 26th against the government. from the very beginning. In Se- paper in spite of this sabota:
thing passed by the board, that couldn't afford to do it.
And I
stitution. If I want to live up to
With regard to Bro. Raymond, it is I want to say that there have been attle, when Bro. Dombroff, two and I am perfectly willing to re.
anything Ifrought in or injected couldn't afford to do it
in my
MR. SCHRIMPF: I am going the constitution I can too, and
true, what you have heard. The many times in the past when the blocks away from a meeting of the on the achievements of the pu
In an 'unfavorable way against present state. I leave it
up to to be frank about this matter of demand my $300, but I am not
board has taken this matter up, government has used the injunc- District Council, and other mem- lished copies of the Voice. I wa.
this board or in favor of this Bro. Kelley,—is that
not correct? salaries. It is very true there is squawking about it, and I get
to say that as far as I am co.
board, it should be for the entire
MR. KELLEY: That is correct. nothing in the Maritime Federa- $4.00 a day when I am on the but the board has been placed in tion against the organized labor bers of the board and other supthis position, that they have had movement, and I will say that the porters of my own up there, were cerned and as far as the staff
board, and not for individuals?
MR. BENTLEY: If you want tion
Constitution
one road and at no time do I ever
where
A. I believe it should, yes.
to condemn a man for $39.82-1 salary shall stop or cease at the have an expense that equals $120 to feel their way out. We have only way the organized labor move- not even notified of the meeting. concerned, what our person:
had our own ideas about Raymond ment has been successful in fight- Mr. Bridges took occasion then to opinions have been has never .
Q. Bro. Bentley, are you draw- know a lot of the men
are get- time of a strike, and that certain or $125 a month. Just a minute, and
we have had quite a 'lot of com- ing an injunction or in fighting all attack me because of that prison any time been injected within th
ing any salary for acting on this ting more than
that, and they members functioning
on
paid I would like to confirm that. Bements around here where a cer- other forms of anti-labor legislation record, and after making these at- pages of the Voice of the Feder:
board?
aren't worth half of that.
committees
shall
their tween the later part of October tain
have
clique has taken charge of the has been due to their militant ac- tacks on another occasion he sees tion. I want to say that we ha"
A. I have been in the last
THE CHAIRMAN: Just a min- salaries stopped. In other words, and the first of November didn't
paper
and they just want their tivity on the picket line and not by fit to say that "We will not intro- always been guided, not acco
five days, yes, sir.
ute.
any member serving on such a I approach you, Bro. Schrimpf, as own clique.
As I said, we have had bowing the head and begging for duce extraneous issues into this ing to our own philosophy, n.
Q. You have been in the last
MR. SCHRIMPF: Name them. committee or in such an execu- to your decision on the matter,
our
own
ideas
about Raymond, but favors. I want to say that the or- case." Where the hell did these according to our own opinion, b
five days? A. Yes, sir.
MR. DOMBROFF: Name them. tive office could demand the and you says yes?
the strike came along, so we hesi- ganized labor movement has a rumors start? From what was only by the decisions formulate
Q. What have you drawn?
THE CHAIRMAN: Just a min- salary as provided for in the conMR. SCHRIMPF: You did, yes. tated to discuss it, because it right, it has a right
that it cannot brought out it is no secret to any- and passed upon by the Conve.
A. Drawn
my
salary
and ute, please. The Chair finds it- stitution, but I will be frank,—
MR. FISCHER: You says "You wouldn't have helped. It would under any conditions
give up, to one here, and if it is, these people tion of the Maritime Federatio
wages.
self in a peculiar position. It I don't think it is the best union fellows get $2400 a year, so
ac- have heaped more fuel on this fire. fight any effort, no matter front have not been acquainted with the held in San Pedro.
I want to sa
Q. Drawn your salary of $8.00 wants to reserve
the right to spirit to display when we go up cording to the constitution you So that is the reason this board what source it comes,
from whence situation, that the attack started that it is true that I have turns
a day?
talk on this same question.
and collect a salary when there's can draw it."
has been waiting, not idly, but in that effort is directed against the first against me in the Western down
articles from the Communte
A. According to the constituMR. DOMBROFF: I just wanted 40,000 members out on strike. We
MR. SCHRIMPF:
That isn't the meantime, as it has been point- principles and aims of trade union- Worker, the official organ of the Party and
its auxiliary organiz.
tion, yes.
—he said certain officers are realize there is lots of suffering; quite correct. We didn't know ed out, urging Raymond to do some- ism.
Why have these articles been Communist Party. That is where lions, and I will continue
to tu
Q. According to the constitu- drawing more than
half of that. It is not individual and isolated quite what to do. There's nothing thing or we would have to replace injected into this picture? There the attack started from. It was in
down those articlee as long as
tion, but you knew there was a
MR. BENTLEY: I didn't mean cases. Look around and you could you can do but suggest, and I be- him. I hope this is clear here. It has been no
evidence submitted, a box on the front page of that pa- am editor of the
Voice. (A'
strike on? A. Yes, sir.
that, in the heat of temper. I pick out many pathetic instances lieve Bro. Fischer will agree with is to the board, and I hope it is to and no member of
the board can per, and since that time everybody plause.) I want to
say that the
Q. In other words, you drew meant as far as
the organization where families are darn near what was done. We said the the observers. And I hope also you deny this, proving any incorrect- that has been associated with this
have no place in our paper. The
a check for $40.00?
is concerned they probably got a starving,—not just the men and strike may only last
a week or will realize the obstacles placed in ness in those articles. The reason campaign of persecution has also belong in
their own paper, an.
A. No, $39.82.
lot of money.
their wives, but little kiddies. One two therefore there's no use tak- the way of this board. And when they have been brought into the been identified with the Western
I am in favor of having the..
Q. Well, we will be technical
MR. DOMBROFF: You 'are re- specifice instance, a brother came ing hasty action. Leave it to the we make up the continuity of all picture, at least, this is my opin- Worker and the Communist Party.
keep it in their own paper.
—$39.82. You drew a check for tracting your statement
in regard to me the other day from I.L.A., men themselves. We can't say, we have got here and it is sent ion, is because some people think I have submitted proof upon proof
that? A. Yes.
It has been unfortunate the
to the officials of the federation? a very fine boy, a very fine We don't pay you a salary, but back to all the District Councils they can arrange for the abolition in Substantiation of that charge.
Q. Did you know none of the
MR. BENTLEY: Yes, of course. brother. He didn't go around we can discuss it from the union I believe there will be a request of the Copeland fink act by secret It has been implied in meetings these hearings could not hay.
other members of the board were
MR. MAYES: Mr. Chairman, I crying. He took it in good spirit. principle and nothing else, and from the board that the councils conferences and by closed doors. I time and again that those people continued with Mr. Bridges pre..
drawing a salary or one nickel would like to ask
Bro. Bentley a He said, "They just backed up when we said We don't know how will be requested to. make up the do not think so, and I ant sure be- supporting me were finking. It has ent and continued a little longe
expense outside of the mainte- question.
He says he wasn't and took my furniture and took long the strike is going to last expense through the organizations. fore we are very much older we been even inferred that the Team- and I can assure you that th
nance,—maybe three or four dol- aware of the discrepancies.
my car, but we're staying there." —how the strike is going to pan I hope you will see all this in its will learn that only by militant ac- sters' Union of Minneapolis gain- issues would have come on
lars for those who were away
Q. What discrepancies have And he has got four little chil- out,—just skip it for the time be- true light, for we have tried to do tion and by exposing these anti- ed th'e good graces of Mr. Tobin clearly in this entire matter.
from home,—did you know that? you in mind?
dren. That is only one instance. ing, that's all. You never col- the best as members of the board labor laws will we succeed in keep- because they expelled Communists. want to say that scapegoats ar
A. No, I didn't know it, and
governing the policy of the paper, ing trade unionism intact on the Anyone who dares to make that being made of certain people.
A. All this stuff that come up There's no reason why I shouldn't lected your salary.
I don't knot./ it today. Don't know here within
—catering not to individuals or waterfronts of this country. There charge is going to have to present want to say this has been don,
the last five days,— have enough money to stay me
MR. DOMI3ROFF: One more
anything about it.
groups, but attempting to cater to are going to be many maneuvers names and show any single case in the past; it has been done ,
all this stuff about bundle orders over, but I don't worry. I'll get thing I want
to clear up on the
Q. Don't
the majority of the 40,000 mem- on these Copeland fink acts before of expulsion in Minneapolis, and I other parts of the country. It
you
k it o vBro. and about applications and all by. I can eat in the soup kitchens salary business,
though.
Inas- bers.
• ischer hadn't drawn any salary that sort
It has not been a pleasant we are through. As far as the want to say, speaking of Minne- pretty hard to fight a machine,
of thing—this whole or any other place. But I am much as Bro. Bridges raised
it job, but I am
since the first of November?
going to state here,— VOICE of the FEDERATION is apolis and speaking of that strike let me tell you that—to fight
fight.
merely speaking for lots of these with me yesterday: Kelley, what
A. I have something to say
I
will
not
keep
this a secret. Per- concerned they are going to con- and speaking of Local 544 of the machine. You can't do it unles.
MR. DOMBROFF: One clues- cases. Among these 40,000 men was my
salary?
about that too. I understand their tion,—seeing
sonally. after my character and the tinue in exposing these bills and Teamsters' Union, that it was in you are organized, and so fa
this WPA business I feel safe in saying that there
MR. KELLEY:
Your salary board's character has been
;alaries are kept in abeyance, and has come in and
clear- militantly advocating active resist- spite of the Communist Party they every individual who starts
created quite a are hundreds of families are was $10.00 a week, and some time
ed, which it practically has been, ance to them on the part of the won that strike there. (Applause). stand up and express a frank an.
that is the reason they are not bit of
discussion up and down really going without food, little ago it was going to go up to
before we bring in any other report membership.
drawing them.
I have not had an opportunity open opinion has found himsel
the Coast.
kiddies too, but they're sticking $15.00. That was approximately
I am going to resign. Not because
Q. They are not drawing a
An article has been injected in to be present at the meetings framed up, discredited, and pe
Q. Bro. Bentley, do you re- on the picket line; they're refusat the time this strike issue came I ant a quitter, but because my one of tiese hearings about
salary. Did you know on the
the where I have been condemned. secuted in innumerable ways. Th,
member at .one of the board ing to be allowed to go to work. up, and several other
things came own organization—not that they Postal Telegraph Company. It has The only meetings
15th of November, that was six- meetings
I have been question that Is involved is mire
I attended and when we In fact, it will be a very small up. The question of Mayes was
don't like me—but I still have not b eeninterred, in fact, it has been present at was when, through ef- broader than the Voice; it 1teen days after the strike was installed
Mayes as temporary edi- group who would want to go to up and all the others, and Domb- been
able to find an explanation stated, that the VOICE was being forts of friends of my own and much broader than the editor
ailed, that the whole board—at tor,
o
immediately after the con- work,
That is the reason I roff's salary was shown in the why it happened they passed this partial to an
organization that is through my own initiative, I, the Voice. It is a question o
least, that the editorial staff, was vention?
Do you remember that? brought this up about the sal- records—the check
books will resolution condemning me as a unfair to the A. R. T. A. For the
'laced on half salary, except for
broke through those meetings. I whether we will have the right
A. Do I remember the board aries. It is true the Brother did show—his salary
was $10.00 a member of this board, making it benefit of your information, you
'Miss DeVilbiss, and—
have
been attacked and con- you will have the right, in yo.
meeting, you say?
not violate any union principle, week. And that is the same for impossible for me to carry on as take that
article and read it, and demned in the most VICIOUS man- own unions and in the
A. I know that.
Maritim.
Q. Yes.
but in my opinion it is not dis- my agent on the Pacific Coast.
soon as this thing is straightened what do you find? First of all, the
Q. And the only reason this
Federation, to have your c.
possible.
ner
have
walked
I
right
A. Yes, I believe I do.
playing the best union principles.
MR. DOMBROFF: Was it ever up and the books are checked. Commercial Telegraphers' Associawas done was inasmuch as they
into meetings sue has the M.A., opinions and to see that thQ. The first one we held.
MR. FISCHER: In regard to less than that, Kelley?
Then I will be compelled to be tion, an affiliate of A. F. 0. L. and
oulcIn't get around
and
when my name was men- keep democracy existent
to soup
A. Yes,
this salary proposition, there is
MR. KELLEY: Yes, $5.00 a through. I hope you will see this a bona fide organization, was given
kitchens and so forth, a couple
tioned I was greeted with a organization. (Applause.) I wa.
Q. Do you remember when nothing in the constitution that week.
—in reading this you will, I hope, an agreement, and the very best
•.f them living across the
bunch of booings. I have seen to tell you that if this conditi.
Bay, Mayes said he was working part says you can't draw it. That
MR. DOMBROFF: Even less see and read in it the fairness in kind of agreement, by the Postal
they naturally had to have a
the organized booing sections, I keeps on, if this condition kee.
few time and that he said he could subject came up in my own case than that.
which the board has tried to act.
Telegraph Company. This is their
•,. ickels. That was the only
have seen them come to these on when a man dares not stan.
reason put out the paper part time for and the secretary says, "You get
Just one more question I would position. What the relationship is
MR. KELLEY: We bought a
this was done. You know
meetings prepared to heckle and up and say "This is a tra.
that? the present because Ile didn't $2400 a year. There's nothing in typewriter up there for
you—if like to ask of Bro. Kelley. Have between this company and the
A. I didn't get the question. want
union; this is not a politica
to give up his job?
the constitution in regard to fore- that is salary.
other agents asked that their sal- A. R. T. A. I do not know, and the to boo me every time I opened
Q. The only reason we decided
party," and because he says the,
mouth.
my
meetsaw
at
I
'that
A. That is correct.
going the salary." On the 27th,
article made no claims in that reMR. FISCHER: No, no—that aries be discontinued?
to give them any salary
ing that disgraceful exhibition of he finds himself nailed on th
at all,
Q. Wasn't it agreed unani- 28th or 29th of October, before doesn't count.
MR. KELLEY: No.
gard whatsoever.
this half salary, was that
being released from the cross,—I want to say, bewar •
they mously by the board that it was the 1st, I contacted Bro. Schrimpf
It has been stated that the a pigeon
MR. DOMBROFF:
Didn't I
were not in a position to come
platform
while I wsa trying to because those who are being
perfectly all right for him to and Bro. Bentley in the officel I write just when
MR.
MAYES:
There are a few VOICE did not see fit to advertise
the strike was
down and get food at the
today, there
will
brief statements I would like to that huge mass meeting that was present my case before that mem- timized
soul) work part time on the paper at said "We're going to have a called that I considered
my salary
kitchens. Two of them were liv- $25.00 a week and
others
bership,
tomorrow,
and
many
and
also
saw
I
I kn..
make
for
the
record. I just want held here and the debate, but it has
keep his other strike on our hands. What about stopped until the end of the
ng across the Bay, and they had job?
to make the following remarks in not been stated that two special other forms of interruptions and something about this. I ha
the salary proposition?" I put it strike?
to have a few nickels for miscelview of the fact that the board is editions of the VOICE were issued sabotage going on while I was heard people say about their pe
A. My answer to that is that up to two of the. trustees. I talked
MR. KELLEY: Yes, that is
aneous expenses. That was the Bro. Mayes was
eager to close these hearings, or by one local plant. They were au- speaking, but I noticed there was sedition, "I have never asked 1.
working on a It over with Bro. Kelley, and I correct.
reason we decided that way, part time job
attention the services of a beef squad an.
silence and
at least I should say, some mem- thorized to go ahead by the board studied
until he became says, "For my part I will forego
MR. DOMBROFF: Didn't I reWasn't it?
persecu- I don't need their services."
when
opponent
my
and
the
of
bers
board.
I
thing
do
themselves
is
it
to
editor.
do
this
alone.
I
had
my salary." The girl in the of- turn my checks?
A. Yes, sir.
want to say that this idea
necessary to put the following on nothing to do with those special tor was speaking.
Q. Let's not talk so much on fice on the 1st of November
MR. KELLEY: Yes, you brought
thuggery as it is today has g
Q. Do you recall the editor of this. Wasn't it a
record.
editions,
and
as
as
far
my
opinion
Now,
then,
question
lathe
of
unanimous con- made out my salary check. I gave them back with you, didn't you?
the paper speaking for Bro. HanWhen Mr. O'Grady of the Mas- of them, I can say it very frankly, bor records: I don't give a damn to be wiped out of the lab.
firmation on the part of the it back to her, and a couple of
MR. DOMBROFF: I did.
sen of the editorial staff,—that board?
ters, Mates and Pilots stated at one that it was completely a waste of who says to the contrary, the la- movement, because it is a mena
days later she says, "Are you
MR. SCHRIMPF: Bro. Kelley,
hey said their pay should have
A. Yes, if that is what you going to take it?" I says, "No," you are in a position to answer of the earlier hearings of the board money. Everything in those spe- bor movement did not begin in to the labor movement. (A.
that certain articles were sub- cial editions, and I went through 1994, and the labor movement plause.) I want to say that whe..
been stopped immediately the want.'
so she tore the check up and this: Bro. Raymond in Portland
mitted to the VOICE which were them all, you will find had been does not only exist on the West the condition is reached when ,
,trike started?
Q. What I want to get in the put the entry back in the book. also receives a salary of $10.00,
not published, I asked of Mr. O'- printed weeks before in the VOICE Coast or in San Francisco. Cer- man who stands up on his ow =
A. I don't recall that, Bro. record
is that it was the unani- Now, here's the whole question: does he not?
Grady to furnish these articles. and in other papers. There are tainly the greatness of yesterday feet and has the courage of h
ezchrimpf. It could be so.
mous opinion of the board that This salary question is aired out
MR. KELLEY: Correct.
They have as yet not appeared, many things I would like to say in cannot
Q. I believe you were there, Bro.
insure the greatness of own convictions and wishes
Mayes could work part time here in the open. I think It is a
MR. SCHRIMPF: Would you tell
and as far as I am concerned they reference to these kinds of ques- today,
:ro, Bentley. The language was
and
the greatness of to- express himself openly and h
at his job and part time on the question for the entire board to the board and observers here with
will not appear, because everything tions. When I asked Bro. Rathalong like this: That they thought
day cannot insure the greatness has to be afraid of being dumped
advancing
regard
Voice?
building
to
and
go into a huddle over and debate
that has been submitted to the borne why didn't he bring up this
the strike was on and it was
•
of tomorrow. I will take from for doing that, you have
A. Yes, that's right.
It. Treat everybody equal, then the paper, what Bro. Raymond has VOICE has been published, and I question to me in reference
to this the records of every outstanding democracy in your unions.
"O. K. with them to' stop their
Dombroff?
done
Bro.
compared
to
Q. That is right? A. Yes.
come out and tell you as a body
still am making the request of Mr. Postal Telegraph article some
Pay. They didn't see why there
labor leader and labor backer,
Now, then, there are ma.
MR. MAYES: Mr. Chairman. what our findings are. If I
MR. KELLEY: I'll try to. I could O'Grady, or anyone else who shares weeks before,
since it was an in- and especially
-horrid be any exceptions, and we
from the records things I could add on the specift .
Q. Haven't you agreed, Bro. wanted to draw on the $300 I give you the actual figures, but I this opinion, that they produce
spe- cident that took place some weeks
Made recommendations at the
of labor backers, I will show you instances that have been
Bentley, that the Voice was not could draw it, and if I do decide will say when Dombroff took over cifically the articles in question.
before, he had nothing to say. Sudime—we didn't know the strike
one, two, three, or four years of valved by these hearings, but
receiving the necessary coopera- to donate it, put it where I can't the paper in Seattle we were runYou have heard a discussion on denly it appeared from nowhere.
would last—and let it go on until tion
damn good militant fighting on do want to say, you saw an —
in the publication of news get at it. But I am not worrying ning anywhere from 100 to 200 the Copeland fink act articles carAs far as the 500 copies are con, he middle .of the month. I betheir part. No man can ever ample of where my record is
from •certain organizations be- about drawing it. Similarly, on copies a week, and that is not very ried in the VOICE. Those of you
cerned you are aware of what the
Beve it was along those lines.
reach the position where his lug to be checked up with a ma•
cause they failed to submit that the way to Portland, I'm allowed much from that port. Dombroff who attended earlier meetings also evidence
was. The circulation manTon were present. Is that cornews material to us?
$4.00 a day and train fare. I have took it over and in a very short heard me ask for an official docu- ager did not see fit to even inform statements are accepted on their like Mr. Tobin. Here was a at rect?
A. There have
been
many tried to drive my automobile, but time comparatively, we have it up ment from anyone to prove any me of this discrepancy. He has face value. No man can do that. who lifted the charter of th
A. As near as I can recollect
complaints along those lines to I can't drive it for two cents a to 2000—anywhere from 1600 to statements carried in those articles stated so. The same circulation No man deserves so much trust fighting Teamsters of Minneapoli
guess it was correct.
the board, and we have tried to mile, and as long as I can ride 2000 an issue. In regard to Ray- as being incorrect. There has been manager who assumes the title and confidence from anybody. when they were in a death stru:
MR. SCHRIMPF: That is all
the best of the board's ability to on the railroad for two cents I'm mond in Portland, the board had no evidence to this effect present- when it suits him, as Bro. Dom- Once you do that you put that gle with the citizens' allian
have, Mr. Chairman.
correct that mistake. If it con- not gbing to turn in the gas and had quite a lot of discussion. He ed. I have here documents and I broff stated, and rejects the title same individual in a tough spot. there. Here was a man that di.
MR. DOMBROFF: I would like
tinued on we had no knowledge oil. That's the whole thing, on Is not coming through with the or- can prove to you that the fink book when it doesn't suit him, such as Every charge that is made has to everything to put obstacles in th
4 ask one question.
ders, for subscriptions and adver- Is in effect in Australia
be proven. Every statement that way of those militant fightin:
of it.
today, pass- a person does when
this salary question. The girl at
his
MR. BENTLEY: Just a min- Q. In your opinion we tried— the office says, "What you going tisements. In other words, he is ed in 1935. If you read those ar- dirty socks,—we find changing
made must be proven, and truck drivers in Minneapolis, an.
that circula- is
not
promote
doing
e. I would like to
to
much
very
when
a person is exposed as a yet your have a man claiming t,
ticles
you
will
see
that
is, the staff—we had to go to do about salary?" As far as I
they not only tion manager was responsible for
make a statethe circulation of the paper. It has can be supported, but
Inent now. It seems to me I am out of our way in getting
they are putting that extra 600 on that list liar, then I say that person de- be a progressive, claiming to b.
news am concerned I'll hold it in abeybeen a tough job in these different taken from authoritative
4..eing put on the
sources, in the first place, and that same serves the verdict from his own for industrial unionism, claimin:
spot in this or- from the District Council, I.L.A., ance until the strike is settled
ports to get agents. San Pedro is and if at any time these
ganization for drawing
from
Bro.
people circulation manager who has been activity. I want to say I have to be an enemy of such a fluke
Schmidt,
there
is a general exfor example. or until
$89.82 of
another tough one. It is not settled who have made these charges
.,:wages, and I have served the I have mentioned that to the pression.
wish In the office of the VOICE of the head lies; I have heard shame- like Mr.'Tobin, who writes to Mr.
You don't have to
yet, We have had several in Port- to present themselves
Maritime
in
his
competiFEDERATION is known to be as- less lies stated right in my pres- Tobin to get from him
board
time
and time again, that worry about me. There has been
F'ederation
faithfully
land and they have not been suc- tion with Mr. Commons
:ince I was installed in
in the So- sociated with the very same people ence. I have seen them denied opinion about me. (Applause.)
this job. there was not the necessary co- a question raised about me stay- cessful.
In between times we have cial Science Encyclopedia, as
In conclusion, it doesn't matte
Because I got a suit of clothes operation from certain organiza- ing on the road all the
well who have tried to use this issue to later, and they will be repeated
time and had to
depend
on Massey Coester, as official documents in Australia. frame up the editorial
on that looks fairly
staff of the when it is convenient that they to me as to whether I remain
good some tions and we failed to get the getting this $4.00 a day. I left or some
officer like that, and they I welcome them to take such a po- VOICE.
of these members are
Listen to this: if we were be repeated. When they talk for as editor or not, in a personal
here on the 23rd of November. I have to help
impressed news material?
promote the VOICE. sition. Their personal opinions
that I am a
put over some deal, why the record I notice they are not sense. I have stayed and will
trying
do
to
been
A. It has
millionaire, But I
mentioned to went to Portland. I was there However, they
have their own work not interest me.
Avant to tell you—none
Is it those 600 copies were on the so careless in spreading these continue to stay, but I am in this
of you me that it was hard to get ma- two days. I did not draw any to do too and Raymond
is supposed
Another thing: The Sailors' Un- billing list? Why is it, if we want lies. We have been fortunate in fight, not because I want to 13:
*eon me on tble waterfront
in terial from the various organize- $4.00 a day. I went on to Se- to take oars of the whole thing.
ion and the other Maritime groups to send 500 copies free to the Sai- the conduct of these hearings to editor, but because I am opposed
.!Sit, but I Wall on this
paper.
the
tions
for
was
in Seattle and Ta- Raymond—we have wrote to him
attle. I
waterhave gone on record condemning lors' Union, why did those 500 compile facts which cannot be to this unscrupulous machine,
front long before 1984, and I was
Q. In your opinion, have
CO- coma six days. Drew a check for more than once, the board, myself,
the Copeland fink act. They have copies eppear on the billing from challenged and which cannot be whose only weapons are no.
,n this waterfront it long time operated with the board since
$24.00 to come back to Portland, asking him to get on the job and
taken the position that they will the VOICE office in the first place? changed, and I am sure these arguments in the open, but t.
04 awn Avowed
oohs, to;
Aeon "Otow. si the 'ffistoig
stored titan Apes and
heft mod ea Oka mew Ma Ann oil
ender any oondettons NOM with X would be a stupid WILT Cit trying feints will Fewest amp eonditiont
• &Continued on Page a)
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should know what has been going
from Page 7)
rame-up, the attack of one's on. If it is going to be settled it
character; in other words, to dis- should be in the paper; if not, it
redit anybody and anything that should not be in the paper.
MR. FISCHER: In * principal I
ds in their way, to establish
strangle-hold over the trade agree with Bro. Schrimpf, but now
miens in this country, and I want we have held these open meetings
discussay that the Communie Party of three (lays with all this
evidence
of
reading
the
all
sion,
It was New Year's Eve. The
as destroyed more unions than
file is waterfront was silent. Flickering
ood militant unionists have been and everything, the rank and
naturally going to spread it all fires from the picket shacks showble to build up. (Applause.)
over the Coast in rumors and per- ed where the union men were keepMR, FISCHER: I have been
sonal letters. In order to get the ing the faith. Aboard the S. S.
llowing copies of the Voice very
thing straight we have got to print Polarine, fish reduction ship at
osely. Some issues and some
this as coming from a bonded Pier 54B, San Francisco, the crew
tides I am not up on, but for
stenographer. Unless we do that waited to haul in the gangplank.
e record I want to ask you there's going to be everybody's in- The black gang stood by waiting
is „question: Have you at any
terpretation placed on what has for the telegraph to bring them
time attacked the Communist been done here in the last few word that another cruise was startarty through the columns of the days. Is it more injurious to let ed.
oice of the Federation?
The sign at the gangplank anthese rumors go a couple or three
have.
weeks until the strike is settled or nounced the ship was sailing by
, MAYES: I never
MR. FISCHER: I have a re- kill them by the concrete word 'or "Master's Orders" at 6 p. m. So
quest here to read for the benefit word verbatim record? I go by the New Year's Eve went by, dry, unOf the membership at large here: record, and then it will be printed hallowed and unsung. The followVir am amazed to learn that in the VOICE and then it will stop ing morning the good ship Polarine
Bro. Bentley receives a salary all unfounded rumors. Two or turned her nose toward Balboa Bay
of $39.82 a week, when on the three or four hundred different peo- and the fishing anchorage. All day
other hand there is large numbers ple have been at all these meet- the fish reduction men did nothing.
Of families almost in despair, of ings the last few days and they are Saturday, a half a day ordinarily,
49hich I am one. iihave a wife naturally going to go out of the passed with no work. Came Sunand -two children. Through the room and talk about what they day and still no work. It would
good work of the Ladies Auxiliary think is right and about what they have cost the company over time.

He's Just a Little Guy
But Union Lesson Learned
In Hard School Saves Day
ards and firemen. Now the ship
will leave on time or else
Here is the resolution adopted and
concurred in by the union brothers
aboard the Polarine.
To the Master of the S.S. Polarine:
Whereas: It has been a custom
to postpone the hour of sailing
from port after regular time has
been posted on the gangplank, and
Whereas: This procedure is not
satisfactory to all concerned and
creates misunderstanding between
ships crew and officers,
Therefore be it resolved: The
sailing date and hour in the future
shall be posted on black-board
twenty-four hours prior to leaving
dock.
The crew shall be required to be
on board one-half hour before sailing.
If vessel is not ready to sail
through no fault of the ships crew
or member thereof within one hour
after specified time act, sailing
time shall be postponed not less
than twelve hours from previous
time set.
(Signed) RAY BRANHAM,
Fish Reduction Workers
Delegate.
Endorsed:
Sailors' Delegate
Engineers' Delegate
Mates' Delegate
Stewards' Delegate
Firemen's Delegate
Yes, Ray Branham is just a little
guy. But he learned his union
And besides, Ray
lesson well.
doesn't like to miss New Year's

ADDITIONAL RANK AND FILE
San Francisco, Calif.
Editor:
As a stevedore working on the
San Francisco waterfront, I must
take exception to the radio talk
of last week by Mr. Plant.
Responsibility to the "Public,"
Workers and
40,000
Maritime
their families are also part of
the "Public" regardless of what
the "Big 3," AmericaViawaiian,
Matson and Dollar may say.
Before the "Strike of '34" I had
never heard of Mr. Plant, having
worked at Piers 26 and 28 many
times, in fact months at a time.

BRANHAM WINS
I was put on S.R.A. Surely not think is wrong, and if they haven't
Having no other business, the
knly 1, but I believe the entire got anything other than this to
boys decided it was
membership regret the loss of prove they are right or wrong what fish reduction
a delegate. Out of 36
elect
to
time
lot
a
do?
to
Create
going
they
are
Bro. Henry Schrimpf.
of confusion and go around in cir- votes cast, 32 went for a little guy
Signed: Z. KASCAB,
cles. So I 11111 in favor of getting by the name of Ray Branham. Ray
Book No. 2092, Picket 288."
the record out to the membership Is an unassuming looking sort of a
THE CHAIRMAN: Brothers of
as fast as we can and let them read chap. But he was on the picket
the board and members: I would it for themselves.
line at Salinas when the lettuce
like ,to state on this: This probTHE CHAIRMAN: You have strike was hot. He swallowed his
ably was a mistake on my part, heard the motion. You have talked share of tear gag and he did his
and I never gave it a thought, be- on the question. I am going to put part. Branham learned his unioncause that is not my principles in it to a vote. All in favor?
ism in a hard school. Lessons
iittonism. I work for a railroad
MR. FISHER: What is the mo- learned on the picket line aren't
site I had to get off my job. I tion?
quickly forgotten.
thought as long as I got off MY
He drew up and obtained the
THE CHAIRMAN: The motion
Job
would have to have my Is that the transcript be published co-operation of the delegates from
salary continue on. But if I have in the VOICE of the FEDERATION the sailors, engineers, mates, stew- Eve ashore.
made a mistake here I will re- from time to time, starting immetern every penny of that money diately and continuing from week
to , the federation and will be to week untilsccimpleted.
glad to do it. Just a mistake on
MR. FISCHER: I move we get
my part with no intentions out a special edition and print the
against the principle-a of unionism. transcript all at once. I make an
.(Appla use.)
amended motion. It will cost just
AMR. KELLEY: I have a note as much to print it over three or
here: "Membership very much four weeks as to print it all at one
interested to know if Bro. Kelley time. I offer an amendment.
PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 20 (FP). strikers.
MR. DOMBROFF: I am not opis drawing down any salary at
There's something doing every
—The 1,800 sitdown strikers at
posed to it. The reason I didn't
all." NO!
the two large Philadelphia plants minute and not any time off for
MR. DOMBROFF: First let me make the motion there was be- of the Electric Storage Battery boredom.' Some of the men are
ask if there is any officer present cause I didn't know how expensive
Co., makers of Exide batteries, playing checkers; others prefer
from A. R. T. A.? Anybody here it would be to have it all out at are having a hell of a good time. shuffleboard; a few are showing
from Radio Operators? It is very once. I believe the editorial board
Smiling, happy, clean-shaven, their prowess with darts. And
Strange to me, seeing they made a could deicde which would be the with hot and cold water for there's plenty of work to do for
specific charge against the edi- best way. One way or the other shower-baths every day, with those who are industrious enough
torial board in regard to Bro. suits me.
changes of linen and clothes to want to do their own laundry
MR. FISCHER: If we haven't
Mayes about printing this article
sending it home to
brought to the gates, by their
about the Postal Telegraph that got any news, to print it, and I wives and sweethearts, with instead of to be washed.
wives
their
copies
they haven't got anybody here. state it as a fact, we ca nsell
of good, warm tasty food
In the Crescentville plant,
Anyhow, in regard to the Radio for ten or fifteen cents apiece with plenty
them in the company's where automobile batteries are
to
served
gokeep
gperators, A. R.. T. A., it is true the complete record, and
cafeterias three times a day, these • made, Pete. Beach, head of the
there according to their Seattle ingsglong until we de get money
men are proud to say that theirs grievance committee, is mighty
enough
agent, that they and C. T. U. were to4paly for it. If we have
the first sitdown in the eastern proud of his men. "They're all
is
'Laing to merge, and inasmuch as money say to print 10,000 we will
area.
content," he says, "and they'll
we
as
are
C. T. U. bad agreements with Pos- print them, and as soon
NO WORRY SEEN
stay a year if necessary. We have
te& Telegraph the Radio Operators able print 10,000 more. It will shut
plant at military discipline here. There's
agreed to let the boycott they had them off. I am in favor of print- As you approach the
19th St. and Allegheny Ave., no liquor allowed and no smok&seine McKay go, in spite of their ing the full record.
where large batteries are made ing in the plant. If the men want
DomBro.
THE CHAIRMAN:
employees being locked out. They
agreed to lift the boycott against broff, what was your motion? Will for submarines and airplanes, you to smoke, they can go out in the
hear no sound of machinery but grounds; there they play soccer
McKay in order to get into C. T. U. you state it again?
laugh- and football, too.
MR. DOMBROFF: To print the plenty of conversation and
%Aro. Rathborne was here he
are
men
hundred
a
About
ter.
hearing
this
!Quid have to admit that the of- entire proceedings of
EXCELLENT FOOD
the gates, stretchthe Radio Operators said as space in the VOICE provides, standing within
"They have excellent feed; they
ing their hands out through the
at they were going to drop the until completed.
every day; we're having a
shave
Often
packages.
MR. FISCHER: I also make a bars to receive
boycott against McKay in order to
union barber over this afternoon
to
close
up
faces
their
put
they
dethe
kpcorne a member of the A. F. 0. L. motion, that this be left to
hair through the
the bars and give friend wife a to cut the men's
in order to affiliate with C. T. U. cision of the board.
fence. The men all
the
of
bars
them
of
one
Not
kiss.
loud
good,
MR. KELLEY: Second the mothis is a matter of record, and I
sleep on the floor on top of newslooks the least bit worried.
eel see how you can present any tion.
papers and under good warm
maa
not
factory,
the
Inside
THE CHAIRMAN: Carried.
charges about printing any article
older ones
s, • * C *
chine or a part of a machine is blankets. Some of the
aMut this inasmuch as they were
grumbling;
Nobody's
pillows.
have
departnoisiest
The
moving.
going to lift the boycott in order to STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
)ss.
ments are perfectly quiet. But everybody's happy.
City and County of
brotne a part of A. F. 0. L.
a
from all parts of the 6-story plant • "And the firemen who keep
THE CHAIRMAN: It has been San Francisco
on the plant told me that
watch
conand
coma
music
HAWLEY,
of
T.
sounds
LILLIAN
I,
come
the
entire board here
Streed by
they
. you have listened to all this petent shorthand reporter and a versation. Many of the men are this is the cleanest plant
sti
is imEverything
were
in.
ever
herby
,
do
cards,
person,
playing
floor,
the
disinterested
on
sitting
• dence submitted in the last
three days, it is 'agreed now by the certify that, at the request of F. with no money, but using small maculate, both men and machines.
one
Ward that we adjourn until such M. Kelley, Secretary-Treasurer of pieces of wood or paper for chips. We keep a census of every
ti's.: as we get the complete tran- the Maritime Federation of the Pa- Others are busily going through of our 600 men and check each
.
tft
We have
eat, and then the board is going cific, I reported in shorthand the the newspapers or shaving or one every morning.
medical supplies for minor ailInto its regular session and come proceedings of the foregoing four taking showers.
ments but if there's something seRADIO AND MUSIC
Sint with some verdict, and we hope sessions of the meeting of the ediIt is for the best interest of all con- torial board of the VOICE of the
There are radios and string in- rious of course we'll send the
gierned in the Maritime Federation. FEDERATION, December 11th to struments for those who like mu- man out on a stretcher. That's
MR. DOMBROFF: Before we 13th inclusive, and thereafter tran- sic. I saw a vaudeville show put the only way anyone will go out."
As he finished, about 100 men
Olose this meeting, there is one scribed the same into longhand on by comedians of the plant,
ntitneat I want to make for the typewriting to the best of my abil- men who dressed themselves in standing around Pete said: "Tell
tecord. There has been a lot said ity; that in accordance with in- clown suits and kept the men 'em, Pete. We're running this
The strike in a beautiful way and
ibbott the rank and file, and that structions from the editorial board roaring with their jokes.
proud of it."
minthe
containing
notebooks
the membership should know what the
night before, the Tioga Bugle we're
COMMISSARY THERE
k-golng on on this Coast. I want utes of said meeting were deposit- Corps, 120 strong, came to the
In addition to the two plants,
to state in the record, when the ed by me in a safe deposit box and plant gates and played for the
record goes to the editorial board were withdrawn therefrom one- at
there's the commissary in the
the entire proceeding of these hear- a time as needed for the purpose
Kensington Labor Lyceum. Here
ings be printed in the VOICE un- of transcription, and the completed
the 90 girls usually employed as
FOR THE BEST MEALS
til this thing has been completed, notebooks returned to said safe deinspectors and assemblers work
and let the rank, and file know posit box until all were duly
all day long paring potatoes, peeltranscribed.
WIWI is going on.
ing onions and getting the food
LILLIAN L. HAWLEY.
MR. SCHRIMPF: Off the recready to be sent over to the cafeSubscribed and sworn to before
terias.
ord..
Blondes and brunettes,
of
December,
me this 30th day
MR. DOMBROFF: In regard to
flappers and matrons, they all
1936.
this, now, the action taken in the
sing and whistle at their work,
Noatkwest on this matter of Mayes DOROTHY H. McLENNAN,
proud that they walked out to a
Notary Pulbic.
was tabled until after the strike.
girl when the men went out and
of
County
All °action there in regard to the In and for the City and
that they are doing their bit toSan Francisco, State of Califorcharges and counter-charges and
ward helping the sit-downers win.
nia,
all that, was tabled until after the
'(THE END)
strike. But inasmuch as they for-

Happy Strikers Hopeful
In Gigantic Sitdown At
Eastern Battery Plant

SAN FRANCISCO

Mann

•REST•
MARIN
HOTEL

100% UNION

BOURBONS
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (FP).—
The Texas Manufacturers' Assn.
will send a delegate to Washington to inform Texas senators that
It is opposed to any revival of
the NRA, regulation of working
hours, a confiscatory tax on undistributed earnings, and the employers' paying the tax to set up
down the Coast, judging him. social security.
SIMUch as this is going to be
Attend Your Union Meeting
*Med at this time—at least, I ex-

pect it ia going to be settled at
SW timer-4 think the membership

Buy Mooney- Billings Stamps

a

100% Union
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YOUR ROCKING THE
BOAT
You fellows who are continuously attacking one man because
he's determined that his method
of handling the situations that
confront the workers today is the
best way, proves that you all are
a bunch of blind fools. And yet,
unconsciously, you are doing good
work even though I have to state
so begrudingly.
By your trying to tear him and
his opinions to pieces he has to
be on his toes and on the go all
the time to offset your arguments
against him or his opinions. The
majority of you are just as honest
and sincere in your effort to do
your bit to help the cause as he
is but for crying out loud ease
up a bit or this continual rocking might turn the boat over.
After all, his opinions, like
yours are accepted or rejected by
the membership and so far his
record proves that his ideas that
were accepted by the men and
acted upon, have been fruitful!
In times like this, vent some of
your spleen on where it rightfully
belongs and that's on the shipowners and their allies.
ALBERT SAULINS, S.U.P.

34 CLAY

i
r;

SIR, We the seamen, have been
accused by the shipowners and
their stooges of defying the Ole
ernment, and its anti-labor lavss,
because we have voiced our objections to legislation which at'
feces us vitally, legislation which
is according to its sponsor the
Copeland bill is really calculated
Mr. Sapiro states that "Quit- to control the seamen. And the
tenton . . . seems to want the legislation which we the victims
Sailors' Union to become simply therefore, had no voice or vote
a seafaring branch of the I.L.A." In its framing.
Quittenton didn't say a single
Our objection to this lam may
word on such a ridiculous pro- be in defying the government, but
posal. This is solely based on in that connection I must quote a
Attorney Sapiro's imagination and paragraph of Spinoza written a
assertion. And furthermore Mr. century back: "The more a gov.
Sapiro advise "the Sailors must ernment strives to curtail free.
not . . . think that the only good dom of speech, the morel obstiachievement can come from the nately is it , resisted, not indeed
I.L.A." I don't think the I.L.A. by the avaricious, but by those
Pacific Coast District tries to get whom good education, soued moany credit, but certainly they rality and virtue have rendered
have done lots of good work for more free.
OTHER UNIONS.
Men in general God so constiI hope the attorney will stick tuted that there is nothing the
to his evidence and not to create will endure with so little patience
anymore ill feeling among our as their views which they beunion members on an assumed lieve to be true, should be conbasis.
sidered as crimes against the law
KARL G. YONEDA,
of the land. Under such circumBook No. 216,
stances they do not think it disAlaska Cannery
graceful, but most honorable to
Workers Union.
hold the laws of the land in

.Editor:
Upon reading Mr. A. Sapiro's
article in the Voice date Jan. 21st
I was disappointed in him, because of his reputation of being
a respectful labor attorney. Why?
Some of his. arguments on Brother
Quittenton are "immaterial and
irrelevent."

ABOUT HOLMAN
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Editor:
It is worthy of note that while
the strikers are attempting peaceful negotiations of their demands,
"sinister influences" are at work
to cause rioting and public disturbances. We refer to a Lee
Holman, a man that once enjoyed
the confidence of the men on
the San Francisco waterfront and
was elected as their president;
a man that abused that confidence and was deposed for malfeasance of office. Evidently he
was not trustworthy then, nor is
he now, in the light of recent developments. The proof is in the
police records.

PHONEY OFFICIALS
January 22, 1937
Voice of. the Federation
Care of Golden Gate Press
120 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Editor:
Would you kindly run a notice
in your paper in regards to the
case against the membership of
the Eastern and Gulf Sailors
Assn. which was brought by the
phoney ex-officials of the Eastern
and Gulf whom we already expelled.
The case came up for trial in
the Superior Court of Massachusetts this morning, Jan. 22, and
was postponed by the phoney exofficials who brought this action
which was brought for the purpose of getting an injunction
against
the
and
membership
newly elected officials to try and
restrain them
from
collecting
dues and holding control of the
halls and records.
That Percy Pryor and Company
have now found out that they
have to give account for all
moneys to the membership and
all the phoney actions they have
put -over on the membership, they
are now very sorry that they
brought this action against the
-membership and are doing everything to get out of it.
Any information in regards to
the phoney ex-officials or any one
who can come to Boston for this
trial which will be held on February 5th, 1937 should come here
and get in touch with the rank
and file attorneys GRANT, ANDOFF, AND GREENBERG, 89
State Street, Boston, Mass.
Fraternally yours,
J. T. O'BRIEN,
Chairman Strike Corn.

0

EVERYBODY KNOWS

The pamphlet known as the
American Citizen is a so-called
This
anti-radical
publication.
sheet pretends to be 100 per cent
American and for American principles, yet it advocates violence
in its most lurid form. Vigilantism. Is that the American
way to settle any peaceful argument.
It is significant that members
of Lee Holman's gang of hoodlums are engaged in distributing
these scurrilous sheets.
This American Citizen does not
devote space in a manner that
might facilitate the ending of the
strike, but chose to slander our
leaders who are elected by democratic ballot. They are elected because they are known .to be
honest and trustworthy. They are
but
not elected as dictators
rather as a voice to represent a
group of men who desire peaceful
settlement of just demands.
Yours truly,
J. P. BARROS,
I.L.A. 38-79, Book 2803.
Do Not Patronize Standard Oil

a

El

of our employers.
Here's to a higher standard of
the rank and file of the old S.
U. P.
Respectfully,
A. H. HARRISON, •
4355
Book No.
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proud of, an organization a°
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make the Sailors' Union of the
Pacific something we can all b

57 SIXTH ST.
ENTERTAINMENT • • •

Willow Tavern

12 Clay St., S. F.
to Eat and Drink"

"The Best

Pier 30, S.F.
—100% UNION-

the future.
I have been a union man sine
1905, belonging to the Brother'
hood of Carpenters & Joiners of
America in Nebraska, Maine, New
York and Massachusetts, as
that
know from past experience
me
union
the more efficient the
are, the better labor conditions
can be.
So, let's all get together and

57 CAFE

Myers Buffet
El

A better grade of union men
would rectify this situation. This
is something I have argued for
on every ship I have been on: to
raise the standard of efficiencY
of my fellow seamen. This, to Ill
In
mind, will be a big factor
eliminating strikes and trouble In

MIDTOWN S. F.
Louis Kanter's

SACRAMENTO, Cal. (FP)—
Trial of Jack Green's $25,000 suit
against Fred Cairns, alien secretary of the Healdsburg Chamber
of Commerce, and leader of the
1936 Santa Rosa vigilante mob,
was set for March 9 by Federal
Judge Michael J. Koche. Cairns
was one of those acquitted in the
vigilante trial in Santa Rosa,

abhorrence and to refrain from
action against the government.
Laws which can be broken with'
out any wrong to one's neighbor
are considered a laughing stock,
and so far such laws restraining
the lusts and appetities of mankind, they have a tendency to
heighten them. This was proven
so in the case of the Volstead
Act, that was the laughing stock
of the world, nullifyed itself of
its own viciousness, I am coatdent that the same will be the
outcome of the Copeland bill. Its
vicious anti-labor and its Fascist
provisions, the only thing that

we are trying to do in defying
the Copeland bill, is to hasten
the process of natural laws,
rather than to wait for this law
He has recruited a gang of men to nullify itself by the same slew
of the
composed of the riffraff of this process as in the case
meant
country, thugs, and hoodlums. prohibition act, which was
measure.
to
be
only
war
a
time
Some are from rural districts as
far east as the middle west, men
who have never earned a liveliSECTION No. 3
hood on any waterfront, and who
Seattle, Wash.,
would be lost aboard any ship.
Jan. 20, 1937.
As a name for this gang of Editor:
hoodlums, Lee Haman assumes
I have a few words to say in
the imposing title of Marine regard to Section No. 3, of the
Transportation S e r v.1 ceme n's agreement between the Sailors
Union of the Pacific Coast. They Union of the Pacific and the
are not recognized by the Amer- Shipowners, which reads: "Th
ican Federation of Labor, nor, ac- Sailors' Union of the Pacific
cording to reliable sources, by, agrees to furnish capable, comPe"
the shipowners; yet this man has tent, and satisfactory employes.
the colossal nerve to promise
I honestly believe the present
these inexperienced men jobs on strike is the direct result of diss
'
American ships to displace men satisfaction, caused by the a°
who have always earned their tions of several union seamen on
livelihood in this work.
different ships.

I SAN FRANCISCO I

TRIAL DATE SET

CANADIAN STRIKE
HOUSTON, Tex. (FP).—Negro
WELLAND, Ont. (FP)—Shutteachers with college degrees receive as low as $8 a month in ting down the Empire cotton mill
PIER 7
at Welland, more than 700 workthis gulf city.
ers on the day and night shift
have struck in support of their
Try Our Home Cooking
THREE GET FIRED
CINCINNATI (FP).—Dismissal demand for a 20 per cent inof three former employes of the crease. The company had offered
only 6 per cent.
LEI county department of public welfare was caused by their efforts
Hello, Boys;
Do Not Patronize Standard Oil
to organize welfare workers last
year into a Practitioners Council,
1 it was disclosed by a citizens'
S.
Patronize Our Advertisers
committee named by the CincinBuy Mooney- Billings Stamps
nati Civil Liberties Committee.

DAIRY LUNCH

1

KINT AT WORK
Treat your employees honestly,
but the employers don't do it. I
was hurt while working at Pier
26 and the insurance doctor told
me to go back to work, my knee
was so stiff I could hardly walk
for months, I couldn't ,work and
I received very little compensation. Another time I was hurt at
Matson's Pier 32 the insurance
doctor taped my side and after a
couple of weeks insisted I had
veneral disease, (something I
never had) and the records at the
U. C. Hospital will prove same.
I couldn't work for seven months
and my side still bothers me after
a days work again I only received a small amount of compensation, about $30.00.
Peace reigned on the waterfront for the employers before
the Strike of '34 there were many
injustices and hardships and getting worse each day, as men
there was no other way out, we
were forced to "Strike" for our
very existence.
WATERFRONT WORKERS
waterfront are
We on the
"workers" and this old bugaboo
of sinister influence communist
and what have you is another
employers way of confusing the
real issue.
Arbitration may sound alright,
the 3rd party and so forth. Would
Mr. Plant arbitrate his job if I
picked the third party?
Harry Bridges was elected as
District President of the I.L.A.
by a large majority and will continue to be our "leader" as long
as he wishes. Harry Bridges has
given the men on the waterfront
something after many years of
waiting.
I started to work on the docks
in 1924 and the last two year
has been worth while for a man
to give his efforts and my family
have had a few pleasures they
are entitled to.
We are trying to give our girl
a Catholic education; the boy is
in kindergarten. We feel that we
are a part of the "Public" that
the Shipowners are always talking about.
-Sours for Rank & File,
JAY SAVERS,
Local 38-79.

ANTI-LABOR LAWS

ON MR.SAPIRO

4`

1109 Fifth Avenue North
Seattle, Washington
January 21, 1937
Voice of the Federation
120 Golden Gate Avenue
San- Francisco, California
Dear Editor:
I have always understood the
"Voice of the Federation" was the
Voice of the membership. Under
the bander of Barney Mayes, I
began to have my doubts. Now 1
am sure it is the Voice of these
few ehort sighted individuals who
are not in accord with the majority of the membership.
In a crisis such as we are in
now it is impossible to get the
true facts from the capitalist
press. In my opinion the Editorial Board should print the news
and not make our paper a propaganda sheet for this Barney
Mayes baloney.
Many members told me time
and again that they have tried
to have their articles printed, but
were unable to do so. But I see
the Editorial Board (five members), can use half of the paper
to print things that they choose
to put in under the cloak of
"facts." The paper still carries
the "cut your wordage warning)"
but I suppose it is meant for a
few suckers like me and not for
the editorial
the
mighty on
board.
I would also like to know why
in the '34 strike red-baiting oozed
from the Hearst sheets, while in
1936 Mr. Mayes prints "his last
testament," that could have been
printed in full in the "Examiner,"
instead of our own paper the
"Voice." Furthermore in .'34 vigilantes carried on a "red-hunt"
campaign while in 1936 some of
our own members try to excell
each other in the "red-raids."
With full greetings, I remain,
W. M. HARRIS,
M. F. 0. W. No. 178.
(Under 250 words.) The editor
of the Voice has had absolutely
nothing to do with the printing
of the Mayes transcript. Full responsibility, blame, praise or what
have you rests with the editorial
board.—Jim O'Neil, acting editor.

88 A MONTH

148 EMBARCADERO

got about what action the membership had taken up there, inasmuch
as Bro. Bridges came up and made
a lot of charges he didn't even
back up to put a motion through to
oust him, they have since realized
the folly of it and asked to hold it
In abeyance. The whole thing is
there have been charges made
against the editor and the editorial
board and a lot has been said up
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URGE CONGRESS TO VOTE FOR HOLMAN GANG QUIZ
Maritime Workers
On Labor Council's
New Deal Ticket"

Peaceful Pickets Wait Shipowners' Decision

LaFollette Sends
Word More Money
Required for Probe

'A

S. F. Progressives Put Slate in Field With
Slogan 'Vote Out Machine'; Vandeleur
Meets Waterloo

Maritime Leaders Ask Appeals to Members
Of Congress and President to Expose '
Civil Liberties Violations

History was being made in the San Francisco labor
council this week with progressive delegates campaigning
for a New Deal slate of officials.

"Don't let the probe of civil liberties violations end
until full investigation has been made of Lee Holman's
thugs, the Salinas strikebreakers, the Modesto dynamite
and King-Ramsay-Conner frame-ups and the vigilantism of

Members of maritime unions+
held , prominent places on the
Kelvey of the Waiters and other
. progressive ticket, which even the
New Dealers. It was McKelvey
reactionaries admitted had excelwho started the fun Friday night
lent chances of success.
when he told Vandeleur he was
Consternation was spread in the "rotten to the core."
ranks of "standpat" leaders last
Louis Goldblatt also is on the
Friday when on a significant test ticket for the organizing comvote the council appealed from a mittee.
ruling by President Edward D.
John Schomaker, chairman of
Vandeleur, who arbitrarily at- the joint strike publicity committempted
to close nominations. tee, and George Wilson, of the
Vandeleur was overruled 123 to Northern
California
Newspaper
67, in one of the most tumultuous Guild, are among the progressives
scenes in local labor history.
nominated for the Labor Clarion
committee.
NEW DEAL SLATE
The election will be held FriHeading the "New Deal" slate
or president, with the slogan, day night.
"Vote Out the Machine," is Jack
'helley of the Bakery Wagon
Drivers. (After losing the pros!,ency of his own union, Vandeleur decided he did not choose to
un for re-election as head of the
• bor council.)

the Associated Farmers."
This, in effect, was the demand
of united maritime workers this
week as Senator La Follette sent
word that no further investigation can be made by his civil liberties committee unless Congress
votes additional funds.
Immediately on receipt of a
telegram from Congressman
Franck R. Havenner, containing
Senator LaFollette's message, a
movement started to appeal to
members of Congress and the
President to provide funds for a
full inquiry. All workers and the
general public are urged to write

__—

or wire their congressmen
the President to this end.

and

That federal violations are inbecame certain when many
members of Holman's gang of
finks now held in the San Trailcisco city prison were shown to
have come from many states in
the last few weeks.

volved

Some of these gunmen have admitted they engaged in strikebreaking activities at Salinas before coming to San Francisco *
attempt to foment disturbance in,
the maritime strike,

Maritime leaders are calling feu
the President to carry out his
pledges to assure collective bar«
gaining rights to workers by au-,
posing to the fullest extent the
organized thuggery of anti-laber
organizations.
Henry Schmidt, president of
Havenner's wire was in rejig
1.L.A. 38-79, is the progressive
to a message sent him by Job*
This peaceful picketing scene on the San Francisco 'days, thousands of mariiime strikers have maintained 24holes for vice-president.
_
Woodburn, secretary of the MOS
waterfront soon will be a memory if the shipowners prove hour picket duty in Pacific Coast ports. They are always
Calling on the California legisLouis Goldblatt, of the wareAddressing
a
mass meeting maritime publicity committee. go.
protestatio
sincerity
they
in
ns
their
want
,
peace.
For
91
alert
for
attacks
Holman's
by
thugs.
housemen's union, is the New lature to grant a "full and comJanuary 10, attended by more
Woodburn wired:
..Deal candidate for secretary. plete" pardon to Tom Mooney,
than 1500 striking seamen who
"Violence
against
maritbase
treasurer. It was to keep him off the following resolution has been
had descended on Washington, D. strikers constantly increasing lle;
adopted
by the joint maritime
ticket that Vandeleur tried
C., Joe Curran, speaking for this San Francisco due to activities et
strike committee, after being subhis 1114ated "coup."
group said, "We have accom- organization directed by man whir
mitted by I.L.A. 38-79.
plished everything we came here ran similar strikebreaking avatar
"
• OR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WHEREAS: Tom Mooney has
for."
during 1934 strike. Stop. Thugs
The executive committee proessive
"We don't have to stay in from above organization armed
slate
includes
Harry been incarcerated in San Quentin
Undoubtedly spurred by the success of the maritime
Bridges, Warren G. Denton of the prison for twenty years, the vicHowell makes one eminently fair statement when he Washington any longer," the men with guns, dirks, slingshots roamof
a vicious anti-labor unions in winning public support in their strike for decent, says:
were told by Joseph Curran, chair- ing the streets. Because of °min.
-arehousemen, Harry Hook of the tim
,
man of the New York Strike oua situation and likelihood thatt
achinists, George C. Kidwell of frame-Up, conceived and affected fair working conditions, the San Francisco Chamber of
"For example, a settlement of that coastwise, and not Committee. "We have accom- these same thugs will soon be
zakery Wagon Drivers, John Mc- by certain unprincipled special in- Commerce this week announced a program
to organize local difficulty, the maritime strike, which would
terests in California, and
be unfair plished what we came for and turned to task of strikebreaking
public opinion in industrial disputes.
to the employers or the employes, or both of them, would we can go back to our -home for which they obviously a.re
WHEREAS: It has long been
Had the shipowners succeeded in their attempt to mean continual interruptions in transportation and no sta- ports. We want to rem(inter, being recruited an immediate to.
known and fully proved that Tom
however, that the guys who have vestigation by Senate Mel 14101
Mooney is innocent of the crime I break the strike it is safe to say that J. W. Howell, newly bility in business."
Fink books are not seamen and erties Committee is urged."
for which he was convicted, and elected president of the employers' organization, never
But—
Congressman Havenner's rept*
We don't have to recognize them
that he was railroaded to prison
would have broached this plan to protect what he \calls the
LABOR HAS NOT NOTICED ANY ATTEMPT BY as seamen. Under no circum- follows:
by means of perjured testimony
"third party—the general public."
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE TO COMPEL THE stances do we accept the Fink "Have presented your telegram"
known to and, in fact, connived
to Senate Civil Liberties Conarelb'
In corkscrew phrases, Howell announced that coopera- SHIPOWNERS TO DEAL FAIRLY WITH THE MARI- I book. Is that agreed?"
at by the District Attorney who
The Speakers' Bureau of the
tee in accordance with your to
prosecuted the case, and that evi- tion would be asked "of all groups and individuals
who de- TIME UNIONS. ON THE CONTRARY, IT SUPPORTED There was a thunderous chorus quest.
joint maritime strike committee
Stop.
Chairman Lars*
dence favorable to Mooney was sire to
of
cheers
from
the
tired,
hungry
protect the inalienable rights of those engaged in MAYOR ROSSI'S UNFAIR ATTACK ON LABOR.
. las obtained wonderful results in
lette
advised
me funds of cow:
wilfully suppressed by the Disseatnen, many of whom marched
its appeal for financial assistance
industry, commerce and agriculture to pursue those busiThere is nothing in the record of the chamber of com- all last night on
mittee will be exhausted at eat
trict Attorney, and
the road from
or the strikers.
nesses
without
the
possibility
of
of
present investigation. *tem;
ruination
merce
to
indicate
through
it
activis
fit
"organize
to
public opinion."
Baltimore and stood all day on
WHEREAS: Tom Mooney was
Three hundred unions have
*
*
wet streets, tinted, except for Further investigation wilt depoel
*
denied every semblance of a fair ities of minority groups."
leen contacted in the bay area,
coffee and sandwiches given them upon additional appropriation."
and impartial trial and was conIn other words, the chamber of commerce is launching
Speaking of agriculture, which Howell includes among in the
exclusive of Oakland, which has
Maritime leaders pointed oat
victed not for the crime he was
Commerce Department by
a move to prevent strikes on pretense of safeguarding the the busines3es to be protected,
Its own speakers' bureau. Fortywill the chamber of com- order of Secretary of Commerce that even if the maritime strike
alleged to have committed but
general public. The Junior Chamber of Commerce and ! merce tell the public the
- iv° of these unions were outcomes to a peaceful end at est
because of his active, militant
truth about the Associated Farm- Roper.
side San Francisco.
Foreign
Trade Association have "agreed to cooperate."
work in the labor movement, and
ers and other rabidly anti-labor organizations of "corpo- "Now," Curran added, "we go early date, the menace et eirlgan1zed anti-labor activities is eme
Trade unions outside the Mari- organizing the unorganized, and
*
*
*
back on the picket line against
ration farmers?"
tam n to break out in other Calitime Federation contributed $33,WHEREAS: Three Presidential
Perhaps, the chamber of commerce will demand that the shipowners."
fornia industrial disputes.
If Howell really meant that employer organizations
J00 to the tsrike fund after hearcommissions studied the case and
Curran
assured
his
fellow
the
Already, automobile workers em
Associated
Farmers
ing from the speakers. Including published conclusions
disband,
the
in
cause
would
of
real
industry
to
induce
employers
to deal fairly with labor— !
demonstrators that "we have acthat Tom
strike
in Alameda county are be,
trial
e Maritime Federation and inpeace. Perhaps it won't.
complished more by coming here
Mooney was denied a fair trial and thus prevent industrial crises—loud would be the
ing denied their civil rights by
dividual donations, the sum of and convicted by means
If
Howell represents a "New Deal" in the chamber of today than we could accomplish
of per- cheers from labor. Labor is too wise to expect anything
the General
' 66,000 was contributed.
jured testimony, and
commerce, we should like him to clarify his attitude on by staying on strike 20 years. We Body companyMotors and Fisher
of
the
kind.
managements.
Two members of the speakers'
have shown that seamen do not
WHEREAS: All persons and
such organizations as the Associated Farmers.
Don't forget to writs or wire
ureau went on a tour of CallWhen
R
group
of
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organizati
ons
want
the Fink book. And," he
try to
groups interested in seeing justice
*
*
*
your congressman at ones to vote
?ornia, Nevada, Utah, Colorado
added in a confidential voice. "I
done in this country believe that "guide" the public to an "impartial" view of industrial dismore funds for the taronett•
and Wyoming, collecting $750.,
Howell
states.:
"The
word
'business'
includes
indidon't
all
think we're going to have
the frightful wrong inflicted upon putes, labor not only must be on its guard, it must move at !
committee.
.nd money continues to pour in
viduals engaged ill it from top to bottom. Business is good to take them."
Torn Moomey must be remedied, once to counteract any such
camouflage.
from unions contacted on this
only if it affords a fair and reasonable return to all con- There were laughs and cheers.
and the State of California wipe
• rip.
Labor's interest IS the public interest. Fair wages, nected
the black mark of the Mooney
with it."
"For
stamina
and
staying
Contributions
also
were reCase from its record, now, there- hours and working conditions help everyone in the compower,"
Curran
said.
Fine
"I don't
words.
We'll
be
listening
eived from Butte, Mont., South
hear
to
what
Howell
munity.
fore be it
has to say the next time Vigilantes rise to crush the de- think there is any group deservBend, Ind., and many other dieRESOLVED:
ing more credit than the seamen
That
Internathe
Strikes
are
the last resort of labor. Often they bring mands of agricultural workers
ant centers
where labor is
for even a half-way "fair who have marched on Washingtional Longshoremen's
Associa- terrific
-*Strong.
hardships to the workers. If labor always could return."
tion, Local 88-79, San Francisco,
ton. Now Washington can get the I'm writing this by
There has been no letup in the
candle-light.
obtain fair treatment without strikes, it would believe the
Howell says:
seamen out of the way and go The cause? It's plain
„peakers' bureau activities. Speak- call upon the Legislature of the
to
see.
millenium
had arrived.
"If disorder is brought about by anyone and the con- ahead with the Inaugural."
The big three locked our daddy.,
ers still are being sent out nightly State of California to immediately
*
*
*
stituted authorities are unable to cope with it, we must see Members of the seamen's comout
.o appear before various groups pass the measure now before it+
calling for a full and complete
Labor is far more anxious than the employers could that they are
mittee, who called at the White So there's no lectricity.
In San Francisco and vicinity.
sufficiently strengthened to be able to do so."
pardon for Tom Mooney, and the possibly be
that the public should know the TRUTH about
Does that mean, more highway police to act as strike- House and the Capitol and conInternational Longshoremen's Asferred with Secretary Roper and But think you that's the reason
industrial disputes.
breakers?
sociation here calls upon the
Secretary of Labor Perkins, also My tears flow fast and free!
It is NOT willing to leave the dissemination of such
Labor should act now to set up a fact-finding and pub- spoke via the loudspeakers.
Legislature of the State of CaliAh, no! I weep the "treason"
fornia to grant said full and com- information to employer organizations or to "fact-finding" licity program
that actually will tell the public the truth. They also expressed a belief That keeps Diana from the sea.
plete pardon to Tom Mooney im- bodies dominated by the chamber of
Congress will enact the Sirovich
The maritime unions have shown the way.
commerce.
mediately, and be it finally
bill, which would suspend enforce- I'm sure S. F.'s toiling worker,
RESOLVED: That copies of
ment of the Copeland bill for six Will all of them agree
The astonished residents of this resolution be sent to each
months pending a complete study That nothing could be sadder
„nnean, Alaska, took
another and every member of the AssamThan her picture and her pies.
of the whole situation.
.otoh in their belts a few daya bly and Senate of the State of
As the meeting broke up at
. go when they went down to in- California, and to Tom Mooney,
Afte r It postponement which legislature's recess. State
dusk, a fleet of 15 Civilian Con- Not even the searing hardship —
heads
"Three hundred and fifty Chiatipect the so-called strike relief and to the Press.
servation Corps truck and 18 Na- And winter misery
worked hardship on 200 maritime of the Federation of Labor joined
Utility Employes of San Franship which had just arrived with
nese seamen are virtual prisoners
tional Capital Park trucks, some That each striker grimly battle.'
workers who journeyed to Sacra- the secretary of the Modesto
. lenty of liquor, but no meat or
de- cisco, Local No. 1, has joined the
Dollar
aboard
line
ships
tied
up
of them with park benches lashed For union liberty.
IMPORTA
mento in vain, the state assmbly
NT!
fense committee in urging the formidable list of labor organizafresh vegetables.
I
into dump bodies, pulled up with
because of the maritime strike," hearing on the
Modesto dynamite
Ketchikan residents also comMaritime Federation Mass says dispatcher from New York. frame-up case finally was held legislature to investigate the trial tions condemning Mayor Angelo a motor cycle escort to carry the The "See America" slogan
Rossi's anti-labor broadcast on
plained because they, too, had orwhich placed seven unionists beseamen away to Baltimore. There Was not meant for such as *he'
Meeting Today
It is rumored that Mayor Rossi, Friday, Jan. 22, and a resolution
the maritime strike.
ered foodstuffs. Instead they reThursday, Jan. 28-1 P.M.
also were a number of private Patriotic Diana Dollar
was adopted, 46 to 26,• calling for hind bars.
ceived 25 tons of fresh tombwho informed the nation by radio
Dreamland Auditorium
The local adopted the following cars driven by seamen, bearing Needs a ship to go to sea.
a legislative investigation.
J. Scrinider, the chief stool- "resolve":
-tones.
some time ago that Chinese were
Every Picket Should Attend.
license tags of Massachusetts,
Assemblymen
reported
It is rumored that the shippigeon,
that
longer
no
unwittingly confessed his
six
being
Show Picket Card at Door.
employed aboard
"That Mayor Angelo Rossi haS New
York, Texas and
other Papa Dollar gave a promise. eh?
Standard
Oil Company lobbyists pest in the
•wners took their own propaganda Trucks and busses will leave foot American
flagships,
WRS
$o
frame-up which im- taken a very unfair and unjust states.
The
truck
train
was To precious, pampered "D"
• bout the Alaska food shortage of Clay St., from 11:30 A. M. until shocked at these disclosures that had been busy in Sacramento, plicates several San
Francisco po- stand on the maritime strike sit- started for Baltimore and was To end the strike by Friday,
but
labor pressure counteracted
so seriously that they were Ines- all men are provided transporta- smelling salts had to be brought
lice officers, the district attorney nation. His statements were not followed soon afterward by charbunk publicity.)
the attempt to block the inquiry.
-rnerizecl into believing that tile tion.
in.
of Stanislans colint,y and the only one-sided but hawal on state- t2red busses carrying the New
Submitted by Ray ChapAlaskans had
A committee of five is con- heads of a local private
all starved to
detec- ments put out oy the employers 1 .Vork delegation.—Washington D.
man, wife of Wayne Chapoath. Hence the tombstones.
ducting the probe during the tive agency.
Buy Modesto Boys Stamp*,
Do Not Patronize Standard Oil
'only."
I C. Stan.
man, M.A. /Pink *OW

Free Mooney
Plea Goes To
Legislature

Seamen Win
In March On
U.S. Capitol

Chamber Of Conimeree Hatches Plain
To Sway'Public Opinion On Strikes

PEAKERS BUREAU IN
STRONG CAMPAIGN
GETS RESULTS

Tears For
Our Diana

'Relief" Ship
Brings Booze

Bring Smelling
Salts for Rossi

VOTE MODESTO FRAME-UP PROBE

Utility Employes
Flay Mayor Rossi
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AGREEMENT.
the easly part of next week. A
Sec. (9) This paragraph is as
and abhord, afraid of his own out our motto of "An injury to today.
will appreciate the sacrifice
they
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Sec.
(15)
This
paragraph
is very
detailed statement of necessary
shadow lest someone see him one is an injury to all."
The place to strike is at the "finky" as the finks are them- important, it deals with one of you members of the International
Association of the Pacific
Thursdays at 6:30 P. M., at 86 adjustments will be furnished at who knew of his unforgivable
JOHN W. UNDERHILL, ballot box on the political front, selves. The paragraph speaks for the main essentials of life: that Labor Defense have made in bethat time.
Thmmercial Street.
crime against his fellow men. To
No. 140 S.U.P. (E. C.) through the instrumentality of a itself, here it is: "The Union rec- of lodging. It should provide ade- half of the workers.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-TreasIn concluding this audit report
Scrudder nearly every
Jim
to
talk
Only people who have the inunited labor party. We have a ognizes that at times replace- quate facilities, such as, regula. -r.
I assure the members of your ornight as I did over a period of
Jack
Connors,
Agent,
110
measure of political democracy, ments must be secured at ports tion bunks, comfortable sleeping terest of the working class at
PUBLIC
OPINION
ganization that your committee
erry St., Seattle.
two weeks and to have him tell
but what is needed is industrial where there are no branches of quarters (these quarters to be heart, and not self-glory, are the
San Francisco, Calif.
. O'Conner, Agent 5121
/
2 S. men as a whole, and the officers me, a member of the Sailors'
the Union, and the Union there- well
democracy—governme
nt of Labor,
ventilated and heated), wash- true friends of us workers. This
Beacon Street, San Pedro.
In charge, are deserving of conJan. 20th, 1937.
agrees not to discriminate
fore
Pacific
Union
(he
not
the
did
of
by Labor, for Labor, and a fair
Wm. McCourt, Agent, 127 W siderable
rooms equipped
with showers you have proven in your past
Editor:
credit for the manner know that
against such replacements when
• rnside Street, Portland, Oregon.
I was), how he had
distribution
of
the
(these
products of
showers so arranged so as actions, this you are proving in
For the assurance of public
in which your business was consold my Union Brothers for gold
Industry to the industrious, rather vessels arrive at ports where reg- to keep an even temperature at your daily work. Therefore I say
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
support in the Maritime strike
ducted and the degree of acthat he did not receive, how at
than largess and luxuries to an ular branches of the Union are all times), sanitary toilets apart us workers should know you, and
• Headquarters Branch, S. F.)
curacy obtained considering the night the thought of innocent let us consider one vital factor
Office Phone KEarny 2228
not listen to the Dollar Dictator*
exploiting
class of "owners,"— not maintained. The employers, from the wash-rooms.
which
bids fair to win the strike
volume of work handled. At this men in San Quentin put there
however, shall make every reaDispatcher
KEurny 2229
who
are trying to scare us away
crumbs
and
starvation
Ships
wages
to
in tropical runs should
for our opponents.
sonable effort to secure the servondays, 7 P. M. at 69 Clay St time I thank them for the cour- by his perjured testimony was
the producers of all wealth.
from you.
have
suitable
awnings
with
svflath.!
The Communist party assumes
Same date & time for branches) tesies and cooperation extended driving him mad. That he would
Wishing the International LaCordially and fraternally yours, ices of members of the Union, er protection. And cots should,,e
.ss!strict Committee meets upon to enable me to serve you.
credit for the present waterfront
and the delegate of the Union furnished
sweat
cold
wake
visualiza
up
in
bor Defense and the workers ciC
(Signed) P. B. PREBLE,
call of Chairman.
in
the
tropics.
Respectfully submitted,
shall assist in this respect. The
ing those poor men in their cells conflict. There has been no ofHarry Lundeberg Secretary
Box 182
Wages: Sec. (1) How in the the world all the success that is
(Signed) MAX A. MULDNER. glaring out at him, all this for fice' Union protest to the coneasurer, 69 Clay St., S. F.
Union agrees also not to interCorning,
Calif.
'11
can any man maintain a fam- rightly yours, I remain,
P. B. Gill, Agent, 86 Seneca St..
what? Isolation from all decent trary, possibly because of close
fere with the employment of em- ily
Fraternally yours,
decently on such low monthseattle.
MINERS IDLE
people for all time to come and connection between Unionism and
ployees who have been continu- ly
'. L. Coester, Agent, 111 West
REUL STANFIELD,
wages?
To my way of thinkHE DISAGREES
HALIFAX, NS., Canada—(FP) no shipwrecked sailor on a des- Communism. Every man is enBurnside, Portland.
ously in the sea service of any ing,
No. 53034.
the
wage
rate
is
too
low;
Editor:
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 206 —Eight hundred coal miners in ert island could be more com- titled to his own political beemployer since May 9, 1934, exthe wage rate should be at least
Thanks
• 6th St., San Pedro.
for
liefs.
publishing
tranHowever,
the
feeling
of the
Florence, Ribert Hebert, Joggins pletely cut off from all things
cept for absence due to illness
Honolulu — Max Weisbarth,
50 per cent higher.
script of the hearing regarding
and Springhill are idle because that make life worth while most great majority group, the genor injury."
..ent, 815 Nuuanu St.
Working rules: Sec. (1) In
"Voice"
management,
public,
It
eral
will
who
are conservasa s ERDEEN—
of poor working conditions. At important being his isolation from
UNION MADE GOODS
Sec. (11) It reads: "There shall port, the working day should be
The First We Offer
Meeting—Monday nights at 3151
/
2 Florence, 600 walked out in pro- the only society that he knew, tives, is swinging toward the make the winning of the strike
be
strikes,
no
lockouts
stopor
The Best We Have
six hours (at the maximum) five
more difficult, but will convince
. Heron St. C. R. Davis, Agent.
test against a reallocation of men the society of wage earners like shipowners.
pages of work during the period days a week . . . thirty hours a
It will be to the detriment of the membership, up and down
International Longshoremen's
at the coal face.
himself.
AUTli0R17:FE) , 13EAL h
of this agreement for any cause." week . . .
the
coast
what
many of us have
ism, Local 38-79, San Francisco
It is my sincere wish that the both the Communists and UnAt sea, the working day should
Note: "FOR ANY CAUSE." Acknown for a long time, that the
First and Third Mondays of the
story of the arch double crosser ions to lose this strike.
The
SHORT HANDED
onth. Scottish Rite Auditorium.
"Voice" is dominated by a bunch cording to this, we are to work be eight hours (at the maximum)
"American
League
against
Scrudder
ComJim
will
and
be read
Henry Schmidt, President
NEWPORT NEWS, Va.—(FP)-of egotistical incompetents who all "HOT-SHIPS"; not to recog- five days a week . . . forty hours
munism" is working with the
James Kennedy, Vice-President
Coal colliers are sailing short- known by all workers both in and
a week . . . with the exception
should be kicked out of office at nize any "PICKET LINES."
Ivan F. Cox, Sec'y.-Treas.
shipowners
in
spreading
informaout
of
organized labor as the man
the earliest possible moment, beof three watches. Work done on
Picket
Al McCurdy, Recording Sec'y. handed from Newport News an
lines
must
respected
be
tion showing that the Unions and
Jack McLellan, Business Agent violation of federal shipping laws, who was by nature such a natural
fore they do any further harm to at all times.
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, July
the
Communist
Party,
the radistoolpigeon
unadulterated
Jack Creary, Business Agent
the local strike strategy commit- and
the
the
This
5th included—should be paid
Maritime
paragraph
well
fits
with
Federation.
44 N. Eldorado
106 E. Weber
para.'
that he last but not least TOLD cals, are working hand in hand;
That many of you don't have Paul Scharrenberg's and Joseph at the overtime rate of pay.
National Organization, Master, tee charges.
STOCKTON
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• ates & Pilots, Local 90, S. F.
- Boots
the intelligence to ask a pertin- P. Ryan's "CREDO": that of
Yours truly,
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ent question, is proven by the strike-breaking.
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The Frenchmen have respected
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It is universally recognized that
way, that is by selling out his
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a day for transcript) of petty "hot-ships" — LABOR
Capt. 0. E. Rolstad, SecretarySHOULD
public
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Now
quibbles, and also by long winded TAKE NOTE.
of Jim Scrudder, who to quote ing factor as to which side wins
Representatives
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statements that some of you who
Sec.
(13)
It
reads:
"The
memTerminal
Brown,
906
Capt. W. S.
The best possible
said I BROKE THE TANKER this strike.
made them don't even under- bers of the Union will comply
'ales Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
RALPH'S PLACE
43 S. Center Street
STRIKE SINGLE HANDED and publicity for the shipowners Is
Henry
stand, let alone those of us whose with all lawful orders of superior
. apt. Ludwig Oetting, 411
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proof
that
Unionism
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reward
was
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Build ing. Portland, Oregon
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painful duty it is to have to read officers and with all rules not in***********
as it should have been a life of munism are tied hand in hand.
Capt. Soren Wissing, 605 Beacon
them.
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Right Across from Gate fear and disgrace
consistent with this agreement."
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ALL
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the
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more
are aland he has learned that even the
Warehousemen's Union
a day 'in an effort to win the
powerful masters that he served ready winning wide support in
Local 28-44, I. L. A.
strike and having you bunch of
A Real Friend of he I. L. A.
85 Clay Street
were unable to hide him from the inland communities, due to
parasitical pie carders neutralise
Warren Denton, President.
SERVICE STATION
"UNION MEN" and from his own this unfavorable publicity. Theretiembeime A
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that effort.
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knowledge that he had traded his fore, for the sake of winning this
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KING BRANDS JUDGE A COWARD AS HE STARTS FOR SAN •QUENTI
Ships Officers Brand
Rival Groups Menace
To Federation Unity
Masters, Mates, Pilots and Engineers Join
In Broadside At Off-shore Officers As
Disruptive, Destructive Group
The Masters, Mates and Pilots, and the Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association, this week went on record as
branding the Offshore Officers' Association as a disruptive

and destructive organization. In a resolution adopted,
the Offshore Officers' Association was declared to be attempting to undermine and destroy the bona fide organisations and then replace them as collective bargaining
agents. Resolution follows:
WHEREAS:

There

exists

at+

ibis time an organization, known the Offshore 'Officers Association,
pa the Offshore Officers Association, which Is dual to the Masters, Mates and Pilots, and the
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, and
WHEREAS: the aims and purposes of the Offshore Officers Association Is to undermine and destroy the bonafide organizations
slid then replace them as the collective bargaining agents, and

shall be guilty of committing an
offense against this organization,
and after trial according to the
constitution, shall be fined, suspended, or expelled. Be it further

RESOLVED: that copies of this
resolution be referred to the M.
E. B. A., and upon their concurrence, that it be sent to all Disfor
circulation
Councils
trict
among the affiliated organizations
WHEREAS: this can only be
and the Voice of the Federation.
accomplished by destroying the
unity that now exists between
FARMERS MARCH
the various Maritime OrganizaCalif. (FP)-The
TURLOCK,
the
of
banner
the
under
tions,
first real violence in the 3-month
Maritime Federation, and
maritime strike may come from
WHEREAS: any attempt to
this little San Joaquin county
disrupt and destroy the Maritime
town, where the Associated Farmrederation constitutes a direct aters, violently anti-labor big growtack upon the Maritime Unions
ers organization, is planning a
and the bonafide labor movement.
march on San Francisco, 10,000
THEREFORE BE IT
strong, to "go right through the
RESOLVED: that this organ- picket lines and unload the ships
isation go on record as being op- our goods are on."
posed to any activities of this
disruptive organization, and be it
Attend Your Union Meeting

further.

RESOLVED: that we take the
itecessary steps to liquidate and
nullify this disruptive organization, and any member of this organization, who shall knowingly
stys aid, morally, physically, or
financially to any member of this
disruptive organization, namely

ASTORIA, ORE.
4••••••••••••••••

••••••••••.ens

SAO

YOUNGS BAY
COOPERATIVE DAIRY

IMPORTANT
Information is desired as to
the whereabouts of Mr. Moe
Maiulo, a member of the Marine Firemen's, Oilers' and Watertender's Union. We urgently request that this letter be
given widest publicity among
members of all organizations
Anyone knowing
on strike.
the present whereabouts of
this man please notify this office and also Mr. John J. Coe,
Business Agent of the Marine
Firemen's, Oilers' and Water.
tenders' Union, 222 Market St.,
Philadelphia. If it is possible
to contact this man, tell him
that It is urgent that he come
to 'Philadelphia Immediately.
Thank you.
Fraternally,
ARTA STRIKE COM.
(Signed) E. DUPREE,
Chairman.
Philadelphia.

DIST. COUNCIL
GIVES FINANCIAL
REPORT FOR '36

The San Francisco Bay Area
District Council No. 2 of the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast has submitted the
following audited financial report of the activities of that
council:
RECEIPTS
Business establishments$ 2,867.30
contributions
Collection, Misc.
2,911.33
Commissttry, pro rata for
meals
1,015.39
Commissary sales
551.07
Dance donation and
ticket sales
4,056.95
306.94
0 Ladies' Auxiliaries
Misc. loans and over667 VALENCIA
payments refunded
448.73
S. F. BARGAIN SPOT
rata
pro
Corn.,
Relief
100% UNION
3,036.26
contributions
Down
Ship contribution
1,547.70
DeSoto 6-w Sed. $60 Union contribution .... 31,373.60

'31
'31 Chev. 6-w Sed
$65
'31 Ford Cch. V-8 w $60
'29 Buick Spt. Rdstr. $40

FIREMEN'S LIFE AT SEA NO Seattle Strike INNOCENT SHIP
BED OF ROSES; POSITION IN -:- News -:- MURDER VICTIMS
SENTENCE
START
OUTLINED
STRIKE CLEARLY
Take a Look At Life In Boiler Room Aboard
The Luxury Liners and Freighters That
Plough the Seven Seas
By WILLIAM BAILEY
I get home to see the wife and
Chairman Publicity Committee kids, or his relatives. When his
days work is finished and he is
M.F.O.W.W.A. Strike
preparing to go ashore, he is
Committee.
Many people are wondering told that they are shifting ship
why this strike has lasted as long to Stockton, a city about 90 miles
as it has. They seem to be con- up the river. So he turns to
fused as to what the maritime and puts in a few extra hours.
workers are fighting for. Quite Well for three or four days this
a lot of this confusion has come might take place, the ship movabout due to the shipowners paid ing from one place to another,
ads in the newspapers, spreading until eventually he is given a
lies about the strike and there- chance to get home, and here
fore creating an impression in he is only allowed to remain
the minds of many that the ship- home for a few hours as the ship
When
owners are willing to settle the is ready to sail again.
strike, and that we the strikers the ship reaches some isolated
are the ones that are causing the port in the Orient, and its raindelay in settling this strike of ing like hell-and because of the
over 40,000 maritime workers. rain the cargo can't be worked,
First it is necessary to get a pic- the engineer will come around
ture of the situation in the minds and tell the fireman that he can
of the people. A firemen's life take the time off that he worked
at sea, is not as romantic as the to move ship. This is why the
shipowners wish the public to firemen are asking that all time
believe. In fact, it is a life of that they work over their eight
constant isolation and hardship hours be paid to them in cash,
on the ones who must follow the instead of time off.

Total

receipts
$48,115.27
DISBURSEMENTS
$ 3,104.58
Bread
PHONE MA 2535
2,000.00
0 Central strike fund
CI
Culinary
1,102.70
50.00
Dance Corn. AUX.
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
Dance Corn. Calif. Hall.
196.00
116 Valencia, next to
Dance Com, Dreamland
Auto Mechanics' Union
51.26
Rink
100% Union
Down
155.25
Dance Corn. Oakland
508.22
Entertainment Corn
'29 Ford Rdstr, RS V-8
7,111.85
$40 Groceries
wheels
773.95
Gasoline
'28 Chrysler 72 Cpe. RS
5.54
$451 Hardware
Full Price
852.05
'28 Dodge Sed. Fast 4.425 Kitchen repairs
275.01
$30 Kitchen supplies
'29 Ford Roadster
91.64
Open Until 8 P. M.
Laundry
UN. 9191
425.36
Lumber
11,366.36
Meat
2,646.91
.
Milk
15.00
Printing
675.00
Recreation Center
Gymnasium
:
Amusement
RELIEF KITCHEN
Lunches
EXPENSES
307.37
Cent. Rel. Kitchen Ex...
Formerly THE REFEREE
Kitchen
Relief
Crockett
BEER • WINE
389.42
Expense
0:4•111111111104M.P1111•114,!04••••••=ii04111M1.111111•04MD.C•41=1.11•••.

Milk and Cream
Groceries - Gas - Oil
24.0 Taylor Ave., Astoria, Ore.
Union Membership Applied For
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SEATTLE
••

WHEN IN SEATTLE

ARROW TAXI
100% Union

SEATTLE

CABS & LIMOUSINES

1905 First Ave.

DELANEY'S

MAIN 7200
PUNIM4411110•411110...s.

••

1115 FIRST AVE. Seattle

sea for a living. Speaking for
more than 8000 members of the
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen,
Oilers and Watertenders and Wipers Association, whose membership is on strike here along the
Pacific Coast, it is necessary to
take this incident into deep conA ship comes into
sideration.
port, a few members of the crew
quit, the engineer calls to the
union hall for the number of men
to fill the vacancies. The men
around the hall with the oldest
shipping cards are given the jobs
If they so desire to ship aboard
this principal ship.
$62.50 A MONTH
The wages of the firemen before the strike was $62.50 per
month. For this he is to do eight
hours work per day, seven days
per week, including holidays. For
eight hours -per day the ,firemen
must stay in the bowels of the
ship, which is the holler- room
and stand the dreadful heat. At
times the temperature runs as
high as 185 degrees In tropical
waters. After he leaves the fireroom he washes himself in a
bucket and at times he must
travel the. ship's length to get to
the water pump. There are no
fancy showers, or nice tiled washrooms for the fireman to wash
himself in. He sits down to eat
with the sweat running off him
because many ships have no fans
or decent ventilation in the messrooms. The food is the cheapest
that the shipowner can buy. Very
seldom is there any fresh vegetables on the tables for the men
to eat, and beef stew is almost
The
constantly on the menu.
fireman always try to avoid the
heat, but no matter where he
goes he is still faced with the
same obstacle. He lies down in
his bunk and tries to read, but
this is impossible, because many
fo'c'sles are poorly ventilated,
have no fans, and the seaman is
given very little comfort from
the heat.

Oakland Relief Kitchen
5,132.22
Expense
Leave us Haul Your Baggage to
Sacramento Relief Kitand from the Slip
411.88
chen Expense
KitRelief
Sausalito
MEMBER SAILORS UNION
UNION HOUSE
555.01
chen Expense
Phone Sailors Hall, EL. 6752
A place where sailors meet
SEATTLE
Vallejo Relief Kitchen
ie SENECA ST.
Seattle, Wash.
95 Seneca St.
22.70
Expense
Near I. S. U. Hall
50.00
mosixamortorrononnooncrimmom
Rent
Ileo% UNION HOUSE
247.40
Speakers' Corn
D:olimmoini.....weinipoeureawawmwoonwaimis.0.rmrous,
SEAMEN WELCOME
61.57
water
and
Telephone
We Never Close. 1608 W. Lake •
449.54
•
Utensils
WORK WITHOUT PAY
Triangle Call Service
2,071.18
FIRST CLASS BAR and CAFELa
Vegetables
The shipowners often try to
Meals :: Sandwiches :: Chill
Hotel In Connection-Cards P
Women's Auxiliary Exhave the seamen work vithout
Free Delivery
434.79
•
Cor. 1st Ave. S..& Wash, Seattle
pense
PHONE SE. 9971
being paid for it, in the form of
111021212k02t0X)2=0:0:0:0111:0212=ticiitatrA
Louis Buckley, Member M.C.&S.
overtime. Take for example: a
.1001.11•1111.1.
Total disbursements..$41,538.75 seaman who lives in Oakland,
(i3
just across the bay from San
Cash bal., Dec. 81, 1936,
Welcomes you to Seattle
Francisco, comes back after a
In Bank of Amer...$ 6,576.52 four or five month trip at sea
Wine, Dancing, song
St.
117
James
F.
You can't go wrong
and is anxious to dress up and
ENTERTAINMENT
100% UNION 10USE
Phone EL. 9370

SEAMEN!

Paul Delaney

MM../4IND.INIIIP 01110•WINW.MQ011•0411110.111104.11ffill...•• •

Ernie Osterholm

POST KELLAR

e

J & M, Inc.

SUBMARINE

Seattle Tavern

2 Washington,Seattle
1
105/
MRS. AVERY, Prop.

OLYMPIA

Wm. Pavlick. Phone ELlot 9246.

•414.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

New Volcano Tavern
Washington and Occidental St.
SEATTLE, WASH.

• SHORTY'S
PLACE
•
OLYMPIA

SEATTLE, WASH.
DON NEWELL
l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shipmates, Meet Me at the

"Where All Union

JOHN OVIST, I.L.A.
(Former I.S.U.)
Choice Wines and Beer

Block from Union Hall - EL. 9129

TACOMA

ABERDEEN

evipiesimamil.....0110.00111.1.4111.4.11.*40P0.0.0realisoso•ame-uamornamon........•neswoimanwinwnimstoga%

Plymouth Rope

Smith's Marine Paints

TACOMA MARINE SUPPLY

ATTENTION
Members

ALASKA
FISHERMEN'S
UNION
•

Special Meeting
Will Be Held

FRIDAY
JAN. 29

THE MINT

At 7:00 P.M.
•
49 CLAY ST.

310 East Heron

San Francisco

CI
GOOD EATS and DRINKS

100% UNION

ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON

REFUSED SPEECH
Appeal In Worst Labor
Frameup Since Mooney
Is Denied
The victims of the worst
labor frameup since the
Mooney-Billings tr a g e dy
were taken to San Quentin
prison Sunday.
Before going, Earl King,
Ernest G. Ramsay and Frank
J. Conner sent their clothes
to San Francisco to be given
to the men on the picket line.

being made to arouse the peoP1
against the frame-up. Results for
any campaign can only be judge
through an objective standard.
The best standard in this case to
the publicity that has been issued
is the amount of funds that ha
ay
l reelt
u bg
eerdta n
hlryough the pa

raics
ttle
an
bee
S
achieved
deal through her publicity.
BENEFIT DANCE
A committee, headed by Broth°
dance
sa y, for
raKn d
am
arranged
benefit
King, Ramsay, an
Alexandereii
the
b
Conner last Saturday, Jan. 23rd.
The dance was certainly an e
that exMeanwhile, defense attorneys ample of the sentiment
BACK TO THE LAND
Seattl
ists
for
our
in
brothers
That march of the "farmers" filed notices of appeal on 12
to 90
An
close
attendance of
on 'Frisco to work the ships has grounds.
free
(donated
the
M.E.B.A.
filled
The appeal was based not only
been stopped, but I suppose that
wer
to
Hundreds
capacity.
some of our members are still in on the fact that the three men
lack of
of
away
turned
because
doubt as to what it is all about. had an unfair trial, but also on
bee
ver- space. There could not have
In a dispatch from 'Frisco it is the contradiction between the
if it
it
in
extra
person
another
said that these so-called "farm- dict of second degree murder and
was humanly possible to get hi
ers" wouldn't know a plow if the evijlence.
in.
Women and men milling in
Included as arguments for a
they saw one. It seems that the
by
the
hundreds; all bound b
Associated Farmers Is an organ- reversal of the conviction were
one pledge that King, RamsaY,
ization mostly on "paper." Please the facts that Superior Judge
doomed to
and Conner shall not be
give us warning Mr. Plant; what Frank M. Ogden was biased
life
in
jail.
Ramsay
prejudiced, thaet King,
are you going to do next?
The official matron was Mrs
and Conner should have been
We want an increase in wages
Margaret
Lindberg, mother of ou
Waltried separately from George
of ten dollars per month. Why
late
Bruce, who lost his
brother
lace, apparently the real murderer
are we asking for this increase?
cause. Mrs. Lin
life
for
labor's
and certainly the only guilty one,
Because with the wages that we
berg closed down her little restauand that one of the jurors was a
are receiving now Is impossible
rant for the occasion so that eh
legal client of a deputy district
to keep us supplied with sufficmight officiate at the affair.
attorney.
ient work clothes and other neCharming,
diplomatic, capable sh
The latter referred to Mrs.
of
cessities of life, and at the same
In Oakland, the members
did everything possible to make
Julia Vickerson, who was during
time support our families. The I.L.A., Auxiliary No. 7, have been
this large crowd become inward'
the trial and still is a client of
can
afford this; they working tirelessly, day and night,
shipowners
conscious of the responsibilit
Deputy District Attorney Charles
are reaping in millions of dol- to aid the strikers.
Whenever
that
rested upon it in this grea
D. Wehr. Neither Mrs. Vickerlars in the form of ship subsidies any help has been needed-the
Diamonds to you M
cause.
son nor Wehr bothered to menfrom the government for which women have been right there.
Lindberg!
beat
the
relationship
the
tion
the tax payers are suffering the The sick have been cared for by
ORCHIDS TO DELANEY
ginning of the long trial.
burden. We want the real value the Auxiliary members, and many
Another active participant, ce
with
confronted
Judge Ogden,
of our labor; we are tired of liv- strikers and their families have
group, in making this affair
this latter evidence plus the
ing like a pack of animals. We received relief through the help
huge success was Mr. Paul Dehated
revelation that Wallace
laney and family, Mr. Delane
know that our demands are fair of the Auxiliary.
King, refused January 20 to
also closed his famous bar-room
and just; we know that the pubEach day over eight hundred
grant a new trial.
lic will support us when they
and
put out a sign "Gone to th
sandwiches have been made by
His decision was in keeping
King-Ramsay-Conner Dance, WI
know the conditions that we are the Auxiliary for distribution on
with all his other decisions in
morning, bow
forced to work under.
the picket line. Th ese sand- the case. He is a former deputy be back in the
and hi
Delaney
you?" Mr.
FIGHT FOR JOBS
wiches have been turned over to district attorney under District about
official
the
were
assistant
capable
The shipowners want us to the East Bay Joint Strike Com- Attorney Earl Warren.
ca
you
beverage dispensers and
ship off the docks; they want us mittee, and during all kinds of
Just before passing sentence,
done 1:'
job
the
well
imagine
to fight each other for the jobs; weather, the pickets have had Judge Ogden refused to allow
Mr. a
they want us to beg them to sandwiches to give them material King to make a statement, al- them. Orchids to you,
Mrs. Paul Delaney.
give us employment. But every encouragement.
though the law requires allowLast but not least was 0
one must remember that we
In the field of publicity, these ance.
100
master of ceremonies and f
fought on the picket lines in 1934 East Bay women have shown that
King, when the judge told him
Brothe
by
headed
committee
to eliminate these dreadful conthey realized the issues involved to keep still, pointed his finger "Whitey" Karlson, chairman
ditions. Yes, men were murdered
in this strike. A bulletin-THE at the bench and then at the the Firemen's strike committee.
by the police and vigilantes in
SPEAK - three district attorneys who conth
STRIKERS' WIVES
They accomplished almost
helping to secure these condidistrib- ducted the frame-up.
and
Tih
published
has been
1t9h3a7.t there
en
no
m
e
miraculous,
a
considering
racl
tions that prevent us from walk- uted uptown in the East Bay.
"You are craven," he said to
ing the docks every day looking
This bulletin has undoubtedly Judge Ogden, "as these three check room committee, ably dip
'
and hoping for a job. Yes, the
men over here. You are afraid
been a factor for rallying the
single la
a
lose
didn't
rected,
shipowners have gone so far as
general public, through the wom- of what I ,have to say."
'
or coat. That is certainly a rec.
to frame up on some of our best
Wallace, who dragged the others
en, behind the cause of the strikweather.
ord,
the
considering
union brother s, having them
into the case to save his own
ers.
thousand aces to you gentleMen
sent to prison. Earl King, E. G.
adnodnabteed
In the past, the employers have neck, was taken to San Quentin
stra, saidwITienhioens
eusicians'
M
Ramsay and Frank Conner were
tried to break various strikes by January 21. The grapevine says an hrech
To
all framed by the shipowners,
defeatist propaganda to the wom- he will be placed in stool-pigeons °rages were also gotten free of
with the main desire of shoving
en. However, in this strike, the row in the prison-reserved for charge; everything was take
them in behind the walls of San
Seattle
women themselves have been an rats.
ir of by the people in
Quentin where they might never
Prison officials apparently
active force to bring victory to
Ulf
of
to guarantee the success
again help to organize the seathe strikers. The women of the realize that Wallace would lead careafaffair.
These men were found
men.
demo
East Bay have been doing a an unhappy life if he were to
This dance certainly
"guilty" by a picked jury, and
nn
influe
splendid job and deserve the mix with other prisoners.
strates the extent and
later sentenced to five years to
In the county jail in Oakland,
thanks of all the Maritime strikliberate Kin
to
publicity
of
the
life in prison. This is the peners. Following is a reprint of other prisoners refused to talk to Ramsay and Conner. many 110
alty these men must pay because
the bulletin written by the wom- him or even notice him. He ables from leading unions, Central
they fought for better conditions
helped frame innocent men, and
en:
Labor Council, newspapers, M
for the seamen. These men have
attended.
the whole world knows it.
I.L.A. AUXILIARY NO. 7
nicIpal and civic bodies
won gains for us through their
-se
King, Ramsay and Conner were
cross
BULLETIN
There was an entire
correct ,leadership.
'
On the 81st day of the mari- cheerful, looking forward eagerly tion of the life of Seattle Preis
FIGHT TO FINISH
time strike the womenfolk of to a meeting with the six vic- ent. Without question we can 84
the
Today we are ready to sacri- each and every striker make this tims of the Modesto Standard 011
that Seattle is conscious of
fice our lives to hold onto these appeal to you. Be fair to us frame-up who are in San Quencase, is alive to the knowledg
gains, because we know that when you judge this strike. Be tin--Robert L. Fitzgerald, Victor
that King, Ramsay and Conne
once the shipowners force us to wise when you read the shipown- Johnson, John Rodger, Henry
shall not be railroaded to life in
ship off the dock, this will spell er's propaganda, for if this strike Silva, Reuel Stanfield and Alto 1
t
d returned
jail,
but shall
b
the end of our Union. Our three is lost it will mean the start of phonse Buyle.
w ork,
the
service and
Demain demands. 1-The Control a union breaking campaign.
The King-Ramsay-Conner
which they had so noblY Pe
of Hiring. 2-Cash for overtime.
From the daily press everyone fense Committee, organized last formed in the past.
3-Increase in wages, have been is led to believe that the strike September when the frame-up
Uncompleted receipts show
We don't want is just about over. The employ- was launched, will continue its
outlined here.
for the
net profit close to $300
control of the ships, we don't ers pay well for this, as they work of informing the public and
ei
strike
affair. Considering the
want to tell the shipowners what know that the public will be mis- union labor of the facts in the
i
this
uation, we can say that
case.
to eat and what not to eat; all led.
With
occasion.
splendid for the
The appeal will be taken to
we want is to stop living like
th
SECURITY AT STAKE
this dance under its belt
United
the
Court
States
start
Supreme
living like huanimals and
tee
commit
daughConner
We, the wives, mothers,
King *Ramsay if necessary.
The shipowners
man beings.
ters and families of the strikers
will redouble its efforts to fre
have stalled so far in settling the
are definitely affected by this
our brothers, • so that the nelt
strike. They hope to starve US
strike. Our homes and our sedance will be a dance of
into submission.
tile
curity are at stake.
u
rtylr,'' we
f hoopre,boroftzrlesbrtaoting
labor
They hope to turn the public
In 1934 our men struck and
The wave of protest that has return
support against us through false
the right to a decent stand- spread
won
coastwise
the fold and its service. •
against
the
press.
They hope
publicity in
of living and now the shipard
to break the union solidarity
owners challenge this right. Inthrough planting agents in our
MARITIME FEDERATION MEN PREFER
stead of standing out in the rain
ranks who continually carry on
waiting for the boss to come out
a campaign of red-baiting and
and pick his pets, our men now
go to the union hiring halls and
They
are dispatched to jobs.
will never give up their hiring
hall and we are behind them 100
per cont.

I. L. A. Auxiliary
No. 7

Luxor Cab

81 B.

McDONALD'S
GUARANTEED

USED CARS
100% UNION

999 Van Ness

"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"

Since 1834 the strikers have
been able to buy the comforts for
their homes and families and in
this way help other workers to
raaintata 41431r, standard a living.
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King, Ramsay, Conner Send
Clothing To Picket
Lines In S. F.

Seattle Proudly
Aids In Defense

Meet"

1121 HEWITT AVE.
Everett, Washington
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UNION MADE CLOTHING
SHIP CHANDLERY

man

Idle Hour Tavern

Beer - Wine - Dancing
1200 - 1st Avenue - let and Seneca
Vs

WASH.

EVERETT

ANCHOR INN
100% UNION
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WINE!

BEER

SEATTLE, Wash.-The General
Committee of San Francisco is
putting on a very effective campaign against an old state law
This
concerning anti-picketing.
law has been on the books for a
long time, the employers have
tried to put it into effect several
times but have never met with
much success. That does not
prove of course that they wouldn't
be able to get some politicians
goons to enforce the law at some
critical time. The 'Frisco committee is making a very wise move
to avert any future trouble. The
campaign consists mostly of literature being distributed by the
various picket gangs, the gangs
down there are doing fine work
all over town.

hideous frame-up of our three b
loved brothers, Earl King, Ernes
Ramsay and Frank Conner is e
rolling hundreds of new supper
ers behind their fight for freedom.
Seattle can proudly boast that
it is in the forefront of this figh
The fact that Seattle has raised
an exceedingly large sum far o
of proportion to her size an
now has reduplicated its effort'
to increase its quota is proo
enough of the efforts that ar
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